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ARAUCARIA

In their native wilds of South
America and Pacific Australia. Arau
carias are large evergreen trees. Some
species—there are about a dozen—
grow as tall as 200 feet, with a di
ameter of nine or ten feet and solid
globular cones four or five inches in
diameter. Grown in greenhouses,
however, they do not attain a great
height and are probably the most
prized pot evergreens in cultivation.
They are much used in house deco
ration, particularly at Christmas time,
as they are not only attractive but
will stand much hard usage.
Araucaria excelsa, a native of Nor
folk Island, is the one commonly
seen in residences. It is grown in
enormous quantities in many nur
series for window and table plants
and can be used in summer on
porches if protected from the hot
sun. These plants can be grown from
seed but grow too rapidly for house
use. It has been found that plants
raised from cuttings assume a dwarf,
compact habit with tiers of branches
placed close together and that they
do not grow into large specimens un
til many years old.
Another variety. Araucaria imbricata. is known as the Monkey Puzzle
Tree. Its leaves are close together,
still and pointed, up which a monkey
can scramble with great ease but
down which he finds a painful and
puzzling way. This variety, native of
South America, is fairly hardy. It
is seen on lawns and parks in Ber
muda, in the South and even in Ire
land and England.
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Miss Croonmore is going
to finish her musical educa

Where did she get the money?
The neighbors all chipped in.

CUMMING’S CAREER

Rapidly becoming accustomed' to
his new school district, and finding
that his lines have fallen in very
pleasant places, Supt. George J. Cum
ming is already closely in touch with
his new duties, and has made an
impression here and in Rockport
that promises full co-operation and
harmony.
The new superintendent is a native
of Houlton and a graduate of its High
School. In 1921 he graduated from
Bowdoin College where he specialized
to some extent in track, speaking and
Y.M.C.A. work. As a freshman he
won the Hillard Lockwood Fairbanks
prize and he went to Des Moines,
Iowa, as a delegate to the national
convention of the Student Volunteers
Movement. His fraternity was the
DK.E. ,
After leaving college he became
principal of Bridgewater Classical
Academy, remaining one year. He
then became a member of the facculty of Bar Harbor High School ac
submaster and teacher of sciences.
After four years' service he returned
to his native town as principal of the
Houlton Junior High School. Five
years in that capacity was followed
by a similar period as superintendent
of the Houlton, Littleton and Ham
mond Union.
And it was from the last named po
sition. well grounded in the duties
he was about to assume that Mr.
Cummings was called to the Rock
land-Rockport district.
He is a former president of the
Aroostook County Teachers' Associa
tion, and has supplemented his edu
cational advantages with two terms
at the University of Maine Summer
School.
He is a 32d degree Mason, being a
member of Monument Lodge, F.A.M.
of Houlton, Aroostook Chapter,
RAM., St. Aldemar Commandery,
K T. and Bar Harbor Chapter. O.ES
He is also a member df the Houlton
Rotary Club.
Mr. Cumming was married in 1921
! to Miss Feme Briggs of Houlton, a
former school teacher. They have
two children—Joyce 8. and Gordon 5
They reside ln the P P. Bicknell
house on the Old County road.

Secretary of State Lewis O. Barrows
said Thursday that “even if the Gov
ernor and Council should see fit to
issue a pardon” to a convicted
drunken driver who sought to regain
his operator's license, his department
would have no "authority" to overrule
the mandatory statute relative to re
vocation of licenses in such cases.
His statement was made in answer
to an inquiry as to the policy of his
department relative to the restora
tion of operators licenses, provided
the application for a pardon from
a drunken driving conviction was fa
vorably considered by the governor
and council.
“First of all,” Barrows said, “I am
of the opinion that sucli action by
the governor and Council has no re
lation to the effect that a conviction
has been received from the various
courts. It does not remove the rec
ord of the court conviction from this
department.
“Section 88 of chapter 29 of the
revised statutes contains mandatory
provisions which require, in the case
of a conviction on a charge of op
erating or attempting to operate a
motor vehicle while under the influ
ence of intoxicating liquor, that the
license, or right to operate for a non
resident, shall be revoked for a period
of at least two years.
"There has not been a single ex
ception to this requirement, and
there will not be.
“Under our present law, the only
place to seek such relief should be
ln the courts,” Barrows said.
Barrows explained in cases where
a conviction had resulted at least
two years must elapse from the date
of revocation "before any considera
tion can be given to restoring the
license, or right to operate, as the
case may be.”
The Governor and Council have
had before them several petitions of
persons who. after being sentenced cn
drunken driving charges, sought par
dons in an effort to regain their op
erators' license.

Has Worthy Objective
I. G. Calderwood, has been elected
president of the newly formed Lions
Club, in Vinalhaven. This club is
now making a bid for the lobster
rearing project being planned by the
State and federal governments, be
lieving that it is the only way In
which the great lobster Industry can
be saved and knowing that in Mr.
Calderwood. the club has a real lead
er In its undertaking.
Mr. Calderwood is a native of
Vinalhaven, but has spent most of

COMING WEDNESDAY
Official Board of Nat l Mis

sionary Ass n To Visit the

FOOTBALL

Universalist Church

ROCKLAND HIGH
vs.
CONY HIGH OF AUGUSTA

COMMUNITY PARK
SATURDAY, OCT. 10—2.30 P. M.
ADMISSION 25c, 35c

NOTICE!
We, the undersigned, R. W. Davis & Sons, Rock
land, Me., wish to announce to our patrons that we
are not going out of the milk and cream business as
rumors state, but intend to do a wholesale and retail
milk and cream business as before.

R.

W.

DAVIS & SONS
122*It

FALL BARGAIN OFFER

BOSTON EVENING TRANSCRIPT
ONE YEAR BY MAIL FOR ONLY $5.50
(outside Boston Postal District)

Here is your opportunity to enjoy reading New England's best
daily newspaper for one year at one-half the regular subscrip
tion rate.
This offer is for thc Daily Transcript, six days a week, includ
ing thc BIG SATURDAY TRANSCRIPT with Magazine and
Book Review Sections.
Just send your i cmittance with mailing address and your paper
will start at once.

This is a regular $11.00 value
This offer expires November 15, 1936

BOSTON, MASS.
You can get results by using The Boston Evening Transcript
Classified Ads.
122*It
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A notable event is scheduled for
Rockland religious circles in the ves
try of the Universalist Church at
2.30 p. m. next Wednesday when the
full official board of the National Mis
sionary Association of the Univer
salist Church will come as guests of
the local Mission Circle.
The women who make up the per
sonnel of this national board possess
ability and distinction, and are select
ed from nearly every part of the
United States. Their visit to Rock
land, in connection with the fall
meeting of their board in Portland,
is part of a general visitation plan,
including the churches in eastern
and central Maine.
The meeting Wednesday afternoon
will open with a brief devotional
service, with special musical selec
tions, under the direction of the local
president. Mrs. Adelaide E. Lowe.
Following the devotional service,
each member of the board will be in
troduced and will speak briefly. The
principal address of the afternoon will
be delivered by the national president,
Mrs. Irving L. Walker of Rochester.
N. Y. Mrs. Walker is a speaker of
charm and power. She is a leader of
real ability.
After the meeting there will be an
informal reception in honor of the
visitors followed by refreshments.
Miss Caroline Jameson is chairman
of the committee on decorations, Mrs.
M. E. Wotton of the committee on
refreshments, and Mrs. Lowe will
have charge of the program.
All women of the congregation are
invited to attend this most import
ant and inspiring gathering.

SALE

Land, Buildings, Machinery, Tools and Equipment
The Charles D. Blake property on Gay St. Place, Roekland, conlisting of two large lots of land, office and machine shop building,
cement working building, cement mixers and other machinery and
equipment; motors, forge, house jacks, blocking, barrows, power
machinery, shafting and belting and tools of every description.
Substantial rash payment required.
For price and particulars apply to

JOHN J. PERRY, Agent, 64 North Main St.
74Stf

COMPLETED BEFORE CHRISTMAS

The new Community Building, cor- I ball games and other holiday funcner Limerock and Union streets, has j tlons. These events will of course
provide a source of revenue to help
reached a point in construction
on providing chairs, stage equipment,
where its approximate date of com etc. A temporary curtain and tem
pletion can be named and the prob- porary scenery have already been
lent of its furnishing needs be ag- i made available for the stage to do
gressively attacked. To that end the duty until the permanent installa
tions can be made.
general committee under Mayor
The built-in seats for the audi
Thurston picked a special strategy or torium will answer to perfection the
steering committee under the guid question of the handling of crowds
ance of Joseph Emery which will for games, dances, etc., but the prob
work out the definite requirements lem of providing seats for the main
floor to augment the built-in seats
in all departments of furniture and
for plays, conventions, public meet
will form a large general furnishings ings, etc., will be one of the first to
committee representing all groups in handle. The equipping of the social
Built By
Year Tons
Master
the city to put across the big job of rooms, second floor hall, kitchens, etc,
J. Morton
1850
equipping the splendid new struc can be taken care of as rapidly as pos
J. Morton
1851
sible. The immediate need of the
J. Morton
1854
Saunders Curling ture. This group will have as a community seems to be the large pub
precedent the work of the men and
J. Morton
1853
lic auditorium.
Stetson
1854 1652 Smith
women who bought, built and
A complete layout of the whole plant
Chapman & Flint
1854 1367 W. Atkins
equipped Community Athletic Field with necessary furniture is being made
J. Leorpes <fe Owners 1854 1367 Doane
by Mr. Fink and will serve as a basis
before turning it over to the city.
R. Camon & Owners 1850 843 Moffitt
Architect in charge Fink and Supt. for the future plans. Many articles
have been donated already and much
Murphy estimate the final touches
G H Harris
1855 1362 Lebough
equipment of one sort or another is
Chapman & Flint
will be given the new structure on at present unused in the community
1856 1360 Neill
J. Elliot & Co.
1856 864 Owens
Feb. 15, 1937, complete, ready to go which would serve splendidly If do
Chapman & Flint
1857 1192 Evans
including heating, plumbing and nated to the building.
1857 1457 Karlton
lighting. In agreement with the
It should be constantly borne in
O'Brien
1859 1724 Jones
building committee these men feel mind that this structure is for the
1862 1583 C. A. Wheeler
that public interest will be best served service of all Knox County, not
1860 1544 A. W. Wade
by concentrating all efforts from now Rockland alone, and will be available
O’Brien
1863 1552 T. G. Libby
forward on the early completion of for group gatherings of all sorts. An
Gilchrest
1863 1534 S. P. Borden
the auditorium proper and its ap operating organization in the nature
S. Watts
1863 1391 H. T. Lange
proaches. This work can be done in of a board of governors will be formed
Capt. & Owners
1863 1267
season to have the great hall ready to assume the responsibility of run
Stetson & Gerry
1865 1337
for opening Dec. 15 in time for the ning the institution after it is com
Samuel Watts
1865 1623 Palmer
Christmas vacation dances, basket- pleted.
O'Brien
1866 2005 Crawford
S. Watts
1866 1157 E. Watts
Chapman & Flint
1866 1766 Gates
1866 1183
S. Watts
1866 1262 N. E. Schaffer
E. OBrien
1867 1538 Hathorn
S. Watte
1867 1326 Henry
Stetson & Gerry
1868 1242 Theobald
8. Watte
1868 1493 Gleason Young
8. Watts
1869 1944 Hodgman
E. O’Brien
1869 1968 O. Morse
E. O'Brien
1870 1951 Kendall
A few weeks ago local football fans
This afternoon's game will begin
E Watte
1871 1583 Morton
shuddered when the name of Cony at 2 o'clock, and Rockland High will
E. Watte
1870 2034 Lermond
High was mentioned. “No beating present the following lineup:
E. O'Brien
1874 1671 Colley
Le Hanley, It Morgan, lg Anderson,
that Augusta team." quoth they.
S. Watte
1874 1955 E. B. Watts
c LaCrosse, rg Cuccinello, rt Black,
But the Orange and Black has been re Murgita, qb East, lhb Karl, rhb
E O'Brien
1875 1903 W. T. O'Brien
8 Watte
1875 2020 R. B. Anderson moving along smoothly, with never Skinner, fb Rawley.
S. Watte
1875 1296 J . B. Emerson
The officials will be Goodrich
yet a defeat chalked up against it,
S. Watte
1877 1616 Starrett
(Colby) referee; Lovell (New Hamp
and three victories to its credit.
Creighton & Mills
1874 1989 S. C. Jordan
shire State) umpire; Hucke (Colby)
E. O'Brien
1877 2194 Speed
head linesman.
Manager Marsh hopes
S. Watte
1877 1951 Willey
The Rockland gridsters have shown
this person will be at
E. OBrien
1877 2166 E. Thorndike
steady improvement under Coach
the game
Mills & Co.
1876 2187 W. F. Mills
Matheson's tutorship, being at its best
O'Brien
1878 2200 F. Curling
in the last half of the Dexter game.
S. Watte
1878 1516 Williams
A few new plays and passes will be
Modest Don Matheson broke his
S. Watte
1878 1655 Anderson
essayed today. A cheerful note is
silence yesterday when he actually
E. O'Brien
1879 2105 Wallace
sounded in the statement that Mur
told the Sports Editor of this paper
S Watte
1881 1851 Bunting
gita is playing a strong end posi
that there was no reason why Rock
O'Brien
1881 2141 T. Libby
tion and is a good pass receiver; that
land should not give a good account
O'Brien
1882 2157 T. O'Brien
of itself. “If the boys play as they
S. Watts
1882 2013 Young
are capable of playing, they have a
S. Watts
1883 2134 N. Jordan
chance to win," he boldly added.
The student who would
Cony High comes here this after

Years ago when shipbuilding was a thriving industry ln
many New England ports, Thomaston was classed among the
leaders both in quantity and quality of production. Brigs,
barges and ships followed one another down the St. Georges
River, awaiting only the favorable winds which would take
them to widely scattered world ports.
A few weeks ago a Courier-Gazette subscriber who had
read the list of old Rockland vessels expressed the hope in
these columns that a similar list might be compiled in Thom
aston. This has been done by Capt. Arthur J. Elliot of that
town, a member of the firm of Dunn & Elliot Company whose
name is synonymous with shipbuilding, and the highest type
of shipbuilding.
The following list applies to brigs, barks and ships—Capt. Elliot has no
doubt there are omissions, and would like to hear from those who know of
vessels which may not be on the list. Names of schooners built at Thomas
ton will be published later.

Ship
James Nesmit
Rochambeau
S. Curling
Ocean Chief
Richard Robinson
St Roman
Baden
Ionian

Saracen
St. James
Margarita
Frank Flint
Gavilan
Eagle
General McClellan
E. Creighton
Edward O'Brien
G. Calderwood, the Vinalhaven Ne Plus Ultra
Lions Club's first president
General Berry
Oracle
his life working on large projects in Corsar
the North. West and South. A few Henry L. Richardson
years ago 'he returned to make his Andrew W. Johnson
L. B. Gilchrest
home here.
The newly organized Club held St. Charles
Charter Night Tuesday, the occasion (Pride of the Port
proving the event of the week. Rep Joseph Fish
resentatives were present from Rock William A. Campbell
land, Camden, Rockport and Ston Kendrick Fish
ington Clubs, contributing to the at Ventus
tendance figure of 75. which also in Jane Fish
cluded members of the Vinalhaven Loretta Fish
Band. Supper was served by the John Bryce
Alex MoCallutn
Union Church Circle.
Following band selections, the first Eliza McNeil
verse of "America’' was sung, after 6amuel Watts
Alida
which the Lions' toast was given by
Vice President D. H. Daggett. Intro Alfred Watts
Belle O'Brien
duction of the toastmaster was made
H. S. Gregory
John T. Berry
program included the song. “Don't Levi Gt Burgess
You Hear Those Lions Roar?”; in Joseph S. Spinney
troduction of the visiting Lions: ad Alex Gibson
dress and presentation of charter. G. Alfred D. Snow
W. Dyer of Camden Lions Club; ac Baring Brothers
ceptance of charter and brief his Harvey Mills
tory of Vinalhaven, I. G. Calderwood, Frank Curling
local Lions president; Vinalhaven Col. Adams
Lions' song, Neil Calderwood was Snow & Burgess
J. jB. Walker
pianist.
The Lions roared at 10 o'clock. Joseph B. Thomas
General Knox
Twister O V. Drew gave an original Edward O'Brien
exhibition of plain and fancy tail Cyrus Wakefield
R. D. Rice
twisting.

The local dub will visit the Ston Brig
ington Club Oct. 20.
Josephine
Daphne
Lions Club Song
Keystone
(Words by O. V. Drew)

Bark
Germanicus
Montebello
Ceres
Paris
Oracle
Fighting Joe
Here's to the Lions of Vlnslhaven,
Pactolas
On that good old sea girt Isle—
Where fish Is meat and Friday's treat Nicholas Thayer
And lobsters are in style—
Martha A. McNeil
(And how they fall for style.)
Oh—here’s to thc club that Is progres Kate Harding
sive
Fannie J. McLellan
Willing to serve and smile,
Striving to help one another
Levanta
And make life a little more worth while.
Minnie IM. Watts
Patent Applied for
Coyprighted In Pequot. Dogtown,
Calderwood's Neck and all other
foreign countries
Tune—Trio Of “Our pirector"
March

Here’s to the Lions of Vinalhaven
Down where the sea meets rocky shore,
Where the Flshawks scream and the
Lions roar
And the clams play tag on the ocean
floor—
(And now You're It).
Oh—here’s to thc club that's up and
doing
Beating to windward all the while.
And when the East wind brings rain and
fog
They clear It up with their smile.
Here's to the Lions of Vinalhaven
Fifteen miles out to sea.
.
Where the spruce and the pine make
vou feel so fine
You’ll crack your heels and say “Be
Gee
(What lovely weather.’’)
Oh—here's to the club of Jolly good
fellows
No one with a selfish end to gain
Just to serve with a grin and boost like
sin
For old Vinalhaven, Maine.

OLD GOLD

Volume 91.................... Number 122.

Capt. Arthur J. Elliot Contributes a Chapter To That Is the Word On the New Auditorium—Now
Comes the Big Job of Furnishing
Bygone Shipbuilding Days

Barkentine
Levi S. Andrews
Cecil P. Stewart
Reine Marie Stewart
HatUe G. McFarland
Freda A. Willey

TODAY'S FOOTBALL GAME

Sounds Like An Oil Contest—Rockland High
Will Try To Soak Cony

Thomas Walsh
Dunn St Elliot

1861
1865
1866

218
415 Copeland
430

1100
1089
1154
610
1267
587
1201
584
1010
714
634
395
1023

Stetson & Gerry
T. W. Dunn

1855
1853
1859
1860
1862
1864
1865
1868
1868
1869
1870
1874
1875

S. Gerry
Dunn & Elliot
Dunn & Elliot
Dunn & Elliot
Dunn & Elliot

1881 669 S. Watts
1919 1216 R. B. Drisco
1919 1307 H. L. Heileger
1872 546
1880 534

i

Chapman & Flint
Chapman & Flint

O'Brien
8. Watte

FARM BUREAU SCHOLARSHIP

Lucinda Rich of Charleston has
been awarded the scholarship just
established in the College of Agricul
At your home (within 30 miles) $1.00
25 years’ experience in New York City
ture, University of Maine, by the
Charles A. Lundell
Maine, Farm Bureau Federation. At
Friendship, Maine
college, besides standing well in her
122*123
studies. Miss Rich has been active
in the home economics and 4-H col
OPEN UNTIL NOVEMBER 1ST
WE BUY
“RUTH’S”
lege clubs and the Y.W.CA, is a
Dressed Hogs. Beef, Lamb and Veal.
Ruth Barter. Prop.
We sugar cure and smoke your hams, member of the college ohorus, and
HOT LOBSTER STEW, SALADS shoulders and bacon.
has played volly ball, hockey, soccer,
AND SANDWICHES, PASTRY
C. H. RICE COMPANY
and basketball.
Rockland. Me.
TeL 8035
Tenant's Harbor, Me. Tillson Avenue
121-132
118-129
“Hush yo' mouf, Sam. What yo'
alius complainin’ of? Lou all '1 lose
yo’ job. You jus' betta keep quiet ef
ARMORY BALLROOM
WE BUY
yo' know what side yo' bread's butTONIGHT
tahed on.”
Eddie Whalen
“Whata I care what side it's butCLARENCE E. DANIELS tahed on, man?” replied the belliger
and his
JEWELER
Yankee Ambassadors
370 MAIN ST,
BOCKLAND ent Sam. “I eats both sides, doesn't
122*lt
I?"

Piano, Voice,
Piano Accordion Lessons

BOSTON EVENING TRANSCRIPT

HAILING PORT, THOMASTON

IVINALHAVEN LIONS

tion Concerning Them

■

1

DRUNKEN DRIVERS

The New Superintendent of Secretary of State Barrows New Club Observes Charter
States Department’s Posi
Night With Festivities—
, Schools Has Had Very

Few Idle Hours

THREE CENTS A COPY
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G. Mitchell
Colcord

Jordan
F. S. Watte
McLellan
A. F. Vesper
E. Watte

COMING IN "HAMLET”

Gertrude Elliott, a Native of
Rockland, To Be In Cast
At Boston
When on Oct. 19 at the Boston
Opera House Leslie Howard appears
for the flrst time on any stage as
Hamlet, there will be in his company,
in addition to a number of distin
guished American actors, several of
the best known artists of the London
theatre.
Heading this list of daily celebri
ties and in the important role of
Queen will be an American-born ac
tress whose great success flrst came
to her in England and who became a
British subject by her marriage to
one of the most distinguished actors
of all time, This is Gertrude Elliott
—sister of the famous and beautiful
Maxine Elliott-and in private life

like to be a sody is
noon with the prestige of having de
feated Dover, Skowhegan and Hal
wondering
lowell. The last named team was
beaten by three touchdowns, which
is two better than Rockland did,
earlier in the season when the hay
seed had not been combed out of the East is strong on throwing; that
Skinner is one of the speediest run
local boys' hair.
ners on any school team; that Bill
Karl is doing a good chore with his
right boot; that one of Rawley's
Yes, Cony High
strong points is his blocking; that
been scouted.
Black. Morgan and LaCrosse are tow
ers of defensive strength; and that
Cuccinello is a fast man in running
Cony has been capably scouted by a interference.
Rockland observer and makes much
Last Saturday Rockland scored
use of a balanced line with short both of its touchdow'ns on forward
kick formations. Two of the backs, passes, and completed mo6t of its
Trial and Coughlin, are the team’s passes in that game.
mainstays and possess strong scoring
Morse High comes here from Bath
power. Thursday night's practice at a week from today, and when Rock
Community Park was largely a de land and Bath meet watch out for the
fense against Cony plays.
explosion.
Lady Forbes-Robertson, wife of Sir
Johnston Forbes-Robertson.
Miss Elliott was born at Rockland.
Me., and made her theatrical debut
in Rose Coglan's Company at Sara
toga. N. Y. After playing a succes
sion ol important ingenue roles in
New York, Gertrude Elliott went to
London to play in one of her Ameri
can successes, "The Cowboy and the
Lady.” A year and a half after ar
riving in England she was engaged by
Forbes-Robertson, who was doing rep
ertory, to play Ophelia in “Hamlet,”
Carrots in the play of that name, and
Judith in "The Devil’s Principle."
This was in April, and the following
December she and Mr. Forbes-Robert
son were married.
It was a co-star with her distin
guished husband that Miss Elliott
visited America on several occasions
in a repertory of brilliant plays.
Since Sir Johnston's retirement Miss
Elliott has made tours to Canada.
South Africa and New Zealand and

has managed her own theatre in Lon
don. Among her greatest successes
have been Ophelia. Desdemona. Cleo
patra tn Shaw’s “Caesar and Cleo
patra." Glad in “The Dawn of a To
morrow and the role Jane Cowl por
trayed in this country in “Smilin’
Through."—Boston Traveler.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I bad my life to Uve again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and Uiten to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes la a
loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
BEAUTY FOUND IN SIMPLE THINGS
She works tn her garden, living quietly.
Watching the way of wine In the plumes
of cane,
And mangoes ripening ln the sun, and
rain
Trailing coolly ln from an opal sea.

And the earth has taught her wisdom,
and the way
peace through beauty found ln
simple things:
For God is hers ln a flower, ln curving
wings.
Or a ehlld's clinging hands at the close
of day.
Tb

,

—John Coffin
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At The High School

THREE-TLMES-A-WEEK

If we hope for that we see not.
then do we with patience wait for it.
—Rom. 8: 25.

444

(By the Pupils)

YEARS SINCE

sional entertainments which will be
given from October to April. There
i will be a small admission fee.

Every-Other-Day

HAD A JOLLY TIME

AUTO PLATE SHOP

Rockland Kiwanis Club Roy-1 Description In State Prison
ally Entertained By Au-1
Newspaper Will Interest
All pupils of Junior High have been
given a general physical test this
gusta Brethren
Car Owners

• ♦ • •

The teachers in the Senior and week by Miss Eliza Steele. R. N.
• • • »
Junior High were especially favored
Augusta Kiwanians and their wives
The current issue of "Vox,'' the
this week in having at their meeting
At this week's meeting of the Dra
Thursday night entertained Rock Maine State Prison newspaper, has
as a guest speaker Miss Leah Rams matic Club in Miss Parker's room
dell, who gave a very- interesting these officers were elected: President, land Kiwanians, likewise chaperoned, the following Interesting description
description of her summer cruise Barbara Orff; vice president. Gordon at dinner in the Hotel North dining of th^ Auto Plate Shop, prepared by
Since the Pinto, Nina
aboard the Italian liner. S. S. Roma. Richardson; manager. Russell Hew room. There were 85 present. 40 of Mansur T. Sprague:
and Santa Maria first
Miss Ramsdell spent over two ett; production manager. Kent Stan them members of the Rockland club.
The Auto Plate Shop is no longer
touched the shores of
months touring 14 countries for the ley. assisted by Felice Perry; secre
After
dinner
the
group
adjourned
to
considered
an infant at M. S. P.
FOR PRESIDENT
most part located in the Asiatic tary, Barbara Perry; entertainment
the New World, later
Augusta city hall where they were This is now one of the leading indus
group. She described vividly Mount committee. Donald Marriner, Betty
discoverers have blazed
treated to an entertainment by the tries. It not only produces the auto,
Vesuvius, the ruins of Pompeii, and McAlarv, and Dorothy Sherman
King's
Ambassadors quartet.
pioneerwilderness
trails,
of Kansas
the Amalfi Drive, a preliminary j
truck, zone, motorcycle, and motorThe entertainment was the result
extended our physical
sight-seeing tour before setting sail ’ The Lions Entertainment Festival, i
of a membership contest held be boat plates, but also road signs, high
frontiers, and voyaged
from the Bay of Naples. The Roma , given on Oct. 14. 21. 28 and NovemFor Vice President
tween the two clubs recently which way markers, and campaign plates.
visited such fascinating places as j ber 4. was the subject of George
boldly into the unknown
the Rockland club, only eight months
The amount of steel necessary for
Cairo, the Holy Land, Syria. Turkey. Sleeper's talk before the Senior and
empires of scientific and industrial discovery.
old and more or less given a start the State auto plates is approximate
Russia. Yugoslavia. Roumania. and Junior High Schools, in order to
of Illinois
by the Augusta organization, won by
On the earth, on the water, and in the
Greece, then returning by way of the stimulate season-ticket selling for the
ly 110 tons, which comes in sheets
a wide margin.
air, Man's conquests go on. The shadowy
Aegean Sea to Venice.
four attractions. The Lions Club is
-RABBITS FROM A HAT”
An excellent meal of vegetable soup measuring 9SX30V4 inches, 70 sheets
The teachers are eagerly looking offering two five-dollar prizes to the
spirit of Columbus still commands, "Sail
roast stuffed turkey with mashed po per ton. Let us follow one of these
forward to a later meeting at which boy and girl selling the most tickets
A Michigan Writer Presents
on", as we set forth for new horizons of
tatoes and squash, and cranberry sheets through the process of manu
Miss Ramsdell will show moving and two two-and-a-half dollar prizes
sauce was served the guests; many facture into auto plates under the
social happiness and security.
His Views As To Modern
pictures taken on the trip.
to those selling the next highest
songs were sung; speeches of welcome j
You
are
trying
to
bring
your
ship
into
port.
number, as incentives. The first atJ i instructorship of Officer Charles
Government
were given by members of the head '
'< ■$/ Ti.e facilities of this bank will be an aid to
George Law has been appointed ; traction, the internationally famous table; and the King's Ambassadors Nash, until it enters the packing and
band leader, to fill the vacancy I Ambassador Quartet will be given
A Michigan subscriber sends us a
you in reaching every financial destination.
sang two numbers during the supper i shipping room, which is supervised by
copy of the Birmingham (Mich.)
caused by Mr. Kirkpatrick's death | next Wednesday evening in the high hour.
! Mr. Thompson.
Eccentric, marking an article on
Mr. Law moved to this city from j school auditorium.
Levi T. Williams complimented the I The cutting machine receives the
Elkhart. Indiana, where he was. for
• • • •
"Scientific Plans" written by R. E
visiting members on their fine show- ' sheet to be cut into exact plate sizes,
eight years, in the band instrument \ The story of how the Saturday
Prescott. The article relates to
ing since their formation eight month. One sheet makes 23 double plates on
business.
Evening Post, Ladies Home Journal,
present day political economy, and
previous, and wished them continued ,an average. The daily output of this
ROCKLAND. CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN, WARREN
and Country Gentleman started and
these extracts are made:
success. Mayor Payne welcomed the machine is 5000 sets.
For
the
second
year,
this
school
is
grew to such proportions, was un
"Older systems proved inadequate
These are inserted in the punch
one of the co-operating Educational folded by George Sprague of Owl s Rockland Kiwanians to Augusta, and
to scientific age. so today we get our
machines singly to round the cor
expressed
the
desire
that
next
time
Institutions
participating
ln
the
Head, subscription contest manager
knowledge by the volume, verse and
ners and punch the slots, this latter
student aid program of the National for the Curtis Publishing Company, the entertainment would be on them
page. No longer do we hesitate
operation is for the purpose of attach
Former
mayor.
Robert
Cony
caused
Youth
Administration.
Members
of
at the Senior and Junior High as
where angels fear to tread since the
THE FIRST BAPTISTS
ing them to cars. The daily capacity
the school who are sixteen years of semblies held Tuesday and Wednes much mirth by his witticisms con
scientists have charted all the
CASTINE NORMAL
of the punches is 2500 sets. The next
cerning
his
summer
visit
to
the
Rock

age
and
desire
work
are
being
em

day mornings. As a result, many of
courses far ahead. In the realm of Held Their Annual Meeting
step
is the embossing of the numer
(By Ermo Scott)
ployed throughout the building in the 800 pupils of the combined land club.
frenzied finance they jerk rabbits
als and letters. This is done by three
President
Fred
Mason
introduced
and
Elected
New
Officers
helpful tasks and are paid $6 per schools are sallying forth to the far
from a hat. Baby bonds will pay the
presses, one automatic and two hand
comers of the county to obtain Henry Dunnack and W. J. Thomp presses. This operation requires the
piper. It's as simple as all that. And
—The Reports
Castine Normal Alumni partlcipa- month by the government.
son
of
South
China,
past
presidents.
by prestidigation and the art of
~
\ ted in several of the county teacher [ The school was saddened by the subscriptions for these magazines, so
He also called upon John Pomeroy instructor's personal attention in the
make-believe they display the rabbit
he annual meeting of he :rs association meetings in this section death of Herbert E. Kirkpatrick, who that they m?v obtain some of the
of the Rockland club for a few words preparation of the dies, which must
proudly—but the bond is up the Bap:-d Church was held in t e o{ the gtate during the week. At! for
years, has been a beloved certificates, individual prizes, a team
concerning winter sports at Camden. be exact to insure uniformity of the
sleeve. And today they ditch experi- church parlors Wednesday night the
meeting of the Waldo deader of the school band. Through prize, and a talking movie projector
Expressing the hope that last year s numerals, letters, and bead around
ence and declare the cynic's ban or. Fred A. Carter, a trustee and member teachers
Margaret Pattershall his understanding of music and his and equipment for the school. In the
Camden
venture in winter sports at the edge of the plate. This uni
a theory not touted as a scientific of the financial board of the parish , summer session) Mrs. Leona Ran faculty for teaching it, hundreds of senior high Barbara Perry is busi
formity is absolutely necessary for a
ness manager Elizabeth Till is cap Hosmer's Pond would be encouraged
plan.
was elected a deacop. enlarging the Un
Emma
,,j and Caro
boys and girls have received a trainso
that
it
might
lead
to
some
real
'
perfect Print later
tain of the Green Team, and Bill
"They have plans for conservation, board of deacons to II.
lyn Gilley were on the program | ing in band work that has proved a Karl of the Gold Team, and room I competition in Maine for "the winter t These are placed on hooks, 24 in
there's a plan for TVA, a plan to harMrs. Mary P. Ulmer was elected Vice principal Ermo Scott. Prin. W.
valuable asset in life. He will be jeaders are RUtb pike. Dick Elling- sports business already dominated by nuraber- attached to lags. Each lag
ness ocean tides on Passamaquoddy membership clerk to assist the church D. Hall. Susie Nason '30 Grace S.
i long remembered at Rockland High.
suspended plates is dipped
wood. Jean Clukey. Nathalie Edwards. New York. New Hampshire and Ver- j
Bay. There are plans for public i clerk in his office.
Bowden '27, Nita Munday '34 and
....
mont." Pomeroy explained the ex- in a lank containing the paint of
Ruth
Rhodes,
Bill
Cummings.
Norma
buildings and Columbia River dam.
The meeting, which followed an Carolyn Orcutt TO presided at sec- j Harold Bray, freshman, of Owls
cellent work of the Camden citizens whatever color the background of the
And we know some plans have func excellent supper served by a commit tion meetings or presented discus- Head, who was unfortunate in gett- Havener. Stella Young, Fred Black
He told the members that last year a
is to be; placed on a conveyor,
man.
Harold
Dondis,
Josephine
tioned when we buy a slab of ham. tee of the Women's Association, was sions at the Ellsworth-Hancock j ing burned a week ago, was the
one-day
carnival
had
been
held
at
the
»
hich
runs
through an elongatThere are plans for public projects presided over by Rev. J. C. Mac County gathering. In Gardiner. Viv- j recipient of a box of remembrances Pellicane, and William Bicknell. In
Camden
pond
which
had
been
at,
ed
oven
at
»»
degrees
Fahr.
on the hill and ln the dell—though Donald pastor of the church,
ian Joy '25 was re-eiected as secre- from his classmates this week. The i the junior high the room leaders are tended by 8000 persons. This year
As the lags emerge from the oven.
aSSOCiatiOn
C
“
tr
Ta
?
ngem
»?L
S
W
in
'
:
Bradford^Ames
Xf^eXh^arhe
said
a
mere'ambitious
program
1
the
plates
are
place*
by
fours on the (
most of them aren't working plans—
Reports were made by the church tary-treasurer of the
they're merely made to sell. There clerk. Millard Hart, and a special re- while Raymond Finley '20 and clud^l Shirley Ahen. Nonna Robbins. ®
Schofield' Wal- was contemplated which would af- , automatic printer and thus the raised
k,na oara rasseu, ATinur ecnoneia,
h
are plans to help the needy and to port with respect to financial affairs ! -i---------omenen.-j.-i.
Burdick no
28--------participated at I: onrf
and D-diio
Priscilla wo™.
McGraw. He i«
is mn
making
............vv
,
Mr , letUrs ftnd numerals receive a con. ,
such good recovery that he hopes to ter Butler, E'elyn Seavey. Jack Wood.
'
'
'trasting color The printing press I
cure all social ills, but never plan was presented by J. W. Robinson. Pittsfield.
treasurer of the parish.
....
* baCk to school soon.
i Shirlene McKinney. Donald Borger- j all who waited to use them on week- j trasting emor^^e^prtntingjress |
•9• •
to help the man who has to pay the
has only one-half the daily capacity
son, June Chatto, Ritchie- LinnellT ends.
Other reports included: Sunday
In connection with his class In
bills.
of the other machines, consequently '
"The
Camden
layout
is
ideal."
he
and
Ruth
Seabury.
To
date
the
“They have loaded up the payrolls school. Florence Philbrook. secretary. Introduction to Education, Principal
Cony High is playing at Communithis operation impedes the output of
contended.
"An
80
by
30
clubhouse
is
till the government's topheavy and and Alfred Young, treasurer; Chris- I Hall has been visiting neighboring j ty Park today, the game being pre Green Team is leading with 43 sub
the shop.
at
present
in
process
of
construction,
scriptions.
spread the base of hidden tax with tian Endeavor, Florence Philbrook; ' schools with sections of the freshman ceded by a parade through the prinFrom the printer they are placed J
also a toboggan slide and ski trails.
I cipal streets. A pep rally was held
levy upon levy. Today it takes as Women s Missionary Society. Mrs. J. class, during the past week.
on flakes, a square of wide surround- '
The
location
is
not
only
one
of
the
Monitors
for
the
first
half
year
• • • •
yesterday afternoon with members
tronomers to comprehend the debt C. MacDonald; Browne Club. Mrs |
Director Mary Bills has assigned I of the football squad and faculty as have been appointed as follows: most beautiful possible in New Eng ed by an inch square strapping, which |
and a Philadelphia lawyer can't Leslie Wilson, and Brotherhood Class,
Margaret Hussey. Dorothy Welch, land. but it is easily accessible by holds 10 or 12 plates according to I
Byron Eaton of Stonington to grades speakers.
unsnarl the alphabet. It makes no Edwin H. Crie.
•
•
•
•
Stella
Young, Ruth Pike, Charleen either train or automobile. Hosmer's 1 size. The flakes are piled in tiers j
3-4
for
the
next
two
weeks
In
practice
The nominating committee predifference what we buy some 35 per
The first meeting of the Junior Ramsdell. Mazie Joy. Priscilla Robin- Pond is only 11 miles from Rockland of 50; placed two tiers at a time. :
cent is taken in the process to sup- sented the following list for officers teaching.
about 1200 plates, in an oven to bake 5
• • • •
High
Girls Glee Club was held, son, Muriel McPhee, Edward Childs. and two miles from Camden."
port the government. (Very likely and the persons named were duly
Mr and Mrs. Carroll Wardwell of Thursday morning, when the elec- William Karl, Verneley Black. KenThe local club and their Rockland for two hours at 250 degrees Fahr.
more is hidden if accountants could elected;
Soon as thoroughly baked, they are :
Islesboro have opened an apartment tion of officers was held with the neth Morgan. Willis Anderson, Tony ! guests adjourned to city hall at 7.30
unearth it. And even in this Promise
Church Clerk, Millard Hart. Mem
on Court street. Mrs. Frederick Lee. following result: president, Gerry Murgita, James East, and William J p. m.. where they were entertained by removed, cooled, and the shipping
Land we wonder if its worth it.) And bership Clerk. Mrs. F. M. Ulmer.
Mrs. Wardwell's mother, is a guest Norton; vice president, Doris Gatti; ! Cross.
a well rounded and delightful pro- room receives them. Here Mr. Thomp- j
our artless politicians with delight
Treasurer of Benevolences. E. J.
for a few days.
secretary, Mary Lamb; librarian
* • • •
| gram by the King s Ambassadors j 5011 supervises their inclosing by pairs
fully quaint humor investigate the Morey.
• • • »
Nora Long; assistants. Barbara Lamb
The cast for the P. T. A., musical' Quartet. This quartet which is com- in enve*°Pes, the packing, addressspread between producer and con
Deacons—A. B Butler, V. A. Leach.
On the weekend. Mr. and Mrs. Hall
ing and shipment to the State De
A. Palmer. Charles H. Morey. F. H. and several students camped across and Jane Packard. The members of comedy "Ship Ahoy," has been posted ; posed of George Gadkowsky, bass; partment.
sumer.
the Glee Club are Elaine Ames. Doro- as follows: "Dotty Kendrick," Vic- J Lloyd King, baritone; Gustave John“We recall those unenlightened Ingraham. R. S. Sherman, O. A. the Bagaduce River, taking several
In addition to the above machines
thy Melvin, Lucille Melvin, Naomi toria Anastasio; “Carl Davis," Donald i sen, first tenor; and Tom Little, sec
years of drudgery and drilling, in old Palmer. J. W. Robinson, M. R. Snow, side trips during their stay.
Rackliff, Priscilla Brazier. Nora Marriner; "Herb Mullen,” Francis Ond tenor; proved most 'Versatile ; there has been installed recently a ;
days, spent at efforts to reduce an Carl Cassens, Fred A. Carter.
• • • •
Long. Gerry Norton. Mary Anastasio. Havener; “Captain Busberry." Ed- 1 and besides singing offered bell ring- j large automatic press of 27 tons with
Deaconesses—Mrs. G. C. Cassens,
honest shilling, before our better
Mr. Scott was elected as chairman
Dorothy Sterns. Eleanor Porter. Mar- ward Peaslee; "Mrs. Grace Johnson" ing as a musical art, as well as im- a Pressin8 pressure of 550 tons. This (
minds succumbed to scientific yen. Mrs. Evelyn McKusic, Mrs. E. J. of the Hancock County Schoolmas
guerite Mahoney. Alice Barton. Mary Virginia Gray; "Boris," Reginald personations and musical selections, j
tie used in making road signs in ,
But we shudder when we vision what Morey, Mrs F. M. Ulmer, Eleanor ters Club executive committee at a
Lamb. Lucille Connon, Mary Snow m Laughlin; "Jack Dennis,” Leroy ' Their efforts were well received, j dimensions 12 by 18 inches to 48 bywell have to do again, when the Griffith. Mrs. Hope Brewster, Mrs. recent meeting of the group in Ells
Doris Gatti, Ebba Kelloeh, Eileen Joyce; "Gustav Rufus Rundatti. especially singer Johnson's imperson- j
inches. Also a spraying-booth for
budgets trimmed to balance, so for H. W. Frohock. Alice Erskine. Mrs. worth.
Beach.
Barbara
Black.
Elizabeth
Gordon
Richardson;
"Mary
Ann
i
ation
of
Sir
Harry
Lauder;
a
num.
P
ain
ting large signs.
one we don't pay two. and the treas F. C. Ryder, Mrs. Frances. Hall
• • • •
Membership Committee—Deacons.1 The following students received ap-' Clough. Miriam Dorman. Evelyn Davis." Richard Ellingwood; "Pierre ber of the quartet entitled "The Fireury is vacant and the bills are com
polntment
to
various
committees
in
Ora
J'.
Carol
Hall.
Margaret
Havener.
b
i
e
Boeuf."
Leighton
White;
and
fl
y;
~
an
d
pianist
Oadkowsky's
selecSome
Brevities
ing due: when we must revert to poli Deaconesses. Church Clerk.
Hooper. Nancy Howard., "Peggy.'’ Mary Havener. This at- ; tion. “The Glow Worm." The audi- ! The former Leighton home Is un- [
Advisory
Committee
—
Two
Deacons
I
anticipation
of
the
faU
prom
on
I
Adelaide
cies of paying as we go and have to
liquidate 400 bucks per capita we (appointed by board); two deacon- j October 23. Music. Philip Robbins of J Dorothy Kennedy. Barbara Lamb traction is being coached by Miss, ence aiso heartily applauded Men- dergoing some improvements prior to
Barbara Lassell, Betty Monroe Adelaide Cross whose success is al delssohn's "Melody in F" which the | occupancy by Warden Johnson. The |
owe; when the honeymoon is over esses (appointed by their board); Sun- Belfast; decorations, Elizabeth King
Madeline Monroe, Veronia Murphy, ready very well known in this sec- Ambassadors played on the Swiss , Thomas Mulkern "hot shots" are reday
School
Superintendent;
Direc-j
of
Ellsworth;
clean-up,
Byron
Eaton
and we settle up the score and the
Jane Packard. Dorothy Peterson, tion. Tryouts for the choruses took bells.
tor
of
Religious
Education;
President
:
of
Stonington.
Grethe
Bray
of
Deer
placing the exposed electric wires :
taxpayer is looted like he never was
Pauline Spear, Lucille Stanley, Doro- place Thursday evening, and results
The
entertainment
was
the
first
with
concealed fire-proof cable wires. 1
of
C.
E.
Society;
Chairman
of
Miss’
f
s
'
e
before.
thy Tibbetts, Dorothy Trask. Vir- of these will be posted Monday.
• •• •
of a series which will be presented in also the old water pipes with more '
ionary Society; President of Women's
-----------------The junior class opened the intra ginia White. Ruth Wotton. Norma
Augusta under Kiwanis sponsorship enduring brass pipes. Other improveAssociation; Church Clerk; Treasur
DEER ARE PLENTIFUL
Philbrick.
Beatrice
Philbrook.
Marie
Quality
dry
cleaning, bargain prices Frank E Mace has led all members in ments are the construction of firemural
season
in
bat-ball
with
a
win
er of the Church; Treasurer of Bene
People's Laundry. 17 Limerock sale of tickets to these entertain place and .regrading shoulders of
over the freshman team 8-6. although ! Dodge, and Cynthia McAlman
Such the Word From Com'r Stobie- volences; A. E. Johnson; Walter E.
•
•
•
•
street,
Tel. 170 for free collection ments with the huge total of 252. lawn bordering driveway.
spectators
predict
a
win
for
the
frosh
Staples.
Season Opens Oct 16
At the faculty tea given Fridaj an(j ^ejjvery service.—adv.
Baptismal Committee—Mrs. F. C. at the next encounter. Grethe Bray afternoon at the Domestic Science________________________________ President Mason introduced him and
The Canning Factory is at its height
was a member of the freshman team.
announced his achievement from the
Fish and Game Commissioner Ryder, Miss Lena Miller, Mrs. Ada
rooms,
Ruth
Wheeler
and
Margaret
of
seasonal production under the
The two groups were coached by
head table and he was roundly ap
Stobie said Thursday he desired to Dalzell, Mrs. Abbie Hanscom, Mrs.
supervision of Guard Smalley. Farm
members of the senior physical edu Shute were waitresses, Katherine
plauded.
Do you want
“make it clear" that the open season Hope Brewster. Ralph Stickney and
products being canned for winter's
cation class and the officials were Jordon poured, and Barbara Smith,
for deer hunting would begin Oc:., Deacons.
consumption.
Elinor Nye, Esther Shapiro. Arline
to join me
taken
from
the
same
group.
Quality dry cleaning, bargain prices
16 and not Oct. 15 in Aroostook. Pe- ‘ Missionary Committee—Mrs. H W.
Sprowl, Dorothy Demuth, Ercell Sim
Commissary O'Connell has returned
at Peoples Laundry, 17 Limerock
nobscot,
Somerset.
Piscataquis.' Frohock. Mrs. W. O. Fuller, Mrs. F.
this winter
Byron Eaton spent the weekend in mons and Harriet Wooster assisted in
street, Tel. 170 for free collection ' to duty after a week's vacation spent
Franklin and Oxford counties.
M. Ulmer. Mrs. Lettie Whitten. Mrs. Blue HUI.
the kitchen. Decorations featured a
in HAVANA
, with Mrs. O'Connell's relatives.
and delivery service.—adv.
“The state law states definitely " E. J. Morey. Mrs. Helen P. Knowlnautical atmosphere, with ships as
Stobie said, “that the hunting cf deer lon' Mrs- Clara Gregory.
The popular night guard of the j
Junior Superintendent—Mrs. Eliza a centerpiece and in the table ap
ln those counties cannot begin until: Press and News Committee —R S. beth Williamson.
1 East Wing, Maynard Gray, has been j
pointments and on the walls. Delici
Few who wrlta to the newspa
Sherman. Frank H. Ingraham, Mrs.
enjoying a vacation at Deer Isle and
Oct. 16.”
Assistant Junior Superintendent— ous sandwiches, gum drop bars, mar
per realize that thirty lines will
In Androscoggin. Cumberland, Ken Edith Follansbee. Helen York.
J other points of interest.
ble cup cakes, and tea were served.
Mrs. Ansel Wooster.
••cure
a
hundred
readers,
while
Treasurer of Communion Fund—
122*It
nebec. Knox, Lincoln, Sagadahoc,
half a column secures one.
Primary Superintendent — Mrs.
Four local persons are engaged at
Waldo. Hancock and Washington ^rs- E. J- Morey
In connection with Fire Prevention ,
Walter Snow.
, the Prison in making a statistical surNominating
Committee
—
Ernest
Counties the legal season on deer
Assistant Superintendent — Mrs. Week, Chief Albert Havener. Officer:
I vey of prison records for the U. S.
Brazier. Mrs. Lucy Rankin, Mrs.
Hatch, and Captain James Gray
opens Nov. 1.
Addie Rogers.
Attorney General's Department. They
Elizabeth
Williamson.
Stobie said his wardens and Maine
Beginner's Superintendent — Mrs. called at the school Tuesday on the
»re under direct supervision of the |
Director
-Religious
Education
—
new engine No. 2, to witness a fire
guides had reported that deer were
Hattie Richards.
3ureau of Federal Investigation. The
"plentiful" this year in the "big Mrs. J. C. MacDonald.
Assistant Beginners' Superintend drill.
aurpose is to obtain a generalization
Evangelistic
Committee
—
G.
A.
a
»
•
•
woods.”
ent—Abbie Richards.
af prison records.
Palmer. F. H. Ingraham. Mrs. Abbie
Shirley Stanley has been school
Cradle Roll Superintendent—Mrs.
Hanscom.
Mrs.
Evelyn
McKusic.
stenographer
this
week.
A THOMASTON TEACHER
Charles Morey.
A chorus girl, deliciously pretty,
Sunday School Officers
Assistant Cradle Roll Superintend
but decidedly low-brow, somehow
Office boys this week, who are
Kendall F. Adams, of Thomaston. Superintendent—Charles H. Morey,
ent—Mrs. F. M. Kittredge.
found herself at a very select party.
members of the Junior Business
new principal of the grammar school j Assistant Superintendent—<5. Carl
Home Department Superintendent Training classes, include Paul Rack 4 LOCAL CONCERN
The girl, lonely and uncomfortable
at Robinsons, in Blaine, is a graduati Cassens, Leslie Packard.
—Mrs. F. M. Ulmer.
as a fish out of water, was leaning
liffe. Austin Staples, Kenneth Post SOLICITS YOUR PATRONAGE^
Secretary—Florence Philbrook.
of Warren High School and of Farm
Music Committee—Edna Gregory, Charles Raye. Kelsey Benner, John
against the wall framed against the
ington State Normal School, taking Treasurer—Alfred Young.
Elsa Constantine, Gladys Grant, Mrs. Guptill, Carlton Wooster, and Albert^
dark oak, when the hostess took pity
Assistant Secretary and Treasurer
FOR OIL OR BURNER SERVICE
the three-year course.
Muriel Crie.
on her.
Pease,
—Miss Elizabeth Morey.
CAUL
• * * •
"My dear,” she said kindly, “You
Auditor of Sunday School—Mrs. F.
“You look hollow-chested and thin"
At
next
Tuesday's
assembly
Paul!
look just like an old Rembrandt."
said the air pump to the inner tube. A. Carter.
Clemens of the Pitt F. Parker Com
■'It that so?" retorted the girl,
Intermediate Superintendent—Mrs.
“What seems to be the trouble?"
ROCKLAND
TELS, 730 1 731
MAINE
pany,
Boston,
will
give
a
marionette
sharply.
“Well, you don't look any too 1
J
C.
MacDonald.
“Income tacks." wearUy replied the
show. This is one of the six profesdarn snappy yourself."
Assistant
—
Virginia
Egan.
inner tube.

COLUMBUS DISCOVERED
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ALF M. LANDON

FRANK KNOX

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

FREE?

READ THE ADS

McLOON SALES & SERVICE

® 3J3

RYTEX
SKETCHIES

y ♦>
make letter-writing a matter of
seconds . . . it's so easy to speed
through your eorrespondenre with
these gay little informals . . .

100 INFORMALS

100 ENVELOPES
Postage

1

10c
Extra

Delivery in about ten days
Smartly printed with your Nam?.
Address or Monogram on the
sheets.

Deckled on one edge . . . bordered
on the other in Red, Blue. Green
and Brown.
Clever little folded sheets of White
Vellum and Ivory or Grey Threadlcom paper.

Delightful for Christmas gifts . . .
indispensable for your own use.

THE

COURIER-GAZETTE
Ambulance Service

BURPEE
FURNITURE
COMPANY
Morticians
TELS. 450 AND 781-1
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
119-tf

Every-Other-Day
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Don Fuller is still high number i
champion on Maine motor cars. Saw
a plate in Dover-Foxcroft this week
which read 151,839. Knext!

As directed with the proclamation :
of the President designating Oct. 11.
as "General Pulaski Memorial Day”
the flag will be displayed Sunday on
the Federal Building.

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Oct. 12—Columbus Day.
Oct. 12—North Haven—Exhibit and
demonstration by 4-H Clubs ln Library
Hall.
Oct. 13—Vinalhaven—Installation of
officers. Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge.
Oct. 13—Union—4-H Club contest at
Orange hall.
Oct. 13—Warren—Amateur Night and
one-act play ln town hall, auspices
Forget-me-not Troop Girl Scouts.
Oct ij-i»— Topsham Fair.
Oct. 14 — Camden — Parent-Teacher
Ass'n meeting ln Congregational parish
house
Oct. 14—King's Ambassador’s Quartet
In Lions' Course at High 8chool Audi
torium.
Oct. 14—Rockport—Garden Club meets.
Oct 15-16—Maine Music Festival at
Sanford.
Oct. 15—Warren—"Seth Parker's Jonesport Folks." two-act benefit performance
at Baptist Church, auspices Ladles'
Circle
Oct. 15—Fiftieth anniversary of Harvest
Home at Appleton.
Oct. 15—Opening meeting of the
Baptist
Men's
League
(8teamboat
Night).
Oct. 16—Quarterly Meeting of the
Knox County Christian Endeavoer Union
at Rockport Baptist Church.
Oct 16—Opening of deer hunting sea
son In six counties.
Oct. 22—Annual meeting of KnoxLtncoln Farm Bureau at Camden Opera
House.
Oct 26—Camden—Bluatra ted lecture
by Dr. Marlon Bradshaw at Congrega
tional parish house.
Oct 28—Navy Day
Oct 36—Nov. 1—State Christian En
deavor Convention In the First Baptist
Church.
Oct, 36—Benefit fair and bazaar at
Masonic Temple.
Oct 36—Booster Night at Penobscot
View Grange.
Oct 31—Halloween.
Oct 31—County Contest of 4-H Clubs
ln Rockland
Nov. 1—All Saints' Day.
Nov. 2—All Souls’ Day.
Nov 3—National election.
Nov. 4—Union—Seven Tree Grange
fair.
Nov. 6—Annual bazaar of Pleasant
Valley Orange.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
Nov. 12—Biwln Libby Relief Corps
annual fair at Grand Army hall.
Nov. 26—Thanksgiving day.

THE P. T. A. DRIVE
The annual membership drive
of the Rockland Parent-Teach
er Association is in full swing
with 70 active workers in the
field covering every ward in the
city and the business section. It
should be borne in mind that
every one of these workers
serves voluntarily and absolutely
without pay. Every cent of the
membership money goes toward
the buying of milk for under
nourished children. Drive Chair
man Clara Kelsey aims at a
goal of 1000 members.

, the election of officers, and the pro
gram of the fall and winter meetings.

OUR COUNTRY AND THE BIBLE
What Is Coming Next?

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH

This question is being asked by thousands
Hear what the Bible says

SUNDAY, OCT. 11—7.30 P. M.
s
GRAND ARMY HALL,
ROCKLAND 3

Don Paiement who played thiid
base for Belfast in the Maine Coact
Dr. J.
League days, has returned from Ohio street is
where he played with the Dayton
team in the Mid-Atlantic league.
Wright's
Rockland Lodge of Elks will receive
an official visit Monday night from
John P. Carey, District Deputy.
G.E.R, Maine West. Five candidates,
a fine supper at 6.30 and a big time
reads Secretary Southard's card.
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A. Richan’s house on Elm
undergoing repairs.—An ad-

A NEW FIRE CHIEF

*elng mad.e._toRev .Erskinei Van Russell Succeeds Albert
house on Masonic street.

Current rumor has it that the
president of the Bean Barrel Club is
soon to have a long deferred vacation.
Five other members of the club have
volunteered to act as substitutes.
That, however, might be the only
lhing which would deter Charlie
from going.

R. Havener As Head of
Department

Albert R. Havener, veteran Chief
engineer of the Rockland Fire De
partment. resigned yesterday and Van
Russell was named as his successor.
Mr. Havener served as chief under
Mayor Snow and the late Mayor
The newly elected and appointed Curver 1919 t0 1928 and under Mayor
officers of Knox Lodge and Miriam Thurston since 1934, business affairs
Rebekah Lodge are asked to be at the '* ln8ln8 about his resignation at this
( hall at 4 p. m. Sunday for a rehearsal itirne| preparatory to the Joint installation,: Thirty of the 44 years of the life
which will be held Thursday, Oct. 15. of ttle new'
engineer have been
Members may call at the C M. Hav- s'3ent in flre department work ln this
ener store. Rankin block, for lnstalla- r‘,J and Rockport and he Is a diligent
tion tickets for friends.
student of fire fighting methods and
practice.

SERMONETTE
An Old, Old Story, But Ever New
Tell me the old. old 6tory. of unseen
things above,
Of Jesus and His glory, of Jesus and
His love:
Tell me the story softly, with earnest
tone and grave.
Remember. I'm the sinner, whom
Jesus came to save.

Kate Hankey wrote this hymn
message ln the White Mountains,
but she reminds the Church of
God of one of its primary obliga
tions every time it is sung. Every
year America and the world calls
a new class to the color of God’s
great army. Do they know this
old, old story?
You’d be surprised at the hun
dreds of thousands who know
nothing of Jesus and his love, and
least of all, do they even dimly
suspect that they are the sinners
Jesus came to save. They have
never had the Story told them
softly, or at all. That is why
Christians should never become
sophisticated or blase, as they
grow old, to the religion they pro
fess. It may be an old story to
you. but it is meaningless to them:
unless with earnest tone and grave
you show them they are the sin
ners, and Jesus came to save.
Don't be afraid you may save
some boy or girl that will leave an
impact on the world of their day.
The door into immortality. Aye.
into heaven itself, is through
Jesus and love. And the great of
this world have entered through
this door.
William A. Holman

"Are Sin, Disease, and Death real?"
is the subject of the Lesson-Sermon
which will be read in all Churches of
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, October
11, 1936.
The Golden Text is: “Resist the
devil, and he will flee from you.
I Draw nigh to God, and he will draw
nigh to you" (James 4: 7, 8).
Among the citations from the
Bible is the following: "Then was
brought unto him one possessed with
a devil, blind, and dumb: and he
healed him, insomuch that the blind
and dumb both spake and saw. But
when the Pharisees heard it, they
said, This fellow doth not cast out
devils, but by Beelzebub the prince of
devils. And Jesus knew their
thoughts, and said untojhem, Every
kingdom divided against itself is
brought to desolation; and every city
or house divided against itself shall
not stand: But If I cast out devils by
the Spirit of God. then the kingdom
of God is come unto you" (Matt. 12:
22, 24, 25, 28).
The Lesson-Sermon also includes
the following passage from the Chris
tian 'Science Textbook. “Science and
Health with Key to the Scriptures"
by Mary Baker Eddy: “To hold your' self superior to sin. because God made
you superior to it and governs man.
is true wisdom. To fear sin is to mis
understand the power of Love and
the divine Science of being in man's
relation to God,—to doubt His gov
ernment and distrust His omnipotent
care. To hold yourself superior to
I sickness and death is equally wise.
; and is in accordance with divine
Science. To fear them is impossible
I when you fully apprehend God and
j know that they are no part of His
creation" (Page 231: 20-29).

There will be a meeting of the Arts
LENA K. SARGENTS BOOK
and Crafts Society Monday night at
the What-Not Shop. A lesson on
Seabound Maine has captured
neckties will be conducted by Mrs.
much
of the spotlight of late in the
Evelyn Peaslee and work completed
on unfinished wool flowers, net em field of fiction and now a broadened
broidery etc. New members who scope reaches the Juvenile class in
There was considerable excitement have already expressed a desire to the volume. "Bruce, the Fisherboy”
by Lena K. Sargent, a publication of
along the waterfront yesterday fore Join, will be welcome.
the Stephen Daye Press of Brattlenoon when a huge column of black
Attractions al Strand Theatre nextj boro' vtsmoke was seen arising from the week are: Sunday, Monday and Tues-1 Daughter of the Pine Tree coast,
vicinity of Robinson's Ledge, witli day -Anthony Adverse," from the Mrs Sargent is weU qualified to
two government boats standing by A best selling novel of modern times. sketch a realistic and appealing picber bome land; joined with
telephone call to the Kickapoo Due to the length of shows the eve-' ‘ure
brought the reassuring information ning shows will start at 6 and 8 30 a Professional approach to youth as
that some condemned boats were be- [ o'clock; Wednesday and Thursday
SOUTH THOMASTON
"Wives Never Know," with Charles I Caching, this author s work should
ing destroyed by fire.
Ruggles and Mary Boland; Friday ^d a treasured niche in the minds
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Davis and
1 children and Jesse Sleeper motored
A special conclave of Claremont and Saturday "Old Hutch" with Wal-I and hearts of young readers.
American Legion Auxiliary will
Well is it known that the call of
j Sunday to Ellsworth where they
lace Beery.
serve a supper tonight, at Legion hall, Commandery K. T. will be held Mon
the sea strikes instant fancy on the
j visited relatives.
day, opening at 4.30 p. m. The Order
5 to 7.
part
of
any
wide-awake
lad
and
that
The Lime Rock Railroad Co. has
Miss Mary Bartlett, in company
of the Temple will be conferred up filed an application with the Inter type of youngster will find the means
I with Judge and Mrs. Oscar Emery
The regular meeting of Legion Aux to and including the fourth libation. state Commerce Commission for au to a happy hour in the reading of
of Bar Harbor, left Friday on a mo
ilary will be held at 7.30 Monday At 6.30 p. m a turkey dinner will be thority to abandon 1.5 miles of track this true account of life among the
tor trip to Omaha, Neb, where they
night.
fishermen. Besides its salty-tanged
St. Peter's Church (Episcopal). will visit Mrs. Margaret Box who
served. At 7.30 p. m. the Eminent in Rockland. This represents the
branch of the line located in the story, there is a generous scattering Sunday services: Holy Eucharist, 9 teaches in that city.
Dan Munro's restaurant is adorned Grand Generalissimo, Em Sir Frank
southern half of the city and has of picturesque views as well as a s. m.; church school. 9.30 a. m.; eve
A special occasion in Forget-Mewith a remodelled front and new, up- E. Southard of Augusta. Maine, will
not been in operation for nearly two diagram of a lighthouse and illustraNot Chapter, O.E.S., was observed
to-date signs.
be received with the customary hon years. It will surprise many readers | ^ed explanations of lobstering. Traps, ning prayer, 7.30 p. m.
Monday night when the annual in
ors. At this conclave the Com to know that exclusive of the line i buoys, cars and the valiant men
Frederick H. Kenney died suddenly mandery will be officially inspected
spection was held. The grand matron
At the Universalist Church Sunday was the inspecting officer. Attend
^niles of whose livelihood comes from the deep
las! night at his home. 128 Camden, and the Commander requests that the company has nearly
are all pictured in their natural state, morning at 10.45 Dr. Lowe will occupy
stieet. Funeral arrangements hiive members appear in full Templar re track in Rockland.
ance was large at the delightful af
just as the "hero," Bruce, discovered
the
pulpit
and
preach
on
the
subject
not yet been made.
fair,
galia. At 8 p. m. the work of the
"Trail's End" at Ash Point will not them when he went to Criehaven and Faith and Our Emotions." The
Mrs. C. E. Patch of Stoneham,
afternoon wlll Be continued.
reveled in the gusty coastmen's
Chapin Class will have a snack sup
close until Sunday night Oct. 18. there
doings in company with jolly Uncle [ "h «hool under the supervision Mass., and Friendship, was weekend
per at the Veazje Firm, Rankin
Proprietor Otis Lewis reports the sea
of Director Atwood Levensaler will guest of Mrs. A. F. Sleeper. The host
Mrs, Charles S. Watts of South
street, Tuesday. For transportation,
son's business as double that of last Bill and Cousin Tom. 6. B. Lincoln meet at noon in the vestry.
of friends which Eldred (Chub)
receives
credit
for
the
drawings.
members will call Mrs. Nora Cooper. Thomaston recently entertained her year with three times as many room
Patch made during his two years'
This
authentic
narrative
of
72-pagv
Flease take dishes.
piano pupils at her home for the pur ers. He has already built one good
length,
cleanly
written
and
instruc

"A Parable of Love" will be the residence here will be interested to
pose of organizing a music club. The sized cottage to accommodate some
learn that he has returned to Mass
tive,
should
provide
Santa
Claus
with
Postmaster Edward C. Moran, Sr. is
members are Sylvia Tyler, Marjorie of the overflow, and the town has a happy inspiration because children Sunday morning sermon topic of achusetts where he will continue his
making such excellent progress at
completed the highway to the end of
Rev. Charles E. Brooks at the Pratt musical studies under Wellington
Knox Hospital that his early dis Wiggin, Elsie Norton, Dorothy Baum. the line. Reservations at this popu of all ages will find much to delight
Memorial
Methodist Church. The Smiths instruction and also take a
charge from that institution is fore Alice Bohn. Geraldine Jackson, Joan lar resort have already been made them ln acquaintance with active
Friendly Men's Bible Class will hold course in the Bentley School of Ac
Bruce
and
his
lively
playdavs
in
that
cast.
Baum, Lucy Rackliff, Ava Wiggin., for next season.
"rugged, homespun State, perched Its regular weekly session at 9:30 counting.
Eugene Allen and Joseph Baum, Jr.
------a. m. The Baraca Class and the
Mrs. Floribel Allen. Mrs. Elizabeth
The last picture painted by the late
on the nation's edge."
Mrs. Watts is president and Sylvia i At the Thursday meeting of the
church school will meet at noon, Babb and Mrs. Nathan Witljam were
Albert Merchant, a moonlight scene, Tyler is secretary. Dues will be paid! Rockland Society for the Hard of
—K R. M
Epworth League at 6:30 p. m. Glad luncheon guests Tuesday of Mr. and
is on display in the window of the
not in money, instead, each pupil will Hearing, the lesson was taken from
Gospel service at 7:30 when Mr. Mrs. Zebedee Simmons at The Old
L. H. Crie gift shop. It is the prop
On
the
way
home
on
foggy
night
play on the piano something from tilt Kinzie Method, with Mrs. Nathan
Brooks' topic will be "Unappreciated Lantern in Belfast.
el ty of the Knox Academy of Arts
the
vicar
of
a
little
country
village
memory which has been learned dur Witham as leader, followed by story
Treasures." Prayer meeting on Tues
Mrs. Della Morton who is located
i.nd Sciences.
lost his way and fell into a ditch.
ing the month. It was voted to hold —Miss Helen Carr and current events
in Mexico, Me., is visiting her son here.
His cries for help brought a village day evening at 7:30 o'clock.
by
Mrs.
F.
F
Brown.
Plans
were
Elsie Norton, daughte/ of Amos
Clinton Burrage of Camden was meetings once a month. The prolad on the scene.
arrested yesterday by Sheriff Ludwick .gram consisted of musical numbers, i made for National Hearing Week, an
Norton,
underwent a tonsil-adenoid
"Who be it?" asked the youth, peer
"The Road To Success," will be the
readings and memory verses pertain-1 annual observance, sponsored by the
following the recovery from a local
operation Thursday at Knox Hospital.
ing
into
the
ditch.
subject of the sermon at the First
junk dealer of eye-beams valued at ing to music. Following the enter- i American Society for the Hard of
Amos Makinen underwent a suc
“I'm the vicar," came the plaintive j Baptist Church Sunday morning,
tainment, refreshments weae served i Hearing, which takes place October
$85.50, which he is alleged to have
cessful
appendix operation Tuesday
reply.
The choir is under the direction of
stolen from the town of Camden. and one game, not associated with ( 25 to 31. The slogan for the week is
“Then they'll be no hurry to get ye j Charles Wilson. The church school at Knox Hospital. Mrs. Makinen and
Hr is on trial as this paper goes to music, was enjoyed. Dorothy Baum "United Action to Conserve Hearing' out. sir," replied the lad. “ Tis only J
classes for all ages will meet at son Douglas are visiting her parents,
and Joan Baum have invited the and during that week the organizapress.
Wednesday
night,
and
ye
won't
be
1
noon
Endeavorer's Inspiration Mr and Mrs Ellis sPrague in Rock
club to meet with them sometime in j tions throughout the country make
wanted till Sunday."
Hour
will
open
at 6 o'clock with land while Mr. Makinen is ln the
A hilarious feature length comedy, November. The group will be known a concerted effort to bring to the
Gwendolyn MacDonald as the leader. hospital.
public an understanding of the prob
“Kelly the Second" will be front and as The Junior Music Club.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Baum went
BORN
The people's evening service will open
lems
of
deafness.
Greatest
attention
center at Park Theatre Monday and
Thursday cn an auto trip which will
a daugh- a”:15 with the prelude and big sing,
Tuesday with those rollicking fa
With a background of 17 years of will be focused on the hard of hear
ter. Victoria.
assisted by the organ, piano and include many points of interest as
vorites Charley Chase, Patsey Kelley entertainment service the Collins Fes ing child.
BLOOD At Rockland. Oct. 6, to Mr. and pV»oir TVTr
subiect will well as a visit with relatives In Con
Mrs. Clarence Blood, a son. Lawrence ‘ cnolr- Mr Macuonaia s* suDject win
and Guinn Williams in the leading tival Entertainments will begin in
Lorenzo.
Lions Festival, Wednesday. Oct. 14,
be,
“
Reward
of
A
Great
Decision.” necticut. They will visit the Capitol
loles. It is the tale of an ex-truck
RYAN
—
At
Rockland,
Sept.
28.
to
Mr
and
'Rockland High School auditorium,
daughter uau««i
Janet j The
meeting wiU be held on and Annapolis. Mrs. Hattie Jackson
Mrs. Irvin Ryan, a uau^iiwi,
driver turned heavyweight champion. this city next Wednesday under the
accompanied them as far as Massa
Louise.
122-123
Tuesday
evening
at 7:15.
sponsorship of the Rockland Lions 8 p. m
UPHAM—At Union. Oct. 2. to Mr and
chusetts where she will be guest of
The Woman's Mission Circle of the Club. And here is the list: Oct. 14.
• • • •
Mrs. Oscar Upham, a daughter.
her son Clarence ln Malden until
rst Baptist Church resumed its King's Ambassadors Quartet, Male
"The Sacrifices of God" will be the their return.
MARRIED
jnthly sessions Wednesday in the voices at their best, superb bell
Limerock Valley Pomona meets
WALLACE-WALLACE—At Aina parson sermon topic by Rev. Charles A. Mar
rlors, 16 members being present. ringing. Oct. 21, Mordelia Merry
age. Sept. 29. by Rev. Oeorge B. Davis. staller at Littlefield Memorial Church here with Wessaweskeag Grange this
Lowell
B
Wallace,
of
South
Waldo

Mowing the business period Mrs. Makers, A romp with music. Oct. 28.
boro, and Ava V. Wallace, of Friend Sunday morning at 1020. The music afternoon and evening.
. I. Hix gave an interesting re- Bob Zimmerman. Deep-sea diver—
ship.
will include a selection by the choir
LeRoy Wiggin Is enlarging his barn,
sw of a returned Missionary’s work Olympic swimmer, showing wonders
and a vocal solo by Mrs. Christine William Clements assisting him with
DIED
Burma and a story, "The Blessed of the bottom of the sea. Nov.
ELEANOR—
linsoott- At Portland. Oct. 8. william j Dorman. There wjll be a story for the work.
le,” was told by Mrs. H. W. Fro- 4—Play—“Cricket." modern comedy
T . son of Mr. and Mrs Forest Linscott (he children A Rally Day program
The Farm Bureau meets Oct. 29
Would
you
like
a
of Washington, aged 1 year. 28 days. 1
of family life. King's Ambassadors
Funeral Sunday at 1 o'clock from will .be given at 11.45; junior C. E. at with "Home Laundry" as the topic.
Southern
cruise
Quartet, which comes next Wednes
Flanders’ Funeral parlors. Waldoboro,
this winter
Interment ln Daggett cemetery Wash 5.1& and senior C. E. at 6.15. Praise Mrs. Hattie Jackson and Mrs. Re
Don't forget those 25 cent dinners day, is on a mission of good cheer to
ington.
service will come at 7.15 with ser- becca Thorndike are in charge of the
Dan Munro's, 8 Park St. Hot Muf- every music-loving audience. Four
MILLER—At St Oeorge. Oct. 8, John B.
Hinrt
Miller, aged 84 years. 11 months. 25 mon on Tbe Extended Hand There dinner.
male voices that fit each other like
is for breakfast. —Adv.
days. Private funeral Bunday. Inter will be special music by the Harper
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fullerton have
ment ln Seaside cemetery.
the fingers of your hand, perfected
FRANKE—At Rockland. Oct 9. Hattie sisters. Prayer meeting Tuesday eve- as guests Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fuller
Boiled dinner Wednesday, Oct. 14. in harmony under Lloyd King's lead
Elizabeth, widow of Godfrey Franke. i nlng at 7 30 The woman's Mission- ton, Jr., and Miss Carrie Fullerton,
aged 70 years. 22 days. Funeral from
6
Methodist vestry 11 to 1 o'clock. Pub ership, skillfully weave a musical spell
Good's funeral home Sunday at 2 ary Society will meet Thursday aft- all of Massachusetts.
that’s enchanting in its smoothness
o'clock. Burial ln Mountain cemetery. ______
. . ...
lic invited. Price 35c.
122-123
KENNEY—At Rockland. Oct. 9. Frederick ern00n wlth Mlss Sarah Hal1'
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hill, Miss
and satisfying in its art. Unusually
H. Kenney, aged 62 years. 8 months,
....
Louise
Butler and Frank Stanton mo
29 days.
Here is the opportunity you have beautiful effects on a peal of a hun
! TYoX7Aag™T’y'e'Ss,0? month,*' w1 Sunday School will be resumed at tored Sunday to Liberty where they
been waiting for; a chance for your dred English bells always appeal tc j
visited Mr. and Mrs. Albert Berry
days Funeral Tuesday at 2 o'clock . the Congregational Church this Sunchildren to take Dramatic lessons their audiences, and make a splend'd !
from residence on Wadsworth street.
.
. .
_
'Bina Butler).
____________
!
day,
at
9:30
a.
m.,
but
the
taxi
service
contrast
to
their
harmony
singing.
Classes for all ages are being formed
Vincent Wiggin has employment at
to the Highlands and Limerock street
at my studio, 54 Rankin street, city.
CARD OF THANKS
Penobscot Grill in Rockland.
We
wish
to
express
our
sincere
thanks
will
not
begin
until
further
plans
are
Page
Mr.
Ripley
and
have
him
ex

For further information TegaTding
and appreciation to our neighbors and
Mr. and Mrs. lEdgar Ulmer and
The morning church
lessons, phone 1032-W. Irma Flckett. plain If he can how come that
friends who assisted us ln any way dur- completed.
family are closing their home here
|
Ing
our
recent
bereavement
at
the
loss
service
is
at
10:30
with
the
musical
Graduate of the Leland Powers Yorkie's hot dogs taste twice as good
of our Sister, and for the beautiful
and will move to their house in Rock
flowers. We wish especially to thank support of the mixed quartet. Mrs.
School of Expression, Boston. Mass these crisp fall nights as they did
Mrs Gretchen Simmons for the song,
land at an early date.
Berry
at
the
organ,
and
the
pastor,
in the good old summer time—yet.
—adv.
122-It
aqd Mr. Floyd Benner for the organ
music at the services.
Mr. Olds, in the pulpit. The sermon
then they were just as delicious as
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. IMank. Mr. F. A
EAST APPLETON
Packard. Rev B E. Packard. Mr. and theme will be,. “How To Get The
a hot dog could be. Yorkie’s stand
L. A Packard
NOCK. KNOCK, WHO'S is at the entrance to Camden's busi-1 AMBULANCE SERVICE Mrs
Most
Out
Of
Your
'Church."
Com

Waldoboro
•
THERE? Asa; Asa who?
Dana Gurney returned recently
rades of the Way wlll resume their
As a great entertainment ness section.—adv.
CARD OF APPRECIATION
from
a visit with friends in Mass
regular
meetings
Sunday
evening
at
at Rockland High School
I wish to express my thanks and sin
next Wednesday nite at
Quality dry cleaning, bargain prices
cere appreciation to relatives and friends 8:30, and Mr. Olds will begin a series achusetts.
for their kind assistance during my of discussions on “Lessons of Life
8 o'clock under auspices at People's Laundry, 17 Limerock
Mrs. U. S. Gushee of Rockland was
TEL. 662
’s Illness and death, and for the
of Rockland Lions Club. street, Tel 170 for free collection I CLAREMONT ST, ROCKLAND husband
Transcontinental recent guest of friends in town.
beautiful flowers, loan of cars, and drawn from a
Buy jour tickets today,
other acts of kindness.
98tf
Tour." Plans will also be made for| Visitors 'Sunday at Z. C. Gurney’s
and delivery service.—adv.
•
Mrs. Addison P. Collcmore

■
Russell Funeral Home

SPECIAL FOR NEXT WEEK

Men’s Topcoats
and Overcoats
CLEANED AND PRESSED

DE LUXE WORK A LITTLE MORE

CONSULT US ABOUT REPAIRING,
ALTERATIONS AND DRESSMAKING

FIRST FESTIVAL NIGHT
NEXT WEDNESDAY, OCT. 14
A GREAT SHOW

A GOOD TIME

Help your favorite student win first prize
Help Rockland High win grand prize

Buy Your Season Ticket Today
Sponsored by Roekland Lions Club

E WISE

AND

ORDER

D&H CONE-CLEANED ANTHRACITE—
the wasteless, draft-obedient fuel. No
clinkers, little ash, more heat, unequaled
ease of control—are the advantages ob
tained by specifying “D&H.” They mean
a warmer home at a lower fuel cost.

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
519 MAIN STREET,

TEL. 487

IN TOKEN OF AFFECTION
An appropriate monument erect
ed to tne memory of a departed
loved one constitutes an enduriag token of affection. When
carved here from rugged granite
or beautiful marble, it perma
nently marks the final resting
place. Numerous designs, suited
to varying individual preferences,
arc available for selection here.

WILIIAM LDORNANiSON
INC.
-1<
CEMETERY MEMORIAL’S
EAST UNION and THOMASTON

were Miss Esancsy of Union and Mrs
G. A. Ames of this place.
k « • •
High School Notes
Class officers elected are:
Freshmen—Freeman Gushee, presi
dent; Robert Griffin, vice president,
1936 Lafayette Coach
Elinor Fuller, secretary and treasurer
1935 Chevrolet Coach
Sophomores — Trank Sukeforth,
piesident; Donald Calderwood. vice
1934 Plymouth Coupe
piesldent; Dorothy Gushee. secretary
1934 Chevrolet Coach
and treasurer.
1934 Chevrolet Coupe
Juniors—Ida Williams, president;
George Griffin, vice president; Julia
1933 Ford Coach
Brown, secretary and treasurer.
1933 Chevrolet Coach
Seniors—Arnold Pitman, president; |
1932 Essex Coupe
Ellen Maddocks. vice president; Nata
lie I. Mink, secretary and treasurer
1932 Chevrolet Sedan
J
I
Two baseball games have been held
1932 Ford Coupe
between the upper classmen and;
1932 Willys Roadster
Freshmen, each class winning a game
The Freshman receptio nwas held,
1931 Pontiac Sedan
in the form of a Major Bowes’ pro
1931 Fold Victoria
gram with Phillip Keene as the Ma
1931 Chrysler Sedan
jor. Rreshmen initiated were: Free
man Gushee, Philip Maddocks. Elca1930 Dodge Sedan
ror Fuller, Keith Mink, Gladys Grif
fin. John Gurney, Maudice Morang
BARGAIN BOX
Esther Wadsworth. Altiverde Robbins,
Mrion Philbrook, Robert Griffin
1930 De Soto Sedan
Richard Sukeforth.
1930 Ford Coupe
A baked bean supper was served be
1929
Chevrolet Roadster
fore the program with a dance fol
lowing. Music was furnished by Mrs
1929 Oldsmobile Sedan
Roland Gushee. piano; Mrs. Joseph
1929 Essex Coach
Gushee, violin; and Alton Griffin,
banjo.
1930 Ford Touring
School was not in sesslin Tuesday
1929 Essex Coupe
bfcause of Knox County Teachers'
Convention in Rockland nor Wednes- !
Terms!
day and Thursday because of North Cash!
Trade!
Knox Fair. One session was held
E
Saturday to make up for Thurday.
Freeman Gushee and Benpamin
Mitchell have been selected by the
f< aulty for work in thd National RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Youth Administration Project.

GOOD
USED CABS
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Every-Other-Day

due to the miscalculations of them
ROCKVILLE
»
selves and their accomplices, they
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Julian Patterson and
did not go home with filled pockets
Miss
Phyllis
Crook
of Somerset, Ber
as they had planned Keeper Reed in
By R F SKRVICK
muda have been spending a few days
his younger days would have been a
with
Mrs
Inez
C
Bronkie.
This
is
Phil
Baker
ls
back
on
the
air Sun ls bringing unusual people to the
good match for one ot them at least.
days over CBS and hls role this year microphone to relate their experi
their first visit to Maine.
He is now along in years, being one
is of the editor of a newspaper. ences and st^te their opinions. The
John S. Ranlett has been ill and
of the oldest keepers now in the light
Baker has several sponsor and Lord turn the enlre pro
What our llghtkeepen and cow*
guardsmen are doing to protect
hundred personal gram over to the public and the
confined to the house this week.
house service and of not too robust
coastwise shipping by day and
friends on news public puts on the show.
by night. The day's newt
health. He had to admit he was like
Miss
Lottie
Ewell
spent
two
days
papers around the
from many lonely outpoeta
••• Allle Lowe Miles tosses a coin
a
football
in
their
hands.
along Malna'a waterfront.
this week with her cousin Mrs. Ardie
country and says
that he's going to with her radio partner, Sedley
During the 36 years Keeper Reed
Thomas in St. George.
poke fun at their Brown, every Tuesday night. Months
has been In the Lighthouse Service,
Vestina Fiske and Percie Fiske, Jr.
foibles during the ago the two pick
times have changed. Men of none
having birthdays near together cele
series. Bottle plays ed on this method
too good characters are becoming
the cub reporter of deciding how
brated Jointly last Saturday after
and Beetle, the to begin their
more numerous in the rural districts.
noon. Two birthday cakes bore the
scourge of the net weekly "Husbands
Brother Light Keepers along the
appropriate number of candles, ice
works, plays the and Wives" broad
coast, take warning
printer's devil. cast. If Brown
cream
and
candy
for
refreshments.
I launched my ships at break of day,
j going to the mainland with Capt. Cal
Phil says he hopes wins the toss, a
Mrs. Reed has been doing double
Were ever ships so fair as they?
The young folk of the village, num
der on the Shoals Coast Guard boat.
Their silken sails white ln the sun,
to get a lot of husband ls the
duty
with
her
household
cares
and
With threads of yellow gold enspun
bering 18, were guests.
laughs with typo first to come to
Surfman
Pudham
has
been
trans

And snow-white decks and spotless
Phil Baker
helping with the routine work of the
the microphone;
graphical errors,
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Rhodes of Cam
spars
ferred to Hampton Beach. N. H., and station as It will be some weeks yet
if Mrs. Miles calls
And masts that tapered to the stars!
den motored Tuesday to Boston where
••• Vincent Lopez has a unique the turn, a wife
—Charles Henry Webb I Surfman John Splaine to Wallis Sand before Mr. Reed is back to normal
way of limbering up his fingers and gets first chance.
Mrs. Rhodes will remain for two or
j Station. N. H. Surfman Barney Alley
health.
strenthening the finger muscles to
three
weeks
with
her
sister.
Mrs.
has
arrived
at
the
local
Coast
Guard
develop speed on the piano. Believe
Portland Head
••• In the same
Mr and Mrs. Gerald Reed and son
j station. We are always happy to see
Maurice Clough (Carolyn Sherer)
It or not, it's typewriting—Just ordi class with the Allie Lowe Miles
Victor arrived Oct. 1 to visit his
The World Series games were close
nary practice on a typewriter. Lopez Sothern - Pryor
who has just returned home from
new friends come but regret having
brother Keeper Reed. Mr. Reed is
ly followed and enjoyed. Now for
believes that the finger action is very yarn, but with a different angle, ls
Beth Israel Hospital where she was
I the old ones leave.
principal keeper of Brant Point Light.
similar. The Lopez band is back on the one we told here recently about
football.
a surgical patient.
The new second assistant. Lloyd Mc
the air for their first commercial Claudette Colbert and Norman Fos
Nantucket He has 17 days' leave of
Willard R. Hilt is visiting relatives |
series ln several months on the new ter. How they starred together with
Bride, and Mrs. McBride, arrived at
Mrs. Florence Bolduc is ill at Knox
absence.
in St. George.
Saturday program over CBS with Walter Huston on the stage ln “The
J the station Sept. 9. Mr. McBride had
Hospital.
Allen Tucker a former college class
Mrs. R. T. Sterling entertained Mrs.
Floyd Gibbons.
Barker," fell ln love and got mar
j been on Ram Island Ledge for the mate of E. M. Reed called Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Perry spent
ried. In Radio Theatre they starred
W. C. Dow Sunday evening.
•••Frank
J.
Black,
NBC
general
, past six years.
again, made love to each other In
several days this week in Lewiston.
Mrs. Reed attended services Sun
F. O. Hilt is on a vacation at St.
musical
director,
has
resumed
his
the play, then went home their
Keeper and Mrs. Alton Cheney are day at the First Baptist Church, in
“Five Hours Back" program, which separate ways. Because now they're
George and expects to spend a few
Several from here attended the
on Great Duck Island since Sept. 14 Rockland. The pastor's sermon was
ls
broadcast
by
shortwave
to
Europe.
divorced and both married again.
days in Lynn and Boston. Mrs. Hilt
Lincoln Baptist Quarterly meeting at
Last year, it was voted the most
Keeper Cheney is missed but we wish
one long to be remembered.
West Rockport yesterday.
is with him.
popular
program
in
London.
••• With every new week's Fred
him the best of luck as keeper in his
Smoke stems from all three ot the Queen Mary's mighty tunnels and
Mr. and Mrs. E. Marrlner of Cam- ,
A. W. Hathorne. St. George, is sub
Mrs. F. C. Maloney was in Lewis
Astaire program, Johnny Green, the
new quarters.
her
giant
sirens
roar
as
she
backs
slowly
Into
the
Hudson
River
on
•••
“
I
love
you,
do
you
hear?
And
den were callers Sunday after enjoy
stituting at the station.
ton Wednesday.
another return trip to England and the Continent. The funnels, 3$ feet
don't you dare forget it,” said Roger maestro, is helping the star put the
Mrs. McBride has returned here ing a picnic lunch on the island and
Robert Sterling, Jr., went on a
Mr. and Mrs J. E. Slnnett and son
in diameter and 100 feet in circumference, are large enough for three
Pryor to Screen Star Ann Sothern hour show on the basis of a musical
after spending a short vacation in a trip around the bay in their motor }
locomotives to pass through abreast. The sirens can be heard ten miles
ln a dramatic pro revue production similar to the
little hunting trip recently just to get
are motoring to Canada during the
' Perry and vicinity.
at
sea,
although
barely
audible
to
passengers
aboard
the
Queen
Mary.
duction of “There's Broadway stage programs. Green
launch.
warmed up for the season.
week's vacation Mr. Sinnett is having
Always Juliet" on and hls staff of arrangers make
Mr. and Mrs. Colin McKenney are
We enjoy reading of the wonderful
W C. Dow and Arthur Harlow were 1j visiting his brother. G. A. McKenney
from John Bird Co.
Smith Ballew’s specials" for the entire hour.
pages shorn of much of their decora
trips the Keepers are taking while on
guests last Saturday night of F. O.
The service Thursday night at the
Chateau program
•••Back ln July, Barbara Miller
for a week, having closed their tea
tion. The manuscript has suffered Baptist Church conducted by the
recently. “I
annual leave.
Hilt.
convinced the sponsor of "Home
room for the season. They have had
won't,
”
la
Sothern
much
through
the
centuries.
Ori
Keeper Reed has not had a vaca
Fall work is at hand. We are busy |
Laymen’s Gospel Team with Frank
replied in the Sweet Home," heard mornings over
| a very busy summer at “The Teach
ginally it was as famous for its superb H. Ingraham as the speaker was
tion since 1933 when he with family
and it looks like "everybody s doing
play. And she NBC. that she
ers" in Kennebunkport.
jeweled binding as for its text, but helpful and inspirational. It was
didn't. A few could write a bet
and friends visited the Century of
it." The Coast Guard Cutter Ossi
Keeper W J. Brewster and family Progress Exposition at Chicago. He
this disappeared in the 11th century
hours later the ter script thar
pee was hauled out on the Cumber
well attended.
two were out look the one that was
are comfortably settled in their new is making plans for a good one in ;
when
the
book
was
stolen.
Later
the
land Marine Railway at South Port
It seems as if autumn must have
ing for a preacher being used. She
quarters.
text was found hidden under some reached her height of glory by the
November.
to marry them. got the Job. Then
land for annual cleaning and paint
The first issue of a periodical en
Strange stories recently she felt
Mrs Reed drove to Boston last titled “Frontiers—A Magazine of sods
ing. and the Portland Lightship No.
brilliant coloring manifested on every
does radio provide, that the title
Little River
q week, visiting the shopping district,
• •••
90 is in for its annual overhauling.
side. From the village can be seen
Ann
Sothern
but
few stranger should be changNatural
History"
published
by
the
MjTon Corbett, manager of the Ber and calling on friends enroute.
ed. and as a re
For the period of Aug. 17 to Sept. Bear Hill and the western slope of
• • • •
than this.
sult, the sponsoi
Academy of Natural Sciences, ha? 14. the best-selling books, as rated by
lin Tallow Co., is visiting his parents,
Dodge's
Ridge
rivaling
each
other
Two Bush
••• Behind the headlines of every agreed to put
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Corbett, for two
just made its bow In a note of in Baker & Taylor Company's sales ln their gorgeous fall dress. Bright
football game there's an untold story these suggested
Mrs. Floyd Singer and infant weeks.
We were the first that
troduction. Effingham B. Morris, throughout the country, were:
about the unsung heroes who weren’t titles. “Lucy
reds are abundant and with orange
daughter arc at the Light.
ever
burst
into
that
silent
Mrs. Lloyd McBride (Bertha Ack
Fiction: Gone With the Wind, by and yellow flanked with dark green
apparent to the crowd and it's this Kent’s Home.'
president of the academy, stated that
—8amuel , Taylor
Keeper Smith. Mrs. Smith and son ley) has returned to her home in sea
kind of story that those Saturday “Lucy Kent’s
Margaret
Mitchell.
I
Am
the
Fox.
by
Coleridge
night Football Revue programs are Family" and "The Barbara Miller
the new magazine is addressed to Winifred Van Etten. The American present a picture so beautiful the na
Roger spent four days recently in | Perry,
ture lover can but wish it might
bringing to the air from first-hand Life of Lucy
| “all persons, old or young, who wish
Portland, visiting Mrs. Smith's rela
Flaggs, by Kathleen Norris. They
There was no school session Thurs
sources — the coaches themselves. Kent,” to the radio audience for
to increase their knowledge of the Walk in the City, by J. B. Priestley. linger on and on. Take a ride into
tives.
Sports commentator Ed Thorgersen their choice by vote.
day because of the County Teachers'
the
country
and
to
some
height
of
world of nature." Five bi-monthly Mrs. Meigs and Mr. Cunningham, by
Mrs. Lena Joyce, Mr. and Mrs. Convention jin Machias.
Interviews the coaches.
ROCKPORT
•••Elizabeth Reller and Lestev
issues are announced for the coming Elizabeth Corbett. Lost Moming, by land and Just feast the eye upon the
Harry Doll and Edward Brown of
Mrs. Corbett. Myron Corbett, Pur
••• Phillips Lord's new program, Tremayne play the rolls of “Betty"
brightness and glory that is God's
year. Cary Bok. a trustee for the
New York passed a week at the Light cell Corbett and Ruth Corbett mo
“We, the People," is being heard and "Bob” ln that show, heard over
The Farm Bureau will meet Tues academy, heads the editorial advis- DuBose Howard. Drums Along the handiwork.
Sunday afternoons over NBC, and CBS, Mondays thru Fridays.
as guests of Mrs. Joyce's brother, tored recently to Hulls Cove, being
Mohawk, by Walter Edmonds. Far
day at the home of Mrs. Minetta
i ory committee.
Keeper Smith.
Forest, by Francis Brett Young. Men
accompanied on return by Miss Flor- Paul for an all-day session with
RAZORV1LLE
Mrs. Fred Batty and son Fred of J ence Corbett who
engaged
1
Are Such Pools, by Faith Baldwin.
Mrs. Elsie Hawkiqs. clothing project
Spruce Head recently spent an after- in cooktng at the Brick House.
The
Enchanted
Voyage,
by
Robert
The New York Times National
leader in charge; subject "Clothing
Mrs Frank Esancy is in a Water
noon with Mrs. Smith at Owls Head.
Miss Ruth Corbett is visiting her Accessories,' Mrs. Augusta Shibles Book Fair is announced, to be held at Natham.
ville
hospital for surgical treatment
Mr. and Mrs Maurice Barter and parents this weekend.
General: Live Alone and Like It,
and Mrs. Margaret Gregory will serve Rockefeller Center for fifteen days
to her eyes.
|8 It 12 .3
4 5
daughter Olive of Isle au Haut visited
8 7“
3
2
7
1
b
A few days were recently pasesd in as dinner committee.
beginning Nov. 5. Hervey Allen. Mar by Marjorie /Hillis. An American
Mrs. Nellie Hannan spent a day
last weekend with Mrs. Barter at Roque Bluffs by Mrs. Corbett, Myron
Doctor's
Odyssey,
by
Victor
G.
Heiser.
The Knox County Christian En garet Ayer Barnes. Katherine Brush ,
Ib
-j is
14
with Edith Overlock recently.
Owl's Head.
Corbett and Florence Corbett, the deavor Union will meet at the Baptist Pearl Buck. Henry Seidel Canby, and Around the World in Eleven Years,
•
Elliott Smith is employed by John trip being made by motor.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Prescott of Con
by
Patience.
Richard
and
John
Abbe.
John
Gunther
are
among
the
noted
20
IB
17
19
Church Oct. 16 for its regular meet
Partridge on the lobster smack.
After All, by Clarence Day. Man, the necticut are visiting relatives and
Betty Webber, daughter of Mr. and
| authors and literary critics whom
Keeper Smith, Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Edgar Webber, has been ill the ing.
ll
13
22
24
their publishers have scheduled for Unknown, by Alexis Carrel. Wake friends here for several days.
Mrs. Annie Gardner is visiting her
Roland spent last Friday in Portland past week,
W
Ida Jones was in Waterville recent
the auditorium programs, devoted to Up and Live, by Dorothea Brande.
daughters Miss Frances Gardner in
15
zb
on business. They were accompanied
28 W
27
Neil Corbett was a business visitor
talks on literature and books. There Cross Puzzle Book. Series 39. North to ly where her mother. Mrs. Esancy, is
Quincy. Mass., and Mrs. Earl Pier
W
by Mrs. Grace Kirk of Owl’s Head.
the
Orient,
by
Anne
Morrow
Lind

receiving
treatment.
Friday in East Machias.
are some other well known writers
34
30
31 1 i2
35
33
son, Waterbury, Conn,
Roger Smith is still employed at the
Mrs. Willie Corbett and Mrs. Ar
also scheduled for appearances, such bergh. The Flowering of New Eng
Mrs. Jennie Humes spent Sunday
Miss
Evelyn
Carver
enjoyed
a
Bancroft School.
land.
by
Van
Wyck
Brooks.
Inside
thur Wilson are spending the weekas Faith Baldwin. William Beebe,
with her mother, Mrs. Carrie Clark.
5T
40 i Ml
5b 37
motor trip to Bar Harbor Thursday Stephen Vincent Benet. Elizabeth Europe, by John Gunther.
The government workman has left | end on the malniand
Mrs.
Lydia
Kitchen
of
Palermo
the Light after installing a gasoline
• • • •
M*
m2
1 Mi
Mi!
Purcell Corbett recently bought two as guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Corbett. Christopher Morley. Robert
MM
4b
called Saturday in this community.
Edwards of Camden.
engine in the boat house.
ducks from Wyman Bean.
Nathan. Julia Peterkin. Mary Roberts
Elizabeth Corbett, author of “Mrs.
Mrs. Minnie Savage, who has been
51
mS
News is scarce here even after wait
52
M9 i 50
53
Mrs. Amy Miller has returned from Rinehart. Cornelia Otis Skinner, Meigs and Mr. Cunningham", recent
• • • •
guest of her son Willard Clark, is now
ing so long to write.
a
week's
visit
with
her
brother
and
Phil Stong. Lowell Thomas. Hencrik ly published by the D. AppletonCurtis Island
ib
i 58
in Lincolnville to visit her daughter
55
54
• • • •
Keeper Reed is slowly recovering sister-in-law. Mr and Mrs. Clifford Willem van Loon, and others.
Century Company, confesses that she Mrs. Carrie Clark.
Merrill
in
Methuen.
Mass.
Isles of Shoals
• • • •
5$
sss
from the effects of the rough usage
drew Mrs. Meigs from a living ori
b3
b4 b5
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Burbank of
Rally Day will be observed at the
Howdy, everyone! Here are a few received when he was held up by two
ginal.
Mrs.
E.
Purdon
Wright,
who
is
Hervey Allen's monumental liter
Chelsea were visitors Sunday in this
70
bb b7
71
words from old White Island.
young men in a hidden path leading Methodist Church next Sunday with ary classic. "Anthony Adverse", still flourishing in Milwaukee at the
place.
the
regular
morning
worship
and
This letter is being written on a from Mr. Harvell’s boat shop early
ripe
old
age
of
97.
When
asked
what
brought to the screen with all its
74
75
72
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Jones and
busy morning and a beautiful one. last season. These two hold-up men church school. In the evening Mr.
wealth of color and dramatic fire, she does with her time, Mrs. Wright daughter Mrs. Brann were in Au
MW
and
Mrs.
E.
M.
Laurence
will
be
the
First Assistant George McKenney is were out for big money. Fortunately
7b
zz
78
79
opened in Portland on Thursday. Oct. replied: “I rock in my chair all day gusta last Saturday.
speakers. Mrs. Laurence will use as
8. In order to give the sweeping and slander my neighbors."
Victor
Chapman
is
at
the
home
of
. her subject “Character Building'' and
• • • •
60
81
; panoramic story the magnificent and
his grandmother, Mrs. Leigher, in
Mr. Laurence “Where are we Head
magnitude it merited. Warner Brothers
Gladys Hasty Carroll, author of
North Washington.
ing." Mrs. Gladys Heistad will be the
j the producers are said to have “As The Earth Turns," has sailed for
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cent)
Mary Humes and Miss Beck called
VERTICAL (Cont.)
soloist.
I spared neither time nor effort, nor Europe with her husband. They will
1-Province of Canada 61-Clrcle
20-Femlnine suffix
Clinton Shibles and family are i cost. In fact, more than two years spend a few weeks in England, in Nor Sunday on Edith Overlock.
1O-Fa*tening device
63-Record
23-Donate
Mrs. John (Howard and children
moving to Camden where he has em were spent in preparing the script, way, and in Switzerland, and will
14- Aacended
66-Kind of dog
26-G reater
Willard and Norma of Union were
15- Decayt
69-Tilt
28-Brietle (Bot.)
ployment.
in research work to make the at stay for a few days In Paris before
16- Scent
71- Sainte (abbr.)
31-Peruee
Services at the Baptist Church for mospheric settings, and ln the actual sailing for home on the Queen Mary guests at Edith Overlock's Sunday
17- Musical instrument 72- Spread
33-Decayt
night,
taking
an
exquisitely
decorat

the coming week will begin with Sun filming of the many and intricate about the middle of November.
19-A rotating rod
74-A superintendent
35- ldentlcal
ed
birthday
cake.
Refreshments
were
21- Royal Arch Chapter 7t-Diminutlve suffix
36- Marked with deep
day service of worship at 11 a. m.; scenes.
• • • •
(abbr.)
fissures
served and with friendly chat and a
(Fr.)
| subject, “The Need of the Church ";
Commenting on “The Roosevelt fine program from a new radio a
22-Carol
77-Anatomy (abbr.)
37- A rodent
church school at 12 with graded
24- Breathes noisily
79- Sea
38- Chief actor
There never has been a cast to Family In America" by Bellamy Par pleasant evening was enjoyed.
when aileep
80- Agent
40-Remark
classes, Helen Dunbar, superinten- j
approach this one in size, and few tridge. a reviewer says, “It is quite
25- Kind of cheese
81- Chlef officer of a 44-Agitate
dent; Christian Endeavor at 6, lead
true
that
if
the
United
States
can
that will equal it in talent. There
27-Defeneive armor
college (pi.)
46-Level, shaded walk
SWAN’S ISLAND
er, Virginia Brown; subject, “What?
29- Before
49-State again
are 98 principals in speaking parts, possibly be said to have a royal fami
Me? a Missionary? Gospel service at
30- Likewise not
51-Heroic poem
VERTICAL
2,550 bit players and extras, and ly, this is it. And that not alone be
Mrs. Alfred Sprague and son War
32-At any time
53—Gleam
until...
7, subject, “The Devil's Righteous
cause
this
family
has
sent
two
of
Its
nearly 3,000 artisans and technicans
34-Association (abbr.)
55-One who catches
ren are spending a few days in Rock
ness," Thursday at 7 p. m., prayer
36-Small jobs
1- Mother-of-pearl
rate
worked behind the cameras to make name to the White House, a pheno land.
and praise service.
39-English school
2-A mountain nymph 57-Performs
the picture letter perfect. More than menon which, after all, has occurred
Mrs. Mary Joyce is visiting for a
41- Perched
(Class Myth.)
60-Full of moisture
Commander Howard A. Tribou, 1,000 scenes were “shot" for the pro more than once in our history. No,
42- Egyptian god
3- lrruptive mountain 62-South African
US.N. Medical Corps, returned to duction on 431 mammoth sets. the Roosevelts may with some ac few weesk with her daughter, Mrs.
43- Dinea
4-Chemlcal suffix
antelope
Portsmouth, N. H„ yesterday after Frederic March has the stellar role.
Clever little deckled edge informals—gaily bor
curacy be pointed to as the demo Philip Moore, in Bernard.
45-Small particle
5- Sesaion (abbr.)
64- The ermine
47- Myself
6- A fruit
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Chandler are
65- Gull-like bird (pi.)
a visit with his mother, Mrs. N. J.
cratic equivalent of a dynasty be
dered . . . indispensable for short letters, infor
• • • •
48- Make a mistake
67-Combining form.
7- Preposition
living in Mrs. Etta Stanley's house.
Tribou.
cause
they
have
been
a
stable
and
mal invitations, “thank-you” notes . . . and
50-Tropical fruit
Outside
8- Pronoun
A plan to raise $100,000 for the re
• • • •
important part of developing Ameri
The newly married couple, Mr. and
62-Exhibited in a
68- Harvest
9- A serpent (pi.)
production of 250 copies of “The
delightful for gifts.
theatre
70-Walked on
can life for ten generations, because Mrs. Elliott Smith, have started
10- Girl's name
Injured By Automobile
Book of Kells," the famous 8th cen
54-Change
73-Royal Naval Reserve
11-Accoet
they are said to be directly or colla housekeeping in the home of Mr. and
Robert, four-year-old son of Mrs. tury Celtic manuscript ln the library
56-Mature
(abbr.)
12- Solitary
terally related to twelve American Mrs. Reuben Pray.
58- Old English measure 13- Gave
75-High playing card
[Alice (Porter) Bettencourt was seri of Trinity College, Dublin, and to
presidents, beginning with George
59- Perceived
78-Dlphthong
18-Bind
Mrs. Herman Staples and sons
ously injured Thursday afternoon present them to 250 leading libraries
Washington, and because they are We6ley and Milton recently- visited
when
struck
by
an
automobile.
of the world, was inaugurated last
(Bolutlon to previous puzzle)
100 INFORMALS
definitely representatives of the rul her sister, Mrs. Carroll Boardman, in
The child and his mother were out week by John Carroll Broderick in
ing
spirit
in
our
country
and
of
the
Rockland.
Vinalhaven & Rockland
100 ENVELOPES
for a walk and when nearly opposite a lecture at Columbia University.
mJ
H
L A D
class which would be called the rul
Mr. and Mrs. John Kent are spend
the residence of Mrs. E. R Noyes the For ten years 'Mr. BTOderick, an
J? 1 p E N 0 A T E S 8f
Steamboat Co.
ing class In an aristocratic society.” ing a few days in Bangor and
J plu N
OTO
N 1 P
child ran into the street in front of American architect, has been at work
E S
CHANGE OF TIME
As a vivid running story of some vicinity.
T R A P
B c N T
AV E R T
an automobile driven by Henry reproducing page by page the ancient
Effective September 16, 1936
vitally Interesting decades in our
1 k
I s
LIE
L A
Postage
Delivery
The
Methodist
Ladies'
Aid
met
Fri

j Morse of Camden. The headlight on manuscript. In his carefully studied
Subject To Change Without Notice
A L D ■l E D s p O O N
country's history, and as a portrait day afternoon with Mrs. Cleveland J
10c
s
in about
Daily Except Sunday
the
car
was
broken
by
the
impact
copies
of
the
precious
old
pages,
Mr.
X E R T]S
Extra
E s T E R s
ten days
of two of our leading citizens, “The Trask.
VINALHAVEN LINE
The boy received a compound frac Broderick explained, he has sought
P 0 1 I
E A R
STEAMER:
Roosevelt Family in America” de
Mrs. Nelson Morse and Mrs. Calvin
ture of the skull and several other to reproduce the effects of the book
sc EN ES R EL 1 c s
leaves Vinalhaven at S.OO A. M., ar- j
serves a wide audience. It may be Stockbridge passed two days in Rock riving
at Rockland at 9.20 A. M. Return
s HAn
H e:
E L 0 P E
bruises. Mr. Morse took the child to when it first came from the hands
ing, leaves Rockland at 2.45 P. M., ar
added that no political party is listed land recently.
p A
E 5
r/' 1 L S
Community
Hospital
where
his
name
riving
at
Vinalhaven
at
4.00
P.
M.
of
the
original
scribes.
By
chemical
Printed with Name. Address or Monogram on informals in
under Bellamy Partridge's name in
A p sk
A'R
E T
W A N T
Mrs. Will Holmes arrived home last
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
was placed on the danger list.
analysis he determined the exact pig
smartly correct lettering styles.
e|l|m
L_[E
N O
E A T
Who's Who in America.
Saturday after spending a vacation STEAMER:
ments used and has employed those,
|Y 'J E lTd T A p E. R
Leaves Swans Island at 5.30 A. M.,
White Vellum, Grey Threadloom or Ivory Threadloom . . .
in Lincolnville and Rockland.
Stonington 6.30, North Haven 7.30; due
Doctor—You are slightly morbid, in new vellum, in his copies.
T 0 P
JE S|
borders in blue, green, red and brown.
Rockland about 0.43 A. M. Return
Mrs. Charles Joyce and infant son at
“The Book of Kells" has been MODERN WOMEN
my dear lady. You should look about
ing,
leaves
Rockland
at
2.13
P.
M.,
North
.
At this special low price be sure to buy a supply for future
NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due Stephen are visiting relatives in Ells Haven 3.30, Stonington 4.43; due at,
called the "finest extant example of NEED
you and marry again.
use and for Christmas gifts.
to colds, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
Swan's Island about 6.00 P. M.
Chi-ches-ters
Dfemond Brand Pills are effective, worth and Bucksport.
Widow-^Oh, doctor, is this a pro early Christian art of its kind." It
112-tf ;
reliable and give QUICK RELIEF. Sold bv
Mrs. Harold Hart was recent guest
is an illuminated copy of the Gospels all druggists for over 45 years. A«kfo<—if
posal?
of relatives in Rockland and Cam nesday to Rockland where she will be
Doctor—Allow me to remind you. in Latin. About 125 years ago the
CHICHESTERS PILLS
guest of her sister, Mrs. Emery Bar- I
den.
madam, that a doctor prescribes book was rebound, its leaves being
•JHt BIAMOWD
Z8AMP" ,
Mrs. Adelin M. Trask went Wed- hour.
clipped and many of the illuminated
medicine, but he doesn't take it.
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Every-Other-Day

ON TO WASHINGTON!

WALDOBORO

BUT HE WON’T DO IT ... .

Atlantic

Mrs. William Black has returned
to Hammontown, N. J., after passing
the summer in town.
George R. Poor is guest of hls
NOW PLOW THAT UNDER
sister, Miss Abbie E. Poor, in Belfast.
Mrs. Lewis Campbell and two chil
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
WITH THE REST — AND
dren of Bath, N. H„ have been visit
THE BAG IS ALL YOURS/
ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
(Second
Installment)
W. Scott.
by Gladys Si. Clair Heistad
All schools in town were closed
A visit to Pittsburg, the “smokey formerly of Waldoboro, known then
Wednesday on account of the Lin
city," occupied a good part of a day. as Miss Martha Feyler, now Mrs.
coln-Sagadahoc Teachers Conven
Vacation pictures appearing in Nov. 16. Ada Zeller, known with sin Here the Heinz Pickling Co., was one Stanley E. Herrick. Wishing to reach
Musical Courier include one of Shura cere affection by several Rockland of the most interesting places visited. Providence before night our intention
tion.
Harold Ralph has bought the San
Cherkassky, noted young pianist, friend|\ Will tbe Mr. Crasses Ac This company's works covers seven was to make only a doorstep call, but
ford Walter farm at Orff's Comer
taken in front of his house in Rock companist, and one of her own corn- city squares. They employ a large I Martha's insistence prevailed and we
port where he spent the summer; positions, “Melody and Dance" will number of persons, male and female, were ushered into her fine home,
and with nis family will more there.
one of Ezr* Rachlin, another gifted' be featured in the program,
Miss Helen Oldis has been at home
make their own electricity, cans and Alice, Martha's daughter, was in bed
from Portland where she is attending
young pianist, taken also at Rock- ,
• • * •
other containers. We were first just recovering from a serious ill
port where he spent the summer holi
school.
Extension of musical activity will ushered into a waiting room, where ness. There was a happy meeting be
day; one of Walter Mills, baritone,
The October meeting of the Baptist
tween
Alice
and
Eleanor.
Eleanor
was
about
25
with
our
party
awaited
the
be a feature of the year's program at
taken at Lake Meguntlcook where he
Missionary Society was held at the
Bowdoin College. Under Prof. Fred signal of a guide to follow him. We one of our party and they were pals
home of Mrs. H. P. Mason. An ac
spent three weeks; and one of the
eric Tillotson a college orchestra will were taken through the various de- when Alice was on her vacation visit
count of the storm only ten members
National harp colony at Camden be organized, the college glee club P»rtmente where the different vege- ing her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
were present but an interesting pro
where harpists from 14 states and will add several important concerts jtabl6S were prepared and canned, the W. F. B. Feyler, last summer. Martha
gram was enjoyed. Miss Edna Young
Sydney, Australia, come to study with to its schedule, visiting artists will ! 8uide Pausing at intervals to explain is the proud mother of two promising
read an original paper on “A Trip
Carlos Salzedo.
children,
Alice
as
mentioned
above
appear frequently at Bowdoin, the the process they must undergo. We
to Palestine," giving a fine resume
and
Stanley,
Jr„
in
training
to
sing
were
shown
into
a
room
where
a
Interesting pictures these, with college choir will be re-organized,
of lessons in her Sabbath School
AND UP
for
graphophone
records.
It
was
our
and student interest in music will! chlroporlst was kept busy examining
local color for those who are permit
class during the year. Mrs. Cora
Your Old Range Taken in
be encouraged. Prof Tillotson was ap- ] antl manicuring the hands of the privilege to listen to one of his pro
ted to gaze upon, and even come to
Wlnchenbach also gave a short read
Exchange
pointed in June to succeed the late helP. thus eliminating any unsanitary ductions.
know, the artists Involved. And
ing. Refreshments were served. The
Atlantic Ranges are available In
• • • •
j Prof Edward H. Wass as head of I effect the foods might otherwise obhere are some random notes to ac
members of the society brought in
Black and All Enamel Finishes
Rnwrtninx
rtenartment of
of music.
music He
He i tain.Next we were led into
a movcompany the comments on the p.|c-JI Bow
doin s department
We have unthinkingly gone by one
their
dollars
earned
during
the
past
j
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
. is himself a concert pianist and has inK Picture scenery where the farms
on our
tures;
year.
Hr. d.rrk.Hrr «M sept. H
WIIhome, w.
came to the Hud
Teachers registered at the annual)
fully spread out and explained by the
the SS. Queen Mary for appearances ' ances as soloist,
son river where it curves around
convention of the Lincoln-Sagada- ,
talkies.
Last,
but
not
least,
to
the
ln London. Manchester. Prague.
The first of a series of special
Bear mountain and were held up by
hoc Association held Thursday ln the
dining hall was the next move where
a toll-keeper who demanded $1.05. I
Vienna. Budapest, Warsaw. Stock- I
muslcal conc6rte wU1 * Pre
High School auditorium numbered
Vienna, nuoapesv,
.
.
Russian lunch was served consisting of some I
"
’
TEL. 980
holm, Helsingfors, Riga. Kaunas. ««
1 of their 57 varieties This was the had JUSt. $1
my P°Cket b°°lt229.
W. R. Kempton of Bristol was 313-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Paris Both recitals and engagements Symphonic Choir will sing. Members of their 57 varieties. This was the 'Junior'' fished out a nickle and with
47-tl
elected president; Charles Gagne of
of the college chapel choir will be first tlme in life, to my knowledge, a smile the keeper passed us along.
kettville were callers Sunday at Whitefield, vice president and Mrs. f
VINALHAVEN
paid this year for the first time, and tbat 1 ^6^ obliged to eat more than The toll money is not just to pay the
Herbert Esancy's. They were return Ruth Powers of Georgetown, secre- ]
Included on this list.
the interfratemity singing contest ] needed, fearing a bad effect to the expenses of the bridge, but for the
Moses Webster Lodge F.A.M. meets ing home after taking Mrs. Frank eary-treasurer. Among the speakers
Mr. Rachlin begins his season's
instituted last year will be continued . advertising plan for which this cour- road that is cut down from the moun Tuesday. A large attendance is re Esancy to the Thayer Hospital in
activities with his recital at Town
were Dr. Bertram E. Packard of Au
j teous entertainment was designed. tain from one side of which we could
Waterville.
quested.
hall, New York. Oct. 31. He then is
gusta. commissioner of education; C
A utility shower party was given i Mr. and Mrs. Frank Nary are re Harry Edwards, State director of
to appear in recital under the aus- J Much sympathy goes out to Allan' Like experiences are enjoyed day look up over the solid ledge many
SHOWS START AT 8.00 P. M.
pices of the Pittsburg Mendelssohn Ramsay of Bath, president"of Les after day and year after year by feet and on the other a view of the Mr. and Mrs. James Calderwood ceiving congratulations on the birth physical education and Dr. Sidney1
TUESDAY. OCT. 13
Choir, with other orchestral and re- j Camarades Musicaux. whose charm- multitudes of people. Another in- beautiful Hudson with its traffic Tuesday night at the home of the of a daughter Sheila at the Gardiner Hall, superlntendant of public in
bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Hospital.
cital engagements to follow.
j ing oid home in Bath was swept by teresting scene in Pittsburg is the plying back and forth.
struction in California. Solos were •
“Mary Of Scotland”
Hollis Hamlin has been visiting his sung by Mrs. Nettie Nicholson. The
Mr. Mills opened his season with a (ire on a recent morning. Mr. Ram- ' Point" where the Allegheny and j Providence was reached before mond Webster. Thirty were present
KATHARINE
HEPBURN,
Joint appearance with Edith Mason.; say with difficulty rescued his aged Monongahela rivers meet and con- I niShtfall. There reside the three and the newlyweds received many sister Mrs Alice (Hunnewell) Goss in work of several departments was
FREDRIC MARCH
Metropolitan soprano, in Buffalo. parents, his father in failing health 1 nect with the Ohio. This is an en- j Mor56S aU once members of society splendid gifts. Punch, cake and, Bangor for a couple of weeks.
demonstrated by teachers of the
Oct. 6. and following New York ap- antJ his mother an invalid of many chanting spot of the earth, causing ■ln North Waldoboro Irvlng is a guard sandwiches were served. A bridal
county schools during the day.
THURSDAY, OCT. 15
pearances. he will give a recital ln j years. Several Rockland musicians , us to linger some time viewing the i at the state Prison, has built a fine cake artistically decorated was also
At the annual Installation of
WARREN
“The Poor Little Rich Girl”
Jordan hall, Boston, on Nov. 19th
1 have been delightfully entertained in place where so much traffic meets.’ imme. has several filling stations and. a gift. It was made by Mrs. Sadie
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge held
The Subject of the sermon Sun Tuesday night in Odd Fellows hall
In addition to holding his master j
Ramsay's home in the past and on one street was seen a mark over, 1,651 of a11, bas rais6d a flne family of Cobb.
SHIRLEY TEMPLE, ALICE FAYE
i
classes at Camden this summer, Mr. i recalling his love for the family home the first story of a block registering ^°yS, and glrls' The tW0t glr1^
Matinee 3.00 P. M.
Lafayette Carver Corps assembled day moming at the Congregational Mrs. Mertie Booth was elected noble
Salzedo has been composing. His; can well understand what sorrow the height of the flood of last spring. I famUiarly gnown as the "Morse Tuesday. Supper preceded the meet Church will be, •'Closed Gates.” grand; Mrs. Ethel Benner, vice
SATURDAV. OCT. 17
There will be no evening service.
Of course this is only a smattering glrls" h6r6' Angie has changed h6r ing.
latest manuscript has a middle part J must fill his heart,
grand; Miss Althea Kaler, recording
Miss
Grace
Lawrence
entertained
description
of
the
wonderful
city
ofI
nam6
Glldd6n
'
havlng
marn6d
the
in rhumba rhythm.
I
....
secretary; Mrs. Gladys Grant, finan
Mrs. Ola Ames. State department
“Nobody’s Fool”
at tea Wednesday at her camp “The cial secretary; Mrs. Cora Waltz,
Pittsburg, but on our next visit we | 6P6f °f P°li66' having 500 subordlnpresident
inspected
Fales
Circle
EDWARD
EVERETT HORTON,
Toe New York Times comments
ates under him._Gertrude
has changed
Adelbert Wells Sprague, conductor
Four Winds" at North Waldoboro treasurer; Mrs. Annie Genthner,
will ....
try again.
.
, ,
Ladies of the G.AR. Friday night in
GLENDA FARRELL
that
“
our
former
heavyweight
boxing
of the Eastern Maine Music Festival,
Present were, Mrs. Alice Mathews, RS.N.G.; Mrs. Gertrude Benner, I
Another ride from headquarters her nam6 10 Durfe* She and her
Rockland.
Matinee, 2.30 P. M.
announces as the offering for the champions have turned to a variety was a trip of 40 miles out to Union- hU5band tog6ther have buUt and are
Miss Edna F. Boggs. Mrs. Anna Star j LS.N.G.; Mrs. Alma Fitch, warden;
Mother and Daughter Club, met rett. Mrs. Ella Cunningham and Mrs.
their fistic careers town. Penn. The objective was a ' gating one of the largest departannual fall concert. Oct. 29. the Rus of occupations once
„ _
Mrs. Esther Shorey, conductor; Mrs. SPECIAL—$10 given awav each
to
Necess,
the stocltade | ment stores in Providence where one Wednesday with Mrs. Max Conway. Gertrude Rowe.
sian Symphonic Choir, one of the were over. Jack Dempsey runs a
Maude Greenlaw, chaplain; Mrs.
Saturday night in three prizes
David Mills of Camden has been in
most glamorous offerings before the reAaurant; Gene Tunney is a scholar which Washington and hls 400 men ’ can buy anythlng from a 811,1161 “P
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Crocker of Thelma Sidelinger, RS.V.G.; Mrs. The third prize Sat., Ort. 10 is $10
concert public today. Mr. Sprague business man and politician; Jim erected and defended against 1500 71,656 P6^16 W6re Junlors u"cle town this week.
Newberry, Fla., were in town recent Bessie Benner, L.S.V.G.; Mrs. Har122-123
with his customary acumen has takao- Jeffries runs an amateur boxing French and (Indians. Washington and aunt5' They
us about' showJohn McNaughton, U. S. Army, ly. This is the first time in 64 years j riet Hilton, I.O. and Mrs. Olive Crowadvantage of their passing en tour academy ln California. And now Jack won an honorable retreat, marching ing the bright spots of the city. Fri formerly of this town is guest at the that Mr. Crocker has been here. He | ell, O. G. Supper was served at the
UNION
through this region on that date, Johnson, the only Negro ever to hold out with the honors of war and com day we started on our third lap. aim Central Hotel.
left town when he was 13 with his j close of the installation.
otherwise Bangor and eastern Maine the heavyweight championship, plays mendation from the French general ing for Melrose. Mass., where we were
Next week’s atgractlons at Star
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lincoln of father, Samuel Crocker, when the
Mrs. Waldo Hoit who spent the
would probably never be able to hear in grand opera. Mr. Johnson made for bravery. Washington at this time again the guests of the Storers.
Detroit are guests of his aunt Miss latter located on a fruit farm in j Theatre open Tuesday with the sen week with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
his
debut
last
Friday
night
in
"Aida
”
this wonderful organization.
No
• • • •
E. F. Roberts at Bridgeside, Mr. Pomona Georgia. Mr. Crocker now sationally successful "Mary of Scot J. C. Simmons, and attended Union
was but 22 years old and was a ColonCast as the strugmusic lovers can afford to miss them, at„ the Hippodrome.
unquestionably Katharine Fair while in this vicinity, has re
■
v.
v. el In the Colonial Army. It was a
Saturday, just two weeks from the Lincoln, a former resident of this runs a fruit and milk farm in Florida land,"
Ethiopian brought to Memphis., . .
...
,.
a concert group that is a rare novel gllng
and came north ln car and trailer, Hepburn's greatest role with superb turned to Portland.
;
. ,
5 u
i
di, / beginning of his career as a leader time of starting from home, we were town, is greeting old friends, after
ty and one that will match such in chains by the conquering Rhod- and a fighter. One of the enemy's enroute again for that blest abode an absence of 30 years.
to visit relatives in Massachusetts. support by Fredrlc March. Thursday
Mrs. Sabra Morang has moved to
Festival attractions of the past as ames. he did not have to sing. This soldiers said he fired seven shots at; reaching there early in the afternoon
Mrs. Maland Ames of Stratham, Mrs. Crocker is a Georgia woman. comes Shirley Temple in "The Poor I Augusta.
the Cleveland Orchestra and the may have been a pity, because the Washington with good range without | finding everything well cared for by
They
drove
through
and
spent
the
Little Rich Girl” and on Saturday I
N. H„ is visiting her father, John
former boxer admitted that he can
Don Cossacks.
Mrs. Stella 8immons is making
an injury to his body, but to his j Arthur Carroll, the boy who has been , Mackie and Mr. and Mrs. Bert Laury. night in their trailer at the home of "Nobody's Fool" with Edward Everett
Mr. Sprague states that because sing. He is fond of opera, especially clothes. Thus it was that he gained my faithful help for seven long years
Ansel
Hilt
on
whom
they
called.
The
her
home with her daughter, Mrs.
Horton.
County Commander L. B. Dyer,
the program numbers by these artists of Verdi."
Robert Esancy of Burkettville.
the reputation of a “charmed life”.
This trip was the time of our lives was in Rockland Thursday night to Crocker home was on the Middle
will be of the choral order, the share
for both the Mrs. Walter and myself, attend the County meeting of the road.
DUTCH NECK
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Simmons and
of the Festival chorus in the pro
Autumn foliage is now at its best.
It is said the first snot of the and was largely made so by the best American Legion.
Josef Hofmann will open his seatwo
daughters of Gardner, Mass., re
gram will naturally be brief. How son as soloist with the Philadelphia Revolution was fired at this point, send-off we ever had in all our long
Mrs. Frances Quiner has closed turned home Sunday after a visit
Mrs. Leroy Nickerson and son Ivan In a week's time much of the beauty
ever. a notable work has been chosen Orchestra in Philadelphia Oct. 16 and that sounded around the world, lives. My partner and son-in-law, E.
will
have
faded.
The
correspondent
“Butter Point Farm" and is in with relatives here.
returned Tuesday from a visit with
as thc one choral offering—"Land Of and 17. and later in the month play The stockade is only a replica, but is G. Miller said: "Spend some money,
suggests a ride up Route 220 to Liber Marblehead. Mass., for thc winter.
relatives in Nova Scotia.
Our Hearts by the American com with the same orchestra in Baltimore 1 supposed to be a fac-simile of the j and
Mr. and Mrs. O. W. Carroll of
afrajd: we'll get it all
Installation of officers, of Ocean ty, ' across to Searsmont, Route 137
Mrs. Laura Turner of Broad Cove
poser. George W. Chadwick. This and Washington. Mr. Hofmann's original. There is a museum near back when you get home." The in
then
to
Appleton.
The
road
between
Rockville
were in this community
Bound Rebekah Lodge, will take place
is spending two weeks at Mrl. Hattie
composition, brief, but inspiring and engagements this year include 17 ap- thc fort where many of the old relics surance agent called also before the
1 Monday on business.
Tuesday preceded by a 6 o'clock sup Searsmont and Union is particularly Merrill's.
dramatic, has for its text the poem of •pearances with seven of the leading of Washington are exhibited and start, warning of the many accidents ’
per. All members are urged to at good, new stretches having been com
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hannan re
Miss Ruth Geeie, a student at
the same title by John Hall Ingham. symphony orchestras, in recital daily viewed by visitors, Among j that are happening daily, advising as
pleted the past season.
turned Sunday from Bangor where
tend.
Oorham
Normal
School,
passed
last
Thc hope is again expressed that courses presented by nine univer them, most interesting to the writer, to attorneys employed by the com-1
Mrs. Ilda Russell, Mrs. Carrie R.
The annual fair of Union Church
they were guests of relatives.
Rockland and Knox County will send sities. Thc extreme points of his tour was a miniature water-mill with an pany that would be available without
Smith
and daughters, Evelyn, Joan, weekend with her parents, Mr. and
Circle was held Thursday and' a
Mrs.
Herbert
Geeie.
Orient Chapter OES. l< invited to
a group of singers to participate in this year are Havana. Mexico and over-shot wheel, built and used by cost.
substantial sum netted. Those in and Emily were guests last week
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Winchenbach attend the inspection Wednesday
this chorus number.
I Washington himself.
The many
Western Canada.
Notwithstanding the agent's warn charge of tables were: Cake, Mrs. end of Mrs. Austin Russell, at Ells
• • • •
and children were guests Sunday of n ght of Ivy Chapter Warren. Sup
• • • •
1 acres of this territory were bought by ing. we stepped aboard with full con- j Harry Wilson, Mrs. Fred Greenlaw, worth.
The Ford Sunday Evening Hour
Lester Grant of Glenwood, Aroos Mr. and Mrs. Edward Fairbrothcr ln per will be served at 6 30
Lily Pous is making her second ' Washington and are now government fidence in cur chauffeur. Virgil Morse Mrs. N. F. Atwood. Mrs. F. L Roberts
which opened Sept. 20. featuring the
reservation under the jurisdiction of Jr., who brought us back with the car Candy, Mrs. Max Conway, Mrs. took County visited Thursday his Edgecomb.
Charles Howe Is having a week'*
film for RKO Pictures.
70-piecc Ford Symphony, Orchestra
Fred Turner of Portland was a re vacation from J. C. Creighton's store.
the Department of the Interior.
• • • •
intact except the tar it took on while George Kay: parcel post, Mrs Harry aunt, Mrs Abbie Wooster, at Warren
under the direction of Fritz Reintr,
The next spin was far out into the driving over about 20 miles of newly 1 Coombs," Mrs. Herbert Patrick; Highlands. While in this vicinity he cent caller on Mr. and Mrs. Merton He went Wednesday to Greenfield,
In the New York Times Sept. 24
will present 39 concerts all told over
Benner.
country,
the night before starting constructed road, built of slag and ( aprons, Mrs. Alvin Cobb, Mrs. Wil will call on other relatives.
Mass., to visit relatives.
the Columbia network during tile there are three obituaries interest
Mrs. Ada Wellman spent Tuesday
Mrs.
John
Connell
is
receiving
homeward,
taking
a
feast
with
us
of
tar.
We
had
a
few
narrow
escapes
liam
Burns,
Mrs.
Joseph
Hutchinson;
Miss Mina Woodcock of Cuhing
season. Artists engaged as guest solo ing to students of modern journalism.
with Mrs. Viola Kuhn of West Wal
a variety that one hardly knew and got punched twice without a fancy work, Mrs. Benjamin Patrick, treatment at Knox Hospital.
called
Wednesday on Mrs. Alice Wil
ists include John Charles Thomas, The space allotted is 5(4 inches for which to begin on. It was dark night
Pupils of the Intermediate school doboro.
scratch on our car. a woman driver J Mrs. Henry Newbert; vegetables,
liams.
Mischa Elman. Josephine Antoine. Max Schlossberg, noted trumpet when through lunch, but Clyde and
Howard
Geeie
recently
returned
have
sent
Willis
Boggs
a
box
of
fruit.
being the cause both times.
Mrs. Rebecca Arey. Mrs. Mary Noyes,
Kirsten Flagstad. Gladys Swarthout, player and teacher; 9 inches to Helen had another pleasure for us in
Mr. and Mrs T. C. Chapman and
Our recommendation is that if' Mrs. George Lawry. Mrs. Charles Willis is now home having undergone home from State Street Hospital,
Joseph
Coolidge,
famed
inventor,
Jose Iturbi, Richard Crooks, Jascha
Mr. and Mrs Charles Howe attend
Portland,
where
he
underwent
a
nose
a
tonsel-adenold
operation
at
Knox
view,
so
we
headed
for
a
large
air

anyone is in need of a chauffeur. ’ Chilles. president of the Circle was
Heifetz; Lily Pons. Vladmir Horo and 17 inches to "Packey" McFar port many miles away where a sight
ed the Augusta dlstrit Methodist Con
and throat operation.
Hospital this week.
“Junior" would make them an ideal, chairman.
land,
celebrated
prize
fighter.
witz, and Nelson Eddy.
ference recently held in Oakland.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edgar
Wiley,
Miss
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Oabriel
Winchenwas witnessed that few country one, if you could lure him away from j
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph O. Files of
Esther Wiley and Mrs. George Wiley baugh and daughter of Jefferson
people are accustomed to behold'— his fine home and farm, from which
A Hungarian collector recently
SOUTH CHINA
TrirAj o/ 5/or/c Trade
attended the fair Wednesday at passed Sunday at their cottage here. Chamberlain are guests of Rev. and
a large plane brilliantly lighted and is produced the strawberries and
discovered in a local book-shop 17
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Benner and Mrs. T. C. Chapman
Anime Broadway Star seen coming many miles away. It saur krout that supplies the sur
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Esancy of Litchfield.
first editions of works by Beethoven,
•
•
»
•
The "gadgets" used on a motion landed splendidly and made a cir rounding country.
Mrs.
Hattie Merrill called on friends
Miss Isabell Abbott was home from
South Hope were recent visitors at
with the composer's corrections and
picture set are a source of never- cuit in full view of the spectators.
In Medomak recently.
Colby College last weekend
Maurice S. Haskell
W. R. Walter
the
home
of
his
brother
Herbert
annotations in the margins. The
failing amazement and amusement
Chester Wlnchenbach and children
Donald McEdwards recently bought
North Waldoboro, Oct. 5
Maurice S. Haskell, 45, native of
Esancy.
purchaser, M Patai. who acquired
to Burgess Mer
This section of Pennsylvania is
of West Waldoboro were visitors Sun the Burkett farm.
Mrs.
W.
G.
McKee
and
father,
Mr.
the rare treasures at two to thfee
this
town
died
Wednesday
at
his
edith, young said to be the "workshop of the
Community Club members are re
Goodwin went last Saturday to Gary, home at Orff s Comer, Waldoboro, day at the home of A. E. Wlnchen
pengo the copy, fortunately preven
Broadway, star world." It is also said that beneath
SOMERVILLE
bach.
minded
of the first fall meeting to
Ind.,
where
they
intend
to
make
ted the book-seller from effacing the
who is making the surface is one bed of coal, and if
after a long illness. Funeral services
Miss Dorothy Geeie of Boston has be held Tuesday afternoon at the
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Turner were their future home. Mr. McKee has
marginal notes, and Austrian and
his film debut in one purchases land or house lots, the
were held today at the Congrega been visiting a few days with her club rooms The nwe programs will
German experts to whom photogra
RKO Radio's coal supply is reserved in the deed, visitors Sunday at the home of their employment with the American Steel
tional Church. Burial was in River parents Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Geeie be distributed
“ W in t erset,"
phic copies of the writing were sent,
and cases have been know where daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and Co.
playing
the
role
Booster's Night was pleasantly ob view Cemetery.
agreed that it is Beethoven's and
mines have caved in and houses built Mrs. A. R. Soper, Waterville.
he made famous
that these editions are extremely
Mr. and Mrs. Richardson of Bel served Sept 30 at (South) China
Mr. Haskell was born in East Union
over them collapsed. Natural gas and
on the New York stage.
valuable. Among the works which
Grange with a fine program. Ice son of George and Lucy l(Jones)
oil wells also abound in this section. grade have moved to town.
"In my first scene,” Meredith
M. Patai bought in the first edition
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Colby were cream and cake were served.
Haskell. He came to this place when
told a friend, “1 was a little strange
Well, our (visit with Clyde and
of the Mass in C, with an illegible
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Dodge a child and it was here he spent most
to It all anyhow, but just before
Helen is over and we are headed for Waterville visitors Tuesday.
—————— I
»■■■■!■■ ——»
RATES:
the cameras started turning I was
Inscription which, thanks to the art
W. H. Chadborne of Auburn was a spent last weekend in Lynn, Mass. of his life. He leaves his wife; his
home. Both proved themselves ideal
set
upon
by
people
from
all
cor

to Your hotel in BOSTON
of a chemist, can now be read: ‘To
Mr. Dodge's aunt accompanied them father. George Haskell of Lincoln
entertainers. I found Clyde the business caller in town yesterday.
Double i3«M» 4 U
ners. One had a spray gun full of
M. le conseiller Aulique, S. de BreunE. H. Philbrick of Rockland visited home for a visit.
ville;
two
sisters,
Mrs.
Clara
French
same
jovial
boy
with
the
same
kidan oil mixture which he aimed at
All ROOMS WITN |ATN
ing.” He was, as is well known, one
Russell Morrison, Harvey Hall and of Lincolnville, and Miss Myrtle Has
dish disposition as when he worked Wednesday at F. A. Turner's.
500 Rooms
my forehead to make synthetic
Sp«e<at weekly rat<l
of Beethoven's best friends.
Weston Brown is making good re Perley Crossman motored to Moose- kell of Brooklyn, N. Y.; and two sons,
perspiration. Another dabbed my
for me on the farm at 50 cents a day.
• * • •
nose with a sponge full of grease
head Lake last weekend.
the elder Jenness Haskell, who is a
The first lap on our homeward covery from a tonsil operation.
RADIO
Edwin Grasse, blind violinist, will
pain; wl'h one band, and smoothed
Mrs. Harry Merrill and son Flor mechanic on the U SB. Maryland,
journey found us at nightfall in Mil
SERVIDOR
give two recitals in Steinway Hall,
my 1 ’ir down with his other. A
entine
of
Windsor
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
now located in Honolulu.
ford. Penn., encamped with accom
NORTH WARREN
TUB ’-.SHOWER
third w . ker was having a fine
New York, this season, Oct. 19 and
Howard Merrill of Vassalboro were
modations as good as anyone -could
time spnnkling water on my shoul
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
Gonia.
Mrs.
guests
Sunday
at
Ralph
Esancy
’
s.
wish. The proprietor was a genial
MANGER
ders from a little bucket, so I’d
KNITTING WOOLS
Mr. and Mrs Wesley Morrill, Mrs.
fellow and a brother Mason. After a Cook and Mrs. Downing of Quincy,
look as if I’d just come out of the
rain."
At attractive prices.
good night's sleep and a moming Mass., called Tuesday on Mrs. Hattie Clara Bruce and Mrs. Alice Esancy
« NORTH STATION
Samples free with new
When not needed In a scene,
enjoyed the interesting session of
*A STEP"Zrfl/nyfli/r TRAIN- tcyear ROOM
lunch the journey was renewed with McFarland.
fall hints. Visit our shop
Meredith was generally found
—open daily.
E. R. Moody is in a feeble condition. Knox Pomona Grange lsat Saturday
a refreshed and happy feeling. Pass
THOMAS HODGSON prowling around the sound stage
Mrs. H. A. Hawes of Union spent at Washington.
ing through New Haven, we deviated
A SONS, Inc.
seeing what other new and unfa
Concord Worsted Mills
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jones of Raa bit from the proper course to call Tuesday afternoon with her mother,
miliar
tricks
of
the
‘
rade
he
could
CONCORD, N. H.
find.
zorville and Robert Esancy of Burupon another old familiar friend, Mrs. C. W. Mank.
109-ISA

Realm of

Music

Our Valued North Waldoboro Contributor Steps
On the Gas

RANGES

M9.50

.&

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

STAR THEATRE
Waldoboro

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
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THOMASTON
Mrs. Charles E. Shorey was hostess
Wednesday night to 12 members of
the Friendly Club at her home on ‘
Hyler street. During a business meet
ing Mrs. Josephine W. Stone. Mrs. 1
Edith Richards and Miss Static Miller
were appointed a nominating com •
mittee for the election of officers
which will take place at the next
meeting The remainder of the eve
ning was spent playing games.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Copeland left
yesterday for a visit in Boston and I
Lowell.
Woodrow Wilson, who is tempo
rarily employed during vacations on
the U. S. Mexican, while M S. Cali
fornian is on the West Coast, arrived
here Tuesday from New York city
foi a brief visit with his mother, Mrs.
G. Edgar Wilson, and sister, Miss
Harriet Wilson.
Mrs. Ava Simmons of Oakland, is
visiting her brother. Dr Benjamin H.
Keller
Services at St. John's Church
Sunday will be: Holy Eucharist andi
sermon, 10 a. m.; evensong and ser
mon. 7.30.

Every-Other-Day
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Probate Notices

Notices of Appointment

“Anthony Adverse” Local Premiere At Strand

In Everybody’s Column

FOR SALE

u
I
«
5

Advertisements ln this column not, to
,xceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
■»
tional lines five cents each for one time
SHOT guns for sale cheap: also Green
10 cents for three times. Bis words
Mountain potatoes. Artie apples $1
make a line.
bushel; turnips 60c bushel; squash,
citron. IVzC lb Five dollar orders de
livered WILBERT A. MANK. RED 2.
Waldoboro._______________________ 122*124
°ne ‘ h°1 *
!'a and
.
ANTIQUE fireplace stove for sale, value
IN T1IE PUBLIC LIBRARY
$50. price 515 cash; also No 8 cookttove,
Rockland were appointed Exrs.. August (or the action thereuoon hereinafter *
* $15 cash; 1931 5-passenger Bulck sedan,
jt«*«,***********M
18. 1936. and qualified by filing bond Indicated It Is hereby Ordered:
model 887. $195 cash 3 Summer St..
c. WINNIFRED COUGHLIN ... Librarian August 27. 1936.
SUM of money In money bag lost Rockport. Tel Lincolnville 18-11 121-123
That notice thereof be given to all
MARY E OOULDINO. late of Rock persons Interested, by causing a copy of Saturday night on Main St. Reward.
Every week-day: 9 a. m. to 8 30 p. m.
DODGE car for sale. 1930. good condi
land. deceased Clarence E. Gouldlng of this order to be published three weeks Return to Courier-Gazette office
six tires, price reasonable. C. W.
Roekland was appointed Exr . Sept. 15. successively ln thc Courier-Gazette a _________________________________ 120*122 tion.
LONG, 3 Dunn 8t . Thomaston 121*123
1936. without bond.
newspaper published at Roekland In said
NUMBER plate. 7O7A. lost Friday be
Al TUMN
HOWE Clarion range for sale: also
THOMAS SIMPSON, late of Warren, County that they may appear at a Pro tween Rockland and Camden. F U 4-burner
With the ripe rich tint of the cornfield.
oil stove, and Dayton scales.
deceased Annie E Watu of Warren was bate Court to be held at said Rockland, WALTZ. 165 Broadway. Tel. 623-W122-124 MRS MARY SHERMAN. Cushing
And the wild geese sailing high
appointed Exx Sept 15. 1936. without on the 20th day of October A.D 19C6. at
[ And all over upland and lowland
121*123
nine
o'clock
In
the
forenoon,
and
be
bond
LADY’S brown glove lost ln Post Office
i The charm of the goldenrod.
heard thereon If they see cause.
Square, finder please. Tel. 695-J. 121*123
THREE young Jersey heller calves for
Some of us call It autumn.
FRANCES E HURLEY, late of RockMARY J. WATTS, late of Thomaston.
I And others call It God.
COMBINATION Mason and Odd Fellow sale, eligible to registration; also Chester
land deceased F Helen Paladlno of I deceaa^ ~ wuf and Petition for Probate
pigs. 4 weeks old C T. BUROKSS.
Rockland, was ^appointed Admx. Sept. 15. I thereof, asking that the same may be pin found on Mailt street. BEHT Union
•
122-lt
122-lt
1936. without bond
1 proved and allowed and that Letters HOWARD. 124 Thomaston St.
School days are here again. Have
USED piano ln first class condition,
Testamentary
Issue
to
Samuel
W
Lewis,
j
—
HARRY NAUM STAVRE. late of Rock
used very little. Tel. 8017 Camden
Brookline. Mass . he being the execu- m
i as your slogan “The child who reads land deceased. Spiro Adams of Rock of
120-122
,
land was appointed Admr., Sept. 15, tor named ln said Will, without bond
is the child who leads."
LOUISE A GRAY, late of Thomaston, i
1936. without bond.
DRY fitted slabs for sale, delivered ln
deceased. Will and Petition for Pro
Camden. Rockland and Thomaston, $6
• • • •
SPIRO K. ECONOMY, late ol Rock- bate thereof, asking that the same may
cord
RAYMOND PEASE. R.F.D
2.
land
deceased
Thomas
K
Economy
of
i
oe proved and allowed and that Letters
Liberty.
120*122
With monthly reports-recorded we Rockland was Appointed Admr., Sept. 15, ! Testamentary
Issue to Marlon L. GrafMIDDLE-aged woman wants a light
i ton of Thomaston, she being the ExecuMcIntosh Red apples for sale
find a gain of 516 in the circulation i 1936. without bond.
housekeeping position Write Box P O byFANCY
the peck or box. NICHOLS FARM.
JOSIAH W CLARK, late of Thomaston. trU named ln sa,d w111- without bond,
673.
Rockland.
_______________ 121*123 Atlantic
Highway.
Warren. Me.. Tel.
of books over September of last year deceased Lucy B Sillery of ThomasJOHN PERIE. late of South Cushing,
120*122
TWO German Police dogs wanted, Warren 7-21.
ton was appointed Admx Seot. 15. 1936. deceased Will and Petition for Probate
and a slight gain over that of 1934 “"d qualified by filing bond on same thereof, asking that the same may be males, black and tan. Not over 4 months
NORTH End Lunch and bakery for
date.
proved and allowed and that Letters of old. Inoculated against distemper Pedi sale Inquire on premises. Tel. 1265 after
A gain of 179 was made in the Juven
.sc „
, Administration with the will annexed be gree must slsow high percentage of
120-122
CHARLES F
NEWBERT. late of issued to Edith M Perie of South Cush- Wolf for breeding with my dogs Oosalta 6 p. m.
ile Department due I think to the Appleton deceased Maynard M. Brown I tng. or some other suitable person, with Breed preferred. B. H. WETHERBEE.
PAIR white lace 3 year old steers, for
Thomaston
122*124
of
Appleton
was
appointed
Admr..
Sept.
,
Dond
sale; also R I. R pullets. FRED L.
impression made by the summer
^me’^are"'’ qualified by filing bond on
sarah J WATTS, late of Rockland.
120*122
PRESSER wanted, experienced on MILLER Warren
Rainbow Reading Club. For those SOUK, uavc.
| ipcpafptl W1U and Pptltlon for Probute mackinaws and pants. Apply J. B
WILL buy no more elder apples until
122-124
GERTRUDE FLORENCE PETTEE. late thereof, asking that the same may be PEARSON Ii CO Thomaston
members finishing the required read
further notice; cooking apples and
of Rockland, deceased Alan L Bird of proved and allowed and that Letters
MAN wanted for Rawletgh Route of rusRets for mince meat for sale; makes
ing the privilege was given of tak Rockland was aopotnted Admr . Sept. 15. Testamentary Issue to Alan L. Bird of
800
families
Write
today
RAWLKGH'S.
cider for public daily, SIMONTON
1936. and qualified by filing bond on Rockland, he being the Executor named DEPT MEJ-73-SA. Albany, N Y
ing out three books instead of two same
120-122
date.
In said Will, with bond.
121 & 130
for the remainder of the Library
ONE hundred shoats and pigs for sale,
CHARLES H MOOR, late of Rockland.
FRANK H MONTGOMERY, late of
MIDDLE-aged woman. wanted
DedhamofMass
deceased
Eliza B Ment- dec(’a,«'d
Will and Petition for niay^
Probate ( house
,, to
....keep I $4 to 86 as to size. C. M BURGESS,
year.
gomery
Dedham.
Mius jva^sppofn
ted
for^mjh
' "2^
... children.
_ union Tel. 5.4
120*122
• • • •
Fredric March and Olivia de Havilland come to Strand Theatre Sunday
Exx Sept. 15. 1936. and qualified by
122*124
POCOHONTAS soft coal. $8.50: hard
filing bond on same date Gilford B Testamentary Issue to Harriet H Moor
Monday. Tuesday in Warner Bros, production of "Anthony Adverse," based on
coal, $15; coke. $11. J. B PAULSEN.
We want our citizens to realize Butler of So. Thomaston. Agent ln of Rockland, she being the Executrix
YOUNG Finnish girl wanted lor gen Tel 84-2. Thomaston.
112-tf
named
ln
said
Will,
without
bond
the Hervey Allen novel which has been read by more than three million peo
Maine.
eral housework Apply ln psnon •» 11
more and more that their Library
ESTATE HUDSON L. BOWLEY. late of Beech street._____________________ 121*123
OAK
Lumber
sawed
to
order,
also
Oak
ple. With a cast of more than 2600 players and taking two and one-quarter
JAMES E. KELLEY, late of Somerville. Milton. Mass., deceased Petition for
for sale. ISAAC DORR Orland.
MAN passenger wanted to California Piling
hours to unreel, "Anthony Adverse" is said to be the predominant screen isn't just a store-house for books but Mass , deceased State Street Trust Com Administration, asking that Charles L
Malne
'
119-130
pany of Boston. Mass, was appointed
of Randolph. Mass., or some leaving Oct 18 Inqulrs L. GRAY. 31
that books are the universal medium Exr . Sept 15. 1936. without bond Robert Bowley
athievement to date.—adv.
120*122
WIN LEk and cider apples for sale,
other suitable person be appointed Sea St . Camden
Webster of Rockland. Agent In Maine.
Admr.. without bond.
MEN wanted by Ref. Eng Inst, to very cheap. Call 793-W. after 4 p. m.
of education whether in school or
___
___________________________ 119-tf
MARY I INGRAHAM, late of Camden. . ESTATE ELIZABETH S TURNER, late train for positions ln electric refrigera
outside, books to find the facts be deceased Alan L Bird of Rockland was of Thomaston, deceased Petition for tion and air conditioning field Experi
TWO
stoves for sale, excellent
In its panoramic story sweep preview to be the most pretentious
appointed Admr. d bn . Aug. 18. 1936 Adminstratlon. asking that Ruth T ence unnecessary. Write REFRIGERA- conditionparlor
Phone 613-M
121*123
and qualified by filing bond Sept. 15. George of Thomaston, or some other i TION, care Conrter-Gazette.
120*122
through five countries and three Piece of entertainment ever at- hind the news reel or broadcast, 1936.
suitable
person
be
appointed
Admx
DRY
wood
lor
sale.
4
foot
slabwood.
TWO lodgers wanted, man and wife
books to fit us for a job, to help us
without bond.
contlnents. the magnitude of its 131 temPted in Hollywood.
preferred. Fair prices. 126 Camden St.. very dry and excellent for kindling and
ROY H. GOULD, late of Union, de
fall wood. $450 per cord delivered, dry
_______________
_______ of Union
_____
ESTATE EVELYN L AMES, late of City*
....
novel, which took Hervey Allen find it, or to keep us sane through ceased
Herbert___
L. Grinnell
120*122 old
growth cord wood. $7 per cord, dry
9ets, the picturesqueness of its back- ,
.
, ,,
..
was appointed Admr Aug 18. 1936. and Matlnlcus Lsle Plantation, deceased
unemployment,
books
f.o
explain
the
POSITION wanted, as allround cook. old growth Junks $8 per cord. For
four years to write, was finally whipPetition for Administration, asking that
qualified by filing bond Sept 12. 1936
HORACE
PERRY.
Cor.
Union
and
quality,
prompt delivery, and good
grounds. the gigantic scale on which
int0 ;ts finished screen form economic picture and the world
Weston L Ames of Matlnlcus Isle Plan
87-tf measure, see us or give us a ring. J A.
ELIZABETH ROGERS late of Owls tation. or some other suitable person Willow Sts . Rockland
p«n
w"?,*
80* 8e»ramont.
it was produced and the vast number , after more than two years of arduous changing before our eyes, books for Head, deceased Myra Rogers Scammon be appointed Admr . without bond.
SEVENT Y-flve cord of grveu
of Owls Head was appointed Exx . Sept.
cord wood wanted. J B PAULSEN [ 1'1PerlV lz-3l
ESTATE
DWIGHT
M
VIRGIN,
late
of
of talentel players in its cast, labor on the part of nearly 3.000 our children, books to enjoy.
£pt”“7' ?9M ,U,1Ule<l by f‘“ng
, R-k“nd d'"«-d PetltlonforAdmlnl- Thomaston.
Tel 84-2.
--------------------------------------------------I2P123, one new 31 ft.. 8'j beam trunk cabin
"Anthony Adverse" surpasses any technicians, in addition to more than
• • • •
pt. 11. isjo
stratlon. asking that Gladys W Bradley
SECOND-hand baby crib with high pleasure or fishing Boat for sale
No
JOB W INGRAHAM, late of Camden, and Marlon W Kendall, both of Worces sides wanted, also play pen. Call 222-W I motor Price $600 Half down, balance
picture filmed by Warner Bros., and 2.500 players who portray the many
Current best sellers which you may deceased.
121-123 quarterly payments. C. A WINCHENPrlsclUa H Lamb. Maud H ter. Massachusetts, or some other suit
is said by those who have seen the characters seen in the film. —adv.
and Charlotte H Ingraham, all able person, be appointed Admrs . with
116*127
BOY'S 26-lnch bicycle wanted Must BACH A SONS. Waldoboro, Mr
borrow from your library are: Fic Felton
of Camden, were appointed Adminis out bond.
be ln good condition. Call 1012-M.
FRANKLIN stove for sale, like new.
ROBERTA S. HUFNAGEL, late of |
tratrices July 21, 1936. and qualified by
121-123 only slightly used. Price right. Also 2
tion—
filing bond September 24. 1936
Mount Vernon, N Y. deceased Ex- 1
D. Elliot and Edwin Stetson, of this
I cottages on Georges River. ALFRED
CAMDEN
empllfled copy of Will and Probate I
HOCKINO. Tel. 17. Tenants Harbor
Atteat
:
"Gone
With
the
Wind"
by
Mar

'.own. Interment was in Thomaston
thereof, together with a Petition for
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
117-tf
Mrs. E. R. Boody has returned to garet Mitchell. Stirring drama of the
Probate of Foreign Will asking that the
cemetery.
j
copy
of
said
will
may
be
allowed,
filed
• • • •
Rensselaer. N. Y, after a visit with Civil War and Reconstruction in the secrated their lives to the study and 1 »nd recorded in the Probate court of
SHAMIL| TON, 29 Chestnut St., Tel. 986-J, 117-tf
her sister. Mrs. Fred Gillchrest. Sea
love of the growing world about | m^tan11^' ^ued^o *F&7n£‘tF &
Civil Service Examination
South.
n
,J
n
,
GH
F
ST
9
u
»hty
gas.
State
of
Maine.
street.
Hufnabel of said Mount Vernon. N Y !
them.
♦
retalll tlres bargain prices
The U. S. Civil Service Commis
IF YOU like to draw, sketch»or paint CONTINENTAL
"Drums Along the Mohawk" bywithout bond.
DISTRIBUTORS,
265
Mrs. Henry Woster will entertain
• • • •
- t
.
1 —write for talent test (No Feel. Give age
sion has announced a substitute
City.
n8-tf
h,^VIwIA.S ROSWELL late of Wood- | and occupation Write F care Courier-1 Main St.. -------------------------------------------the W.C.T.U. Friday at her home on Walter D. Edmonds. A novel of the
N. J. deceased Exemplified copy Oazette
clerk-carrier examination for the
118*123 j
hard wood vinegar and pork
For the prospective home builder bury.
of Will and Probate thereof, together -------------------------------------------------------------1 barrels for sale PERRYS coal wharf.
Pleasant street. A report of the Revolutionary War. packed with epi
16 questions answered Spiritual Read
Pcstoffice Service at Thomaston.
with a Petition for Probate of Foreign
the
“
1936
Book
of
Small
Houses
”
sodes
and
character.
114-tf
State Convention at Houlton will be
25c and stamp Positively helpful
serves as an authoritative guide book ^‘y t^Xwed*' fiiid/and °recorddedW|n ing.
Applications must be filed with the
advice. O A. A. JONES. Bluehlll Palls. ..fSS0601* tract°r for sale BICKNELL
given by the president. Mrs. Etta
"Eyeless in Gaza" by Aldous Hux
MANUFA
CTURING
CO.
118-tf
Me
120*122
Manager. First U. S. Civil Service
how to select your architecture. the Probate Court of Knox County.
---------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------Fernald.
ley Modern portrait of good and evil on
,___ _
____ ,
. .
MAURICE SULLIVAN, late of East
LADIES -Reliable hair goods at Rock- „2T-\L.L. P‘85 for sale. $3 up. F. A.
District. Postoffice Building, Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Dodge are at by the author of "Brave New World ' how to Choose your plans and designs Boston. Massachusetts deceased Ex- land Halr Store. 24 Elm 8t. Mall orders KIMBALL. 397 Old County Rd . Tel
on or before Oct 17.
and how to build and finance There p'nt»‘f"'d
of win and Probate elicited. H. c. Rhodes Tel. 519-J.
32i-w.
ill8-tf
Perry on a gunning trip.
"The Last Puritan" by George
thereof, together with a Petition for
118-tf
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
For information in regard to the
are
Interiors
and
actual
costs
of
115
Probate
of
Foreign
Will,
asking
that
the
let lor the season. Phone us. Rockland
U. D. Chandler, Mrs. Annie Santayana. A best-seller everywhere
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO&
requirements and the character of the
houses ranging from $982 to S20.COO. 7no rrooXl ’in they p^bat^Court"ol

Sunday

At the Baptist Church services Sun- ;
cay will begin with Bible School at i
9 45; morning worship at 11. the pastor’s subject to be. “Christ's Great ]
Gifts to Men " At this service music
by the Choral Society will include the
anthems. "Teach Me To Do Thy
Will" by Eville with incidental solo
by Raymond K. Greene and "My God
end Father While I Stray." by Hanscom. At 7 o'clock the pastor will give
the first of a series of talks using for 1
subject. "What We Have." The re- I
maining three talks in this series will
be on, "What We Are." "What We '
Ought To Be." and “What We Will
Be" and they will be given the next
three successive Sunday evenings.
Mrs. Lee W. Walker delightfully J
entertained at a luncheon Wednesday
to honor Miss Margaret Copeland, of
Newton Centre. Mass. and Thomas
ton and her sister, Mrs. W. B D
Gray. The other guests were Mrs. E
Stewart Orbeton, of West Rockpor'
Mrs Hervey Allen. Mrs. Joseph
Emery Mrs. Russell Bartlett and Mis;
Charlotte Buffum. all of Rockland.
I. M Fought of Mechanicsburg
Penn., arrived yesterday to be guest :
cl Mr. and Mrs. Edward T. Dornan
for two weeks.
Services at the Federated Church
Bunday will be: Sunday School at
945; Rally Day observance at 11
oclock. the program to include an
exercise. "The Castle of Living. Thc
junior choir will sing the athem
"How Lovely Are Thy Dwellings." by
Baines. At the 7 o’clock evening
service the pastor will speak on, "A
examination and for application
Treasure and a Testing."
A car driven by Ira J. Schuman, .if blank, apply promptly to the Secre
15 Pleasant street. Rockland be tary. Board of U. S Civil Service Ex
came uncontrollable on a rough aminers. Postoffice, Thomaston
stretch of the Oyster River Road '
near the home of Walter Hussey, late I
CUSHING
Wednesday forenoon, and went down
over an embankment into the O'Brien I A fine day was enjoyed Thursday.
pasture. Mr. Schuman was accom The temperature at one time reached
panied by Mrs. Schuman and Mrs 75 degrees Who said it was autumn.
Orrin Smith, also of Rockland. The : F. I. Geyer and S. H. Olson have
car did not overturn and the party- employment at Leslie Young's. Pleas
escaped with a severe shaking up and ant Point.
Flight injuries to Mrs. Smith.
Mr. and Mrs B. S. Geyer spent
• • • •
Sunday at W. A. Moody's in North
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice E. Lindsey- Nobleboro as guests of Mrs Geyer's
entertained Thursday night to com- J sister. Mrs. Alice Heyer, who is house
pliment Mrs. Bliss Fuller of Union keeper there.
Mrs. Mary Morse and granddaugh
on the occasion of her birthday anni
versary. The evening was spent ter. also Mr. Simmons, have returned
playing cards and the late lunch fea from a few days' visit in Rockland
tured an attractive birthday cake with relatives.
Mrs. Hattie Ames was guest Thurs
The other guests were Mr. and Mrs
Berry Gould of Union and Mr. Fuller. day of l»r son Leon Ames, who has
Miss Maxine Lindsey went to War employment at Magee Island, and is
ren Thursday to spend several days tc be joined soon by Mrs. Ames and
with her grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Laughter Gladys for the winter, while
Jack Ames will go to Port Clyde to
Fred Kenniston.
The first regular meeting of the attend school.
J. D. Austin is having a piazza
Baptist Ladies’ Circle was held Wed
nesday afternoon in the vestry. Dur built on the end of his cottage.
ing the business meeting these offi Charles Starrett of Warren has the
cers were re-elected: President, Mrs. contract and Silas Hyler is employed
Susie Newbert; vice president, Mrs. as workman.
Mrs. Sarah Seavey is guest of Miss
Harriet Creighton; secretary, Mrs.
Edith Kilborn; treasurer, Mrs. Grace Lenata Marshall of Port Clyde. They
Andrews; sewing committee, Mrs. were in town Monday night to call
Gertrude Hahn. Mrs Minnie Wilson cn friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hanley of
and Mrs Lucy Sillery; sick commit
tee, Mrs. Letitia R. Starrett. Mrs. Thomaston are passing a few weeks
Abbie Shaw and Mrs. Abbie Mont-1 at the Frye cottage, Hathorne's Point,
gomery. Supper was served by Mrs. while Mr. Hanley is on vacation from
Marie B. Singer, Mrs. Gertrude W. Perry's Market. Rockland.
Feyler. Mrs. Leila W. Smalley and
Miss Gladys Doherty. In the eve-]
nig Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence of
Know Your Language
Rockport gave interesting talks.
Woodrow Verge went Wednesday to
By C. L. Bushnell
City Island. N. Y„ to join the yacht
School of English,
Abenaki of which his father, Enos
International Correspondence
Verge is captain. Within a few days
Schools
the yacht will sail for Norfolk. Va.,
and later in the winter for Miami.
of superfluous words is fre
U|SE
J quent
• • • •
in both writing and con
versation. “Hollow tube” is a case
Mrs. Katherine Simmons
in point. By its very nature a tube
Funeral services for Katherine is hollow; if it weren’t hollow it
widow of Luther Simmons, who died wouldn't be a tube. “Actual fact”
Sunday at "The Elms." were held is another example. That which is a
fact is an«»u>
actuality,
and that which
■■■ xow.
fiom thc Cushing funeral home, Wed is
is aciuai
actual exists in
fact. To write or
nesday. Rev. Hubert F. Leach, pas say “It is an actual fact” is merely
tor of the Federated Church, officiat using a superfluous word to convey the same thought that “It is a
ing.
fact conveys.
Mrs. Simmons was born in St.
Modifying words, phrases and
George April 15. 1849. daughter of
John and Harriet (Watts ) Harrington clauses should be placed as close
as possible to the words to which
arid practically her entire life had they relate. When this is forgotten
been spent in this town. She is sur odd results are likely to follow, as
vived by a sister. Mrs. Georgia Mc in the following sentence: “He car
ried a bag of peanuts in his hat,
Farland, of Everett, Wash , and two which
he fed to the elephant.” If
nieces and two nephews.
it was his hat that he fed to the
The bearers were Benjamin Fry of elephant, this is all right. Other
»
Rockland,, Richard E. Dunn, Frank wise it is all wrong.

I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro
bate for the County of Knox. In the
State of Maine, hereby certify that ln
the following estates the persons were
appointed
Administrators. Executors.
Guardians and Conservators and on the
dates hereinafter named:
CASSANDRA A. WASHBURN, late Of
Thomaston, deceased Herbert K Wash-

STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested ln either of
. .
. .
the e9tates hereinafter named,
| At a Probate Court at Rockland, ln
an(j for the County of Knox, on the 15th
j <jay of September ln the year of our Lord

W
wrs !XS; 'Ss'il.sjsrss.s;: LOST AND FOUND' j

WANTED

* MISCELLANEOUS * * 5S2S ri?ljJ.,or’ and boher' Cf°A

Chandler and Miss Hazel Chandler since publication last February.
Legal Notice
. . . .
Knox County, and that Letters Testa
motored to Bangor yesterday.
ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood,
mentary be Issued to Susie A Sullivan of
"The Doctor" by Mary R. RineS™e.r £?ver' als0 lumber. T. J. CARNOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Dr. C. Guy Robbins of Lawrence.
Since the motion picture "Mary Of East Boston. Massachusetts, without
ROLL.
Tel. 263-21. Rockland
HB-tf
hart. One of Americas favorite Scotland" the Library has served as ^tate Louise bachelder i.te of
WHEREAS. John J. Jacobeon and Aina
Mass., Rev. Douglas Robbins of
THIRTY foot cabin Cruiser for sale
authors writes another national
8. Jarvl both of Ashby. Massachusetts, fully
equipped, call FLY'S OARAGE
Lowell, Mass., and Mrs. Irvin John
a Clearing house for many a his- [ Union, deceased First and final account by their mortgage deed dated September
torical point. For a good biography I
by
E Gow'* 11th. 1929. and recorded ln Knox Regis
son of Melrose. Mass., arrive Sunday favorite.
“Sanfelice" by Vincent Sheehan.
to close their summer homes at Lake
346. con
read "Mary. Queen of Scotland and
ESTATE ADELAIDE
late Ul
of I try of Deeds.
------ ------ —H. - FIELDS save
-- Book 221.
---- Page
--- ~- ------- i
Jl
Historical
romance which is both
Rockland deceased First and final ac- veyed to Laurl P Miettlnen of Harrison. ! *
Megunticook.
the Isles by Stephen Zweig.
Istor >' and a «rand story
Mrs. LueUa Tuttle, Mrs. Florence . g00d hlstor
Be^e Admx
*llowance
MlldrPd E In the County of Cumberland and State ♦
TO I FT
’
• • • •
of Maine, a certain lot or parcel of land. £
* ” Izlz 1
|
"The Magnificent Hoax" by E.
Tinker. Mrs. Bertha Strong and Miss
If jou haten t read
Anthony MILDRED e swto»'EY. S'f ERoGtl7t?d<l wlth the buildings thereon, situated ln * • — — —' — —
Harriet L. Gill attended a contract Phillips Oppenheim. The hundredth Adverse ' why not read it before the s Eirst and Anal account filed for al- I South Thomaston. Maine, and bounded
TENTS to let. Telephone 1262-W.
Rockland.
lowance by Patrick F Sweeney. Gdn.
party given Friday afternoon by Mrs. novel of the "King of Story-tellers" movie comes?
121*123
and described as follows, to wit:
ESTATE SARAH J. JAMESON, late of
THREE furnished rooms to let all
BEGINNING at the shore of Georges
Austin Moody of Rockland at one of the best.
Union, deceased First and final account River on the Eastern aide thereof by modern. MRS
MINNIE MILES," 31
General—
filed for allowance by Frank R Jame land of Elijah Hall; thence running on Ocean St.
Moody's Whim. Warren.
1222-124
son. Exr.
NORTH HAVEN
said
Hall
’
s
land
EH
E
460
rods
to
stake
“
Wake
Up
and
Live"!
by
Dorothes
HOUSE
trailer
for
sale or to let suit
Miss Hazel Chandler is on vaca
ESTATE ANNIE B BROWN, late of and stones: thence S.8 W. to land for able for going south. 138 Camden street.
Friendship, deceased First and final ac- merly of Simon Thompson, twenty-five Tel. 1214-M
tion from her duties as assistant Brande A powerful book that seems
122-tf
Thursday was an August day in count
of Wm A Richards, Exr . filed for I and one-half (25(i) rods; thence N N tv
to be waking, up thousands of October. Foliage on the island this allowance
librarian at the Public Library.
THREE light housekeeping rooms to
by Wm G. Reed. Admr. d b n - by said Thompson's land to stake and
let
at
17
Crescent
street
Hot
and
cold
c t.a of said estate.
j stones: thence 8 S.W to a spring; thence
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Johnson of readers.
water, use of bath Adults only 122*124
season is exceptionally brilliant.
ESTATE
ANTTI
RAATIKAINEN
late
W
N
W
w
the
town
road;
thence
W
N
W,
"Around the World in Eeven
Swampscott, Mass, are spending a
THREE -room furnished
furnished apartment
of South Thomaston, deceased First and to the shore of Georges River, being I iHKias-room
Arthur Hopkins Is at home after final
account (including special claim twenty-five (251 rods ln width and con-1 wlth bath at 29 Franklin St. Apply on
Years' by Patience. Richard and
few days at Lake Megunticook.
several days' stay in Rockland.
of Admr ) filed for allowance by George talnlnB seventy-four (741 acres, more or
Premises._______
122-tf
Mrs. Clarence Taylor will entertain John Abbe. Delightful “saga of
1 les® Excepting a certain lot conveyed
—
FIVE-room
apartment to let. 17 Knox
Mrs. Leon Stone and Barbara Raatlkalnen. Admr
St
.
Thomaston
Modern
conveniences,
Mmo
T
n
AT
,5aa?
LI
d^
A
e.
B
ed
^an
’
d^Jln^
*
l^^d
£
three
children.
the Lend-A-Hand Club Monday
rent reasonable. MRS L. *W. THORN
Stone were in Rockland on a recent
night at her home on Elm street.
"Inside Europe" by John Gunther.
DIKE,
R No 1. Thomaston.
121*123
account filed for allowance by Arthur
^COl“ Regl,try
Deeds’---------------------------------------------------------visit.
The Parent-Teacher Association A searching inquiry into what is
D. Hill. Richard H Wlswell. and Adams i gee deed of Matl Matson to Uurt v> * SEVEN-room house to let. lights, toilet.
The High School served a supper in Sherman Hill, all of Boston. Maas . Exrs Mfettinen dated Sent 18?h 19U and i “rge gBrag<>' a“ ln good shaPp. a>9°
ESTATE FRANK EDWARD JOHNSON, “cord"" In ‘Knox^ount^Re’guVof 'ZT^Zt’ 1«? o?“mon?h T
will hold the first meeting of happening in Europe today,
the KP. rooms Fridaj- night, and a
emd
Z'"1.
.......
wmBeENKN^eMBN“tth1M.m ST°"22h2L4
the school year at the Congregational
“The Way of a Transgressor' by
social in Library hall was enjoyed in and final account filed for allowance by
Also see deed of Laurl P Miettlnen to
parish house Wednesday at 7:30. Negley Farson. The odyssey of a
ONE furnished room to let. pleasant
The Hartford-Connecticut Trust Com John J. Jacobson, et al. dated Sept 11th
conclusion.
pany. Exr.
and ln good location Men preferred 12
Frank A. Winslow of Rockland will restless newspaper man, exciting
1929
The Fuller Cemetery Ass'n held a • ESTATE BLANCHE
State
St, after 3:30 p. m
121*123
__________B _________
_
AND WHEREAS said Laurl P MiettlnSTEWARD,
late
be the speaker. Election of officers reading.
FIVE-room apartment to let In Thom
business meeting Tuesday night in of Rockport, deceased First and final en by hls deed of assignment, dated
and a social hour will conclude the
account filed for allowance by Gilford ! Al'Kust 3rd. 1934, and recorded ln Knox aston Apply to HENRY JONES. 175 Main
"Man the .Unknown" by Doctor the Library.
B Butler. Admr.
1 Registry -*
- —
- of Deeds. Book
173.
Page 600. 8t„ Thomaston ._______
121*123
program.
Alex Carrell. A scientist's sane and
The High School, under the leaderESTATE JOSEPHINE P WALKER, late assigned to John Anderson and Gilford
8TORAOE to let for stoves and furni
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Bryant, satisfying outlook on modern life.
Thomaston, deceased Second and B Butler both of South Thomaston, ture J H MELVIN. 21 Oay St . Tel.
| ship of Miss Black, is starting an of
final account filed for allowance bv Maine, the said mortgage and note and 273-W
120*122
daughter Jeanette and Richard Ab
debt thereby secured, and til right, title
Robert
Walsh. Exr.
• • • •
orchestra.
and Interest lu same.
SIX-room modern house to let on
bott of Melrose, Mass., are spending
Austin Joy was a recent Rockland ' of^wa^m^n^o^Lic^ro
AND WHEREAS the condition of said Broadway Place. Apply ERNEST C.
The fall forecast promises a wealth
DAVIS. 294 Broadway.
120-122
a few days at Lake Megunticook.
mortgage has been broken.
Visitor.
1 certain Real Estate, situated ln Warren,
NOW. THEREFORE, by reason of the
FIVE-room
apartment
to
let.
all
Fred Hale, five-year-old son of Mr. of best reading material. Books al
V
' and fully described ln said Petition
of the condition thereof, we the modern conveniences. Tel. 1285 120-122
Nathapael K. Wood MB, Of Bos- j presented by Jeannette H. Robinson of breach
undersigned, claim a foreclosure of said
and Mrs. J. Elliott Hale, fell over ready added are: "Whiteoak Harvest"
SINGLE house to let. five rooms. 375
mortgage
ton is guest this week at Nebo Lodge, j Warrcn. Gdn.
board at the Yacht Club wharf by Mazo de la Roche; "White Ban
118*123
Dated at Rockland. Maine, October 1st Broadway. Tel. 36
ESTATE GERTRUDE FLORENCE PETMrs. Herman Crockett returned TEE.
1936.
late
of
Rockland,
deceased.
Peti

FURNISHED house to let at 108 Talbot
Thursday morning. He was rescued ners" by Lloyd C. Douglas; "Drums
JOHN ANDERSON.
for License to Sell certain Real
Avenue Tel, 418-M
120-122
1 by C. J. Herrick and Donald Rich- along the Mohawk" by Walter D. Monday from Rockland, accom tion
Estate, situated ln Roekland. and fullv
GILFORD B. BUTLER
panied by Mr. Crockett. She Is mak described
TWO 4-room tenements to let at 38
ln
said
Petition,
presented
by
'
119-S-125
I ards.
Edmonds; "Lost Morning" by DuBose
Mechanic St. suitable for one family if
ing good progress toward recovery. Alan L Bird of Rockland. Admr.
desired Lights, flush MRS W. S. KENDr. Marion Bradshaw will give an Heyward; "Two Keys to a Cabin by
ESTATE
JAMES
M
WHITNEY,
late
of
ESTATE
THOMAS
SIMPSON,
late
|
NISTON' 176 Ma‘n St. Tel 874-W 119-tf
The Sunday School teachers met Rockport, deceased Petition for Allow
j illustrated lecture Oct. 26 in the Lida Larrimore; "Spider's Touch' by
LIGHT housekeeping rooms to let.
ance presented by Elsie M Whitney of of Warren, deceased. Petition for ConThursday night at the parsonage.
ot. Trustee. asking that Annie furnished and heated. Tel. 733-M. 34
Congregational parish house.
Rocxport. Widow.
Valentine Williams; "Far Forest by
E Watts of Warren, be confirmed as Fulton 8t.
Rally Day in the Sunday School
' 119*124
PETITION for CHANGE OF NAME. Trustee of the estate given ln Trust for
Comique Theater attractions: Sun Francis B. Young.
NEWLY decorated opt. to let. lour
will be observed
Oct. 18. -----It is hoped
------------- ------------------- -- "Siting that the name of Walter Willie —
,
the ---------benefit ».
of Cora „
E oln
Simpson,
preday and Monday, "The Harvester,"
rooms, and bath. 12 Knox St.. Tel. 156-W.
• • « •
there may be an attendance of 150 ^waner^wmie’^BUcT Pr^nted"^
nl<‘E' Watu
featuring Alice Brady. Tuesday. “I’d
ESTATE GUY CARLETON late of __________________________________ 118-tf
pupils,
parents
and
others
interested
|
Glady
e
s
r
M
B
>
ac
it
of
South
Thomaston,
PARK Street Grill to let. completely
On the Library's advance order list
Rockport, deceased. Sixth and final ac
Give My Life,” also Get-Rich-Nite;
count of Security Trust Company. furnished. V F. STUDLEY, Tel. 1154 or
in the school. WorshipH with sermon
„
ESTATE HENRIETTA B DUFFY late Trustee, filed for allowance by Ensign 330_____________
115-tf
S2C0 will be given away; Wednesday are: "John Dawn” by Robert P T.
by the pastor at 11; Sunday School ; Of Wrentham Mass, deceased First and Otis, Receiver,
FOUR-room apartment to let
all
and Thursday, Jean Harlow in Coffin; “A Good Bad Horse" by Will at 10. The attendance last Sunday , SrTM Wrernham
ANNFrTE OOOD- modern, at 48 Grace St Tel. 133.
114-tf
James; "The Enchanted Voyage' by was 81. Evening service at 7 ;30
“Suzy."
, Exr.
ntham' Ma&s' ^late of Camden, deceased. First
APARTMENT to let at corner of
and final account filed for allowance by Union and Grove Sts. Very reasonable.
The ladies of the Methodist Church ' Robert Nathan; "The American
Alexandra Marie Johnson. Exx.
MRS.
LEOLA RO6E, 100 Union St. 118-tf
hold a rummage sale Oct. 13-14 at ] Flaggs' by Kathleen Norris; “Bird
ofE^T,n]?.«»j\1iOUs A' MCDONALD, late
THIRTY-EIGHT foot cabin Cruiser for
j the Tibbetts' store on Washington Alone" by Seam OFaolain; “SomeArtnun?o.^°n' dl?:eased Petition for hire at anytime for sailing or fishing
™ “kln8 that Arthur E I call FLYE S GARAOE
* T ’ --! street.
] thing to Remember" by Elizabeth
______________________ 118-tf
McDonald of Thomaston, or some other
NOW, rig I t NOW is
FOUR - roo m apartment to let
all
sd
‘
table
person,
be
appointed
Admr
I Fred Gillchrest is on a vacation ] Payne; "They Walk in the City" by j
the time ta buy—
modern. Apply at CAMDEN & ROCK
with bond.
LAND
WATER
CO..
Tel
634.
118-tf
from his duties at the Boynton-Mc- J B. Priestley; “The Kidnap Murder'
HERE, r ght HERE
MARTIN E. WEBBER, late of Thomi aston. deceased. Will and Petition for
Case by VanDine.
Kay Pharmacy on Main street.
is the pl.'.te to buy.
probate thereof, asking that the same
Mrs. Godfrey Franke
may be proved and allowed and that
Choicest
j Letters Testamentary Issue to Maude L
Two interesting non-fiction books j
Hattie Elizabeth, widow of GodHyacinth,
Tulip,
I Webber of Thomaston, she being the
' frey Franke. died Friday in Rockland ] which you should put on your must
Lily, Narcissus,
Executrix named In said Will without
1 bond.
Etc. Bulbs
n—***—*—
at the age of 70 years. Mrs. Franke 1 list are: “Saint Joan of Arc” by VicESTATE IVAN E. CUNNINGHAM, late
| was lborn in Lincolnville, daughter of |toria Sackville-West. An important
as well as every re
EIGHT-room house on Route 17. six
of
Rockland,
deceased
Petition
for
quirement for Indoor
J A]bert and Amanda
(Fletcher) new biography which makes the
license to sell certain real estate, situated miles from Rockland. 7 acres orchard,
or outdoor bulb plant
blueberry
land, wood lot and field. Hen
ln said Rockland, and fully described In
ing Write or call for
barn.
woodshed
ORVILLE
Thomas. She leaves two daughters, strong, indomitable girl who led the
said petition, presented by Anita H houses.
special bulb folder—
BROWN.
Tel.
Camden 8017.
120-122
Cunningham. Admx.
Mrs. H. D. Small of Camden, Mrs j armies of France seem alive and
printed ln colors—of
CAROLINE 8. BARRY, late of Cam-' FARM for sale, with tools, wood,
Dependable Bulbs at
Ralph Fitch of North Vassalboro, 12 ] credible against the stirring historiden, deceased. Will and Petition for 1 lumber. Building ln good repair. Will
prices that please.
Probate thereof, asking that the same sel1 cheap. J. B PAULSEN. Thomaston,
grandchildren and several greatgreat-1 cal background of the 15th century,
(7636)
may be proved and allowed and that |
121*123
I !xe“ner“ Testan’?.ntaI7 ‘“ue to Elizabeth 1 PLACE on Old County road. Rockland
grandchildren.
FARM. DAIRY and POULTRY SjUPPLIES
SEEDS
»
5
arr
j
aud
Martha
B
Cornells,
both
for
sale.
Seven
room
house,
with
bath"Green Laurels" The Lives and
The funeral will be held Sunday
of Camden, they being the Executrices I room, electric lights, furnace. Barn atAchievements
of
the
Great
Natural

uamvei
In
said
Will
without
bond
tached.
suitable
for
garage
or
for
keepfuneral
at 2 o'clock from GoocTs
Witness. MELZER T
CRAWFORD. Ing cow and hens Three acres land, part
home. Rev. Weston P Holman of- ists by Donald C. Peattie. A fresh and
Esquire, Judge of Probate Court for I tilled for gardens. Large raspberry patch.
Knox County, Rockland, Maine.
several fruit trees. Price reasonable.
ficiating. Burial will be in Mountain , inspired chronicle of the glories and
PORTIAND MAINE
FECERAL and TEMPLE STS.,
Attest:
Communicate with Box 126, Rockport.
visions of the men who have conCHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register, Maine.
120*125
cemetery.

PLANT

REAL ESTATE

THIS
FALL

Kendall 5 Whitney

Every-Other-Day
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MUCH MERRIMENT

At Littlefield Church When Head of Maine W. C. T. U.

OClETY

“Sarah Perkins' Hat Shop
Was Given

Mrs. Levi Flint (Charlotte Dyer)
was guest of honor at a bridge and
miscellaneous shower Wednesday
evening, Mrs. Pauline McWilliams
and Miss Margaret Nutt being host
esses at Mrs. McWilliams' home or.
Chestnut street. Mrs. Flint was the
recipient of many lovely gifts, bridge
' honors being won by Mrs. Phyllis.
’ I.each, Mrs. Clifton Cross and Mrs.
Flint. Others bidden were Mrs. Lucy
Lowe, Miss Maerice Blackington, Mrs.
Bernice Freeman, Mrs. Pauline Scho
field and Mrs. Clara Curtis.

The New Orleans Times Picayune
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Conary of Ten
announces the engagement of Miss
ant's Harbor, were recent guests of
Lynore Paxton Hecht to F. EvaTic
relatives in this city.
Farwell. The prospective bridegroom
is the younger son of Charles FarMrs. U. S. Gushee has returned
well, a prominent New Orleans busi- [heme, having been the guest of Mrs.
ness man whose family was closely ; AUe,a Oushee at Appleton Mills,
linked with Rockland social affair:,
_____
in former days.
The card party given by S.U.V.
Auxiliary, Wednesday afternoon, reMrs. E. W Freeman and Mrs suited in the following prize winFrank Fields won honors Tuesday ners_Mlss Margarel Bowler. Mrs.
night when Mrs. Edward Gonia en- : Belle
Mrs Mae Rced and Mrs.
tertained Chummy Club.
i Caroline Stewart.
Another party
i
| will be given next Wednesday, havMrs. Kathleen O'Hara is visiting in [ ing
chalrman, Mrs. Nellie Achorn
Boston.
All are welcome.

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Burrows are
Mrs. Joseph Baum, who has been
home from Medford, Mass., where visiting Mrs. Harriet Mills, has re
they visited the latter's relatives.
turned to her home at Clark Island.

Mrs. Lawrence Leach, Mrs. Ray
Word has been received here of the
critical illness of Mrs. Harold F. Rob mond Cross and Miss Maerice Black
erts at her home in Great Neck, Long ington won honors at cards when the
Tuesday Night Club met with Mrs.
Lsland. N. Y,
Clifton Cross.
The Newbert Association will meet
Sleeper Bible Class will meet with
Thursday evening, instead of Friday
at Mrs. Ethel Gonia's cottage. Mrs. A. L. Hall, Monday, the after
noon of October 12.
Crescent Beach.

Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Stevens who
Mrs. Robert Simpson of The High
have been visiting in this city have
lands is visiting in West Rockport,
returned to their home at Monhegan
guest of Mrs. Edgar Brown.
Mrs. Daniel Paultiz and Mrs. Law
Mrs Boynton Shadie is visiting rence Leach of Rockland, and Mrs.
relatives in Waterville.
George Phillips of Thomaston, were
guests Friday of Mrs. Ronald Messer
Mrs Kenneth Faunce of Dedham. in Warren.
Mass, who has been the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. E. M. GNeil at The Thorn
Thimble Club will meet Monday
dike Hotel, has returned home.
night with Mrs. E. E. Stoddard at
her home on Grove street.
Mrs. George W. Lurvey is seriously
ill in a Somerville, Mass., hospital.
Wallace Spalding and family of
Her son, Louis Bosse, is with her.
Camden were guests Sunday of his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Spald-.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Glover were in ing at Holiday Beach.
Hebron last Saturday interested spec
tators at the Hebron-Fryeburg foot
Mrs. Percy Staples of Sharon. Mass,
ball game. Their special interest lav is visiting Mrs. Rose Magee in Camin the fact that their son Sam was cer and calling upon friends in this
playing full back for Hebron part of city wherg her late husband former
the game. Charles Dwyer of St. ly resided.
George has been the Hebron Coach
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Teel. Mr. and
for some years and always produces
Mrs. John Luke and Donald Teel at
a good team.
tended the “Santa Claus Fund" Box
Paul Barbour of Portsmouth, N. H . ing exhibition, put on by the Bangor
was the guest Thursday and Friday Daily News, in Bangor Thursday
of Alton Perry, Grace street.
evening.

Friday night Oct. 2, a reception was Rev. N. F. Atwood, presented a purse
held for Mr. and Mrs. William Ben of money in behalf of the church and
ner, at the Union Church vestry, in friends. Mrs. Chilles presented one
honor of their 50th wedding anni from Union Church Circle and Mrs.
versary. It was given by members of Harry Wilson one from Lafayette
Union Church to which they have Carver Corps and also the Weary
Club. The following program in
belonged 39 years.
It proved a complete surprise. On charge of Mrs. Roy Ames was given:
entering thc church vestry they Vocal solo, Harry L. Coombs; read
found it filled with friends who ing. Mrs. Florence Guilford; vocal
shouted "congratulations." Mr. and solo, Ernest Arey. Accompanist,
Mrs. Benner, were ushered to an Evelyn Arey Hall. A wedding lunch
arch which featured the figures "50" w’as served by the committee.
in gold and there were presented
The wedding cake, made by Mrs.
with a bouquet, by Miss Ruth Kit Margie Chilles, was decorated with
tredge.
gold and white and surmounted by a
With them in the receiving line miniature bride and groom. Prayer
were Rev. and Mrs. N. F. Atwood, was offered by Rev. John Whitting
Rev. and Mrs. John Whittington. Mr. ton. After the reception Mr. and Mrs
and Mrs. Harvard Burgess, Mrs. Benner were accompanied home by
Charles Chilles, G. Ernest Arey Rev. and Mrs. N. F. Atwood. Mrs.
and Harry L. Coombs. The affair Rebecca Arey, Mr. and Mrs. Ned
was in charge of the Social Commit Kittredge and daughter. Ruth, and a
tee of Union Church of which Mrs. social hour was enjoyed. RefreshEdward Greenleaf was chairman. J ments of punch and cake were served.
Charles N. Perry, clerk in the main
office of the Pacific Mills at Law
rence, Mass., is visiting at his Rock
land home for a few days.

WHAT’S NEW IN HOME
DECORATING

By Winnifred Fales; Dodd, Mead &
Company, New York.
Mrs. Marian Cobb Fuller of Au
This is a moving, intense and fashgusta arrives today to spend the cinating text-book, with scientific un
weekend as the guest of Mrs. George folding of the art of home decoration.
Wood.
The perfection of the author's round-------led and clear diction, the correct word
Mrs. E. E Stoddard will be hostess to picture her thoughts, makes this
fo Thimble Club Monday night at her j latest product of Mrs. Fales' brilliant
home on Grove street.
i mind a workable addition and an
-------j outstanding authority in Home
Miss Hattie Vose Hall of Augusta Decoration; so readable that it is
nnd Pemaquid is visiting relatives quite as welcome to a man as to the
and friends in this city, her former real homemaker woman,
home.
v’le conveys the thought conclu
sively. that originality has a place in
Miss Grace Knowlton is in Boston every home if tempered by proper
and that vicinity for a few weeks' study. One becomes amazed at the
Wilson Keene of Montclair. N. J.,
After the regular meeting of Golden stay.
ease with which many fail in the
a student at Massachusetts Institute Rod Chapter O.ES. held Friday
final ensemble. She tells us one ur
of Technology, is a weekend guest of night an excellent entertainment was
Mrs. Phyllis Moran True is in the
gently needed lesson that modernism
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. H. O. enjoyed under the supervision of | city, called by the recent severe ill
has taught—the value of clear, vi
Gurdy.
Mrs Frances Morse and Mrs. Bertha ness of her father Postmaster Mo brant color. For generations we have
Borgerson. including vocal solos, Mias ran. whose condition now is steadily been afraid of pare color, afraid that
Mrs. Evelyn Crockett was hostess Gladys Grant, Miss Edna Gregory at or the mend.
it was “not—er—you know" quite re
to the Itooevik Club Tuesday at her the piano; reading, Miss Doris Bor
fined, so we smothered our rooms in
cottage at Ginn's Point. A picnic gerson; vocal duet. Mrs. Blanche
SPRUCE HEAD
depressing
taupes, chilly Freud grays,
lunch, serving and hiking, combined Morton and Leon White; reading,
faded rose and lifeless green.
with perfect autumn weather, made Mrs. Clara Curtis; tap dancing. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Drinkwater and
From the perfectly equipped mod
a most enjoyable outing.
Barbara Murray; piano solo. Miss family of Portland were guests last ern kitchen to the last word in the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jasper
Edna Gregory; classic dance, Miss weekend of
new art of scientific lighting, this
Mrs Lizzie Peaslee leaves today for Constance Ross, accompanied by Mis- [ Drinkwater.
book holds one fascinated with its
a fortnight's visit with her sister, Margaret Borgerson.
Mrs. Besse; Mrs. Callie Morrill entertained at
common
sense and mastery of the
Mrs. Lena Larrabee, at Gardiner.
Church was chairman of the supper, bridge Thursday night at her home
subject. The illustrations are con
Mrs . Catherine St. Clair will be here. Two tables were in play, honvincing and add greatly to the gen
Mrs. James Aylward, who has been
chairman of the circle supper and ors going to Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey,
spending a week with Mrs. Arthur J. Mrs. Vivian Kimball, Mrs. Leona first; Miss Ethel Holbrook, second; eral usefulness of each-ehapter.
—K. S. F.
Titus in New York and visiting her Whitehill and Mrs. Flora Post in ; end Mrs Jane Bassick. consolation,
niece. Mrs. Ernest Eldred, in Boston, charge of the entertainment at the Luncheon was served and an enjoy
Quality dry cleaning, bargain prices
entered the Deaconess Hospital, Pil
next regular meeting. The chair able evening passed. The guests were at People's Laundry, 17 Limerock
grim Road, in the latter city, this
man in charge of different booths for Mrs. Emma Carr, Mrs. Margaret Carr
street, Tel. 170 for free collection
week, submitting to a surgical opera
the Fair and Bazaar Oct. 30 are asked end Mrs. Frances Newhall all of
and delivery service.—adv.
tion Thursday.
to meet at the home of Mrs. Belle Rockland; Mrs. Jane Bassick, Mrs.
Frost, Monday evening to make fur Charlotte Waterman. Miss Ethel HolMrs. Walter Thurston and daugh
) brook. Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey and Mrs
ther plans for that occasion.
ter Sandra, were guests of her
I Callie Morrill.
mother., Mrs. Jay Oliver Wednesday.
Mr and Mrs. James Grey of Rock
land called Sunday evening on Mr.
Miss Anne McLaughlin was hostess!
nnd Mrs. L. C. Elwell.
to the Tuesday Night Bridge Club at
Mrs. Irving McLeod is ill at the
her apartment on Talbot avenue, Mrs,
home of her mother Mrs. F. C. Batty.
Walter Ladd, Mrs. David McCarty
Every piece of our
I Frank Wall was a business visitor
end Mrs. John Chisholm, won
Thursday in Rockland.
ROSEVILLE
POTTERY
honors.
Mrs. Callie Morrill spent Thursday
At One-Half Price
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Webber have This is a fine chance to purchase afternoon and evening at her home
Prizes and Christmas Gifts.
here, returning to Rockland late that
moved to this city from Port Clyde.
night.
■ BBBB ■
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Post and
Just In—Some Fine
Having attained the age of 9 years
family
have returned home from
Thursday. Emma Lou Peaslee invited
ARAUCARIAS
Mink Island after spending the sum
several guests to celebrate her birth Wonderful house plants that will
mer there.
last for years
day. The table, most attractive in
Mrs. Harry Allard and Mrs. Frank
pastel shades, with gaily dressed dolls
$2.00 each
Wall were guests Thursday of Mrs
for a centerpiece and two beautifully j
Large Paper White
Cleve Harvey in Rockland.
decorated cakes, gifts from the
NARCISSUS BULBS
Mrs. Charles Butter of Clark Island
grandmothers, Mrs. Ethel Gonia and
CAMDEN. ME.
Tested for bloom
Mrs. Lizzie Peaslee. brought forth ex Plant now for Christmas blossoms called Thursday on Mrs. Elbert Bur
SUNDAY-MONDAY
ton.
clamations of delight. Games, stunts
Gene Stratton Porter’s
MUSCARI BULBS
Mrs. Stanley Simmons is recovering
and a lovely variety of gifts made a
for your garden
j nicely from her recent operation at I
happy afternoon. Winning the prize35c dozen
| The Deaconess Hospital in Boston.
games were Diane Cameron, Robert
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Carr and!
Gatcomb, Jane Perry. Clifford Cam
Tulip, Hyacinth and
daughter Elizabeth visited Wednesday
eron and Vittrice Hayes. Others at
Daffodil Bulbs
at, the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. E.j
tending were Catherine Libby, Dimpy |
with
I
Carr.
Hanley, Patty Perry, Beverly Glendenning, Corinne Smith and Donald j
Doctor—What became of the lady
Marsh.
who
fainted on this corner?
FLOWER SHOP
Bystander—Somebody said to give
371
MAIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND,
ME
Lions Festival. Wednesday, Oct. 14,
TEL 318-W
her air, so they rushed her over to
Rockland High School auditorium,
120-122
the filling station.
8 p. m.
122-123

SPECIAL CASH SALE
This Week Only

COMIQUE

“THE
HARVESTER”

“SILSBY’S”

MRS. QUIMBY A GUEST

ALICE BRADY

Given Reception Here—

Educational Campaign

Wednesday night the vestry of
The reception of the W.C.T.U, to
Littlefield Memorial Church was a the teachers, pastors and Sunday
place of much merriment when the school workers, witr Mrs. Althea G.
playlet "Sarah Perkins' Hat Shop" Quimby, State president, as honor
was presented by Group III of Tire guest, was held in the parlor of the
Ladies’ Aid.
The cast follows: First Baptist Church Thursday night
Sarah Perkins, proprietress. Mae and was a very pleasant affair.
In the receiving line with Mrs.
Gray; her three clerks: Zelma, Berla
Wixson; Eurelia, Arlene Bisbee; Quimby were Miss Margaret Cran
Lucille, Bertha Thurston, Bridget, don, county W.C.T.U. president; Mrs.
the scrub-woman, Lillian Lord. Hope Brewster, county treasurer;
Customers: Mrs. Stubbins, Eva [ Mrs. Clara Emery, local president;
Chaples; Mrs. Bunch, the widow, Rev. J. Charles MacDonald, Supt. and
Hattie Lord; Lizzie (right from the Mrs. George Cumming; Principal and
Mrs. Joseph E. Blaisdell.
country), Vivian Lord.
Greetings were extended by Mrs.
The hats and costumes were quite
eccentric and the entrance of "Liz- Clara Emery in behalf of the Rock
rie" brought forth loud applause from land Union. Program consisted of
the audience.
solo, with encore, by Miss Edna Greg
As each member of the cast had ory; reading, by Miss Doris Borgerdecided to turn “actoresses." it is sen; two songs, by Miss Gladys Grant.
presumed that they are all on their Mrs. Quimby was introduced by Mrs.
way to Hollywood.
Emery and gave a most interesting
The second part of the program i informal talk. She said in part;
found the “Western Merrymakers"
“I want to pay my respects to the
seated on the stage and back of them | teachers, no matter how delinquent
was the entire cast of the play. The , the home life. The teacher is there
boys laid aside their western uni I at the hour for school to open, with
forms for this occasion and donned a trained mind, interested to develop
their swallow-tails and mustaches. the raw materials into good citizen
This program was presented:
ship. Practicing self control, she im
Opening chorus—“Good Evening To You" pels respect, reverance. obedience,
Orchestra and Chorus
Remarks
sentiments so needed in the social and
Mr Griffin
Orchestra—"Hand Me Down My Walk moral and spiritual life. The teacher
ing Cane"
more and more must give the in
"Old Pine Tree"
struction in thosce things essential in
Mervyn Flanders and Levi Hupper
Orchestra—"Old Rugged Cross'
Quartette—"Down By The Old Mill a well developed life. So we note
Stream"
that in the 1935 platform of the Na
Mervyn Flanders. Frank Gregory.
tional Educational Association regard
Walter Griffin. Clarence Dorman
Duet—"When You Wore A Tulip"
ing effects of alcohol and narcotics.
Walter Griffin and Olive Bragg
Orchestra—“Old Spinning Wheel"
The N.E.G. urges complete and sci
Duet—"Side By Side"
entific instruction in the schools re
Vivian Lord and Lillian Lord
Orchestra—"Sidewalks Of New York"
garding
the effects of alcohol and nar
Harmonica and Guitar
Levi Hupper (Elmer)
cotics on the human body and the
Orchestra—"Cornin' Round the Moun
social organization and expresses its
tain"
Banlos—"Sod Shanty"
disapproval of any false advertising
Ralph Choate and Alden Hupper
Specialty—"Bake That Chicken Pie" o' propaganda on the subject, en
Mervyn Flanders and Lillian Lord
Orchestra and chorus—"TUI We meet dorsed by NBA. convention, 1936.
again"
“Various church groups of youth
Finale—"Good Night Friends To You"
Orchestra and Chorus
speak upon the alcohol problem.
The quartet was a picture in itself: They urge total abstinence, elimina
Clarence with his villain mustache tion of advertisers of alcoholic bev
and tall hat; Frank with his goatee erages in newspapers, billboards,
and brown derby, Walter with his magazines, and to register widespread
white trousers and striking mustache public opinions with radio companies
and Mervyn with his woolly beard in protest against advertising of the
and patch-work trousers.
same.
Walter and Olive’certainly cut a
“On the other hand, more brazenly
dash in their rendition of "When you ’ban ever before, liquors advertising
Wore a Tulip;" Walter displaying a experts are frankly declaring that
big red rose in his lapel and Olive tiieir objective is to swell the num
a yellow tulip in her silvery’ hair.
bers of their profitable victims from
"Side by Side" was gayly rendered the ranks of youth and American
by Lillian in a full skirt and quaint wives and mothers. Their advice is
hat of years ago; and Vivian as a 'Appeal to the coming generation. It
perfect gentleman, in his striped i is the teaching you do now that is
pants, swallow tail coat and tall silk going to help you increase your perhat.
1 centage of beer consumed by women.
"Elmer’ was right there as usual , Supply molfeers and housewives
with his harmonica and guitar, the j with up-to-date recipes, coax them to
applause necessitating an encore.
' write in for menus, appeal to their eye
The banjo players. Alden and and their vanity and your battle is
Ralph, were at their best in "Old Sod I won!'
Shanty."
"We call to your attention that a
The specialty number "Bake That provision for a percent of the liquor
Chicken Pie," given by Mervyn as a revenue to be allocated to the public
perfect coon, and Lillian as a dusky school fund has been incorporated in
maiden, wearing an immense red hat, I the respective liquor laws of ten
was greeted with much applause.
States. The Tennessee Christian Ad
The one thing to mar the evening's
vocate calls attention to this and notes
success, was the fact that the senior
tiie probable consequences. It is in
deacon lost his cherished goatee, and
order now to protest any teaching in
all efforts to find it, have proved in
J the schools of the truth about alco
vain.
hol used as a beverage on the ground
that it is ungrateful to bite the hand
that feeds you.’ We must be on the
For a
BEAUTY CULTURE
career of
lookout against suesh legislation.
Choose HUB ACADEMY, largest ln
"It is a recognized fact that thc
New England Faculty of professional
lecturers Aggressive employment de I approach to the children will change
partment to place graduates Fully
equipped kit given absolutely free of 1 thc trend of the entire nation, either
charge Dav and evening classes now
as a blessing or as a menace, accord
forming Write for catalogue
ing to the line of approach. The
HUB ACADEMY
Of Hair and Beauty Culture
need of this kind of instruction has
161 Massachusetts Avenue. Boston
' been recognized by the W.C.T.U. from
Approved by State of Maine
j the beginning of its work history and
' has been prepared for in its depart
ments as well as in the Y.T.C. and
MONDAY-TUESDAY
L.T.L.
"National W.C.T.U. established the
90 JOY-PACKED
first school of alcohol education'ever
held in history. Educators, physicians,
MINUTES WITH YOUR
writers and other leaders assembled
Hew laugh team:
at Evanston, Ill., for a three months'
HAl
J7UOIOJ
course in research and study to fit
themselves to go out as teachers of
the great truth which must be taught
‘What alcohol Is and what it does.'
To facilitate in this teaching Dr
Bertha Rachel Palmer has brought
out the Syllabus In Alcohol and many
other helpful publications.
"Just as world civilization was
threatened by German militarism in
1918 so it is being threatened today by
the onslaught of alcohol. Another
world crisis confronts us, we must
meet it with alcohol education in our
Sunday schools, our schools, cur young
people, groups and the children's
groups."
Following Mrs. Quimby's address
a social time was enjoyed with op
portunity to examine the large offer1 ing of helpful literature, pesters, ban| r.ers, etc., on display.
Refreshments were served, Mrs Nel
MRT KHTON
lie
McKay, Mrs. Etta Stcddard, Mrs.
'
v" Mi5ycr KtniRi
Reta Robinson presiding at the punch
TODAY
boyls, contianlng a refreshing conGENE AUTRY
1 coction of fruit juices from the
in
W.C.T.U. recipes for "Wholesome
“THE SINGING COWBOY"
' Fruit Beverages."
i
“Katie says she is absolutely in
love with my new six-cylindeT."
"Um, another case of the machine
taking the place of the man.
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Mrs. Myron Mank while the other
meiffbers of the party attended the
Mrs William Bramhall has em theatre.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Morse have re
ployment with Mrs. Alice Logan.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H Lawry and turned home from New York where
daughter, Eda. were recently in Mr. Morse has been engaged in yacht
Damariscotta to call on Mr. and Mrs. ing the past season.
Charles Cook who was guest sev
Fred Pitcher.
eral
weeks of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Kenneth Stowell has bought the
Merle Davis Files property and will Murphy, has returned to Concord,
N. H.
occupy it next spring.
Orris Cook is gaining slowly after a
Mrs. Lew Wallace was a Portland
long period if illness.
visitor last weekend.
The Baptist Ladies) Aid was en
Mrs. Archie Wallace has employ
tertained Tuesday afeernoon at the
ment with Mrs. Redman.
Miss Nellie Davis who teaches in home of Mrs. Bedfield Miller. Josie
North Nobleboro passed last week Lawry was re-elected president; Edna
Packard, secretary and treasurer;
end at her home here.
Cornelius Morse and family have Lizzie Miller, Eda Lawry. Susie Con
don and Mrs. Mitchell, work commit
moved to Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. George Mitchell were tee. The hostess served luncheon
In Boston on a recent business trip. during the course of the meeting. The
Their new house will be ready for next session will be with the presi
dent, at her Forest Lake cottage, the
occupancy Nov. 1.
Miss Grace Benner is employed at i date to be announced.
the home of Mrs. Granville Brow.
The Methodist Ladies' Aid spon
Burgess Simmons is at home from sored a harvest supper Wednesday at
Livermore Falls where he has been which Gertrude Oliver was chair
engaged in canning corn.
man. The kitchen helpers were Hat
Callers Friday night at the home tie Lawry. Lavinia Whitney, Josie
of Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Lawry were Burns, Susan Wctton, Helen Sim
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Beale, Mrs. mons and Olivia Hoffses; coffee. Liz
Susie Condon. Mrs Gertrude Oliver. zie Thompson; pies. Hattie Wotton
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Morse, Mrs. and and Georgia Winchenpaw; waitresses,
Mrs. [Bedfield Miller, Mrs. Edna Mrs. Lewis, Mrs. Allie Russell, Mrs.
Packard of this town and Mrs. Louise Ida Wotton, Mrs. Abbie Stevens, Mrs.
Monroe of Bath?
Lillian Burns, Dorothy Burns, Carrie
Mrs. Helen Cushman who was in 1 MacFarland, Eda Lawry, Hattie
California the past year, has returned Lawry and Lavinia Whitney cooked
to the home of Mr. and Mrs. Win the vegetables. The well patronized
throp Whitney.
supper netted over $23. Mrs. Lewis
Rev. Mr. Clark was the preacher will be hostess Wednesday afternoon
Sunday at the Advent Church. In the at the parsonage.
absence of Rev. Mr. Lewis of the
Methodist Church, several members
CAMDEN
of the latter congregation attended
and heard an excellent sermon.
Odd Fellows Installation
Ralph Davis and family of Union
The
officers of Mt. Battie Lodge,
were recent guests of Mr. Davis'
I.O.OF. will be installed Tuesday
mother, Mrs. Allie Russell.
James Murphy has employment night by District Deputy Grand Mas
with Mr. Mayo of New York. The ter Milton V. Rollins and staff of
latter is a summer resident here, for Rockland. Supper at 6 30 win pre
whom Mr. Murphy has worked for cede the installation to which ail
sojourning Odd Fellows are invited.
about 20 years.
Donald, young son of Mr. and Mrs. I The officers chosen are: Nrtle
Ralph Simmons, has returned from Grand, Herbert W Keller; vice grand,
Kndx Hospital much improved in John T. Alley; secretary, John P.
Leach; financial secretary, Warren
health.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Beale enter B. Conant; treasurer, E. M. Crosby;
tained friends last Saturday night at warden, Donald D. Rollins; conductor,
David A. Nichols; chaplain. William
their home.
Mrs. Clayton Oliver received word Murray Smith; outside guardian.
this week that her father, Clarence Harold B. Hansen; inside guardian,
H. Miller, suffered a fractured hip Guy C. Sheldon; right supporter of
in a recent fall. It w’ould be great r.oble grand, Norman E Puller; leftly appreciated if friends remembered supporter, George E Nichols, right
Mr. Miller with cards addressed to scene supporter, David W. French;
left scene supporter, Leon F. Poland;
him at Augusta State Hospital.
Ralph Simmons and family have right supporter of vice grand, Warren
H Merchant; left supporter, Leon Y.
moved to the Levi Noyes house.
Miss Margaret Scott who visited Stinson.
recently at the home of her sister,
APPLETON
Mrs. Dalton Wotton. has returned to
Antrim, N. H.
Mrs. Guy Bessey is much improved
Funeral services for Adelphus B.
in health.
Ripley were held Thursday from
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Wotton have Russell funeral home, Rev. Charles
resumed residence in Staten Island, A. Marstaller officiating.
Bear
N. Y., after a season's stay here.
ers were four brothers, Charles, Clar
Fred Felker and Elden Cook are ence. Everett and Edgar Ripley. In
reciverlng from blood poisoning in terment was in Pine Grove cemetery.
their hands.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Simmons have
returned to this community after a
Turn That Vacant Rexona
summer's absence.
Into Cash With a
Luther Wotton, accompanied by his
mother, Mrs. Albion Wotton, her
“To Rent” Advertisement
sister, Mrs. Carrie Sampson of Bath,
in The Courier-Gazette
and Llewellyn Oliver motored Mon
Telephone 770
day to Rockland, where Mrs. Wotton
and her sister passed the evening with
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OLIVIA de HAVILLAND
ANITA LOUISE • DONALD WOODS
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Time of Show During This Attraction
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PLAYING
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LORETTA YOUNG, DON AMECHE
Phone 892
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A Word to a

Have you a dollar in your pocketbook?

Take it out—look at it.

Now read what happens to it!

HERE'S one thing about you women that few

come taxes or not... a tax on each of these items is

Local indebtedness amounted to $1,600 for each family.

men realize.

passed along to you both.

A grand—and staggering—total of fifty billion dollars

T

Are Levied

on These Articles!

as compared with six billion twenty years ago.

That is what really wise buyers you are.

So here’s a down-to-brass-tacks financial talk to

WO CENTS in every ten. Twenty cents in every
dollar. Twenty dollars in every hundred. That's

You're not getting your dollar's worth in what
you buy—because of taxes.
At first glance taxes seem to have about as much
to do with what you buy as the man in the moon.

But wait!
You had a loaf of bread on the table last night.

... by you, your children, your grandchildren. Today,

It’s more interesting to be specific. Say you want...
and what woman doesn’t... a new wool suit for Fall.

receiving relief and benefit payments.

tax... adding to the price of the wool. The sheep are
clipped. The wool scoured. A wool broker buys it...

sells it in turn to the manufac

turer. Taxes all along the line.

White bread, rye bread or pumpernickel, get this

The cloth is sold to the garment

maker. Taxes. He makes your

about that loaf of bread . . .

You paid fifty-two different taxes on it!

suit... sells it to a retailer. Taxes.

When you sliced that loaf... you sliced your way

Taxes. The retailer sells it to you

through these taxes. Only two cents worth. Small

... only, however, after he’s paid

enough.
But, it’s equal to about one-fourth of the price!

some taxes—all of which you

In taxes that start with the farmer and end on your

ink in his ledger.

O TAXES beginning with the bread . . . most of

must pay, or he soon finds red

of taxes; movie tickets, tooth
paste, your radio set, playing

cards, chewing gum, the cream
in your coffee... and the coffee,

too. Life insurance policies,
hair nets, ice cream sodas, tele
phones—on these and a thou

sand other ordinary, every day items and necessities,
you pay hidden or direct taxes. Buy two packs of ciga

rettes for a quarter—you pay twelve cents tax, and in
some places a State tax besides. If you pay $40 a month

spend more for food, clothes and other things that
you want. It would thus be turned back into industry

to make permanent new jobs... to buy new equipment
... new machines—producing more and better things for
*

all of us.

HAT CAN you do about it? You must do some
thing. For it concerns you and your future

W

happiness.
too. But it just doesn’t work. Suppose the government
took1 away every cent from people with incomes of

services to get the suit to you. These include in
surance, advertising, transportation, banking. More

over $ 1 (XI,000 a year. It would pay Federal, State and

D

Local costs for ten days. The Federal Government alone
would spend it in three weeks. All the incomes over

ed,

$5,000 a year would last less

than four months! So, you see,

It all gets pretty difficult,-doesn’t it? But it explains

it’s the people with less than

— a little, perhaps—why your husband’s pay-check

$5,000 a year who really pay.

doesn't go as far as it should.

Now, here’s where it comes

squarely up to you.

Let’s not be too harsh. Taxes are necessary to sup

port our government—Federal, State and Local. But

Let the tax makers and the

just as there are well-operated businesses, and poorly-

tax takers see you don't like this.

operated ones, so governments

Write your Senator, your Congressman, your Governor,

can be either economical with

your local officers. Let them know your personal

your money or wasteful. It is
waste which must be eliminated.

For when political office-holders

dance too merrily, every person
who buys pays the piper.

rent, $10 of it is taxes. The family car, the gasoline

Your family, Mrs. America,

to run it. Your camera, your lipstick ... every single,

in effect last Fall owed $1,600 to
the government. Yes, madam ... Federal, State and

solitary match you use —on these, also, taxes!
Think about that. Whether your husband pays in

you didn’t have to pay so much for taxes—you could

ONT forget, in addition, all these people use other

taxes in these, too. No matter who you are, you can’t
through your husband’s income, or your own income.
evade these taxes. And it’s reasonable to say if all these
Taxes that amount to 20% of ailtaxes
thathad
comes
beeninto
less, you’d pay less for your new Fall suit.
every dollar.
Perfumes cost more, because

or no new productive wealth is made. Now that’s a
little complicated, isn’t it? But it means just this. If

"Soak the rich” sounds fine. ..looks good on paper,

them what are called "hidden taxes” . . . gallop

the family till. Twenty cents in

every fourteen workers in private enterprise support
a regular government employee—exclusive of those

Yet for all this vast, bewildering expenditure, little
A sheep herder begins the procession. He pays a

For Jim, Sonny, the baby and yourself.

supper table.
Man cannot live by bread alone. Neither can taxes.

Government debts, like personal ones, must be paid

T

what you pay to run the government.

women. And women alone.

S

Specific Taxes

(This is No.

j

interest in this subject. Let them know you are will
ing to aid in cutting government costs . . . that you
don’t like this continued search for new things to tax.

Automobiles
Automobile Trucks and
Truck Bodies
Auto Parts
Baseballs and Footballs
Beer
Bonds
Cameras
Checker and Chess
Boards and Pieces
Chewing Gum
Cigarettes
Club Dues
Cosmetics
Electrical Current
Fun
Firearms
Gasoline’
Hairdressings and Dyes
Inner Tubes
Lubricating Oils
Liquor
Matches
Mouth and Tooth Washes
Motorcycles
Mechanical Refrigerators
Perfumes
Playing Cards
Radio Receiving Sets and Tubes
Real Estate Sales
Sporting Goods
Shells and Cartridges
Safe Deposit Boxes
Stocks
Tennis Rackets
Tires
Toilet Soap
Toilet Water
Tooth Pastes
Telephone and Telegraph Messages
Tickets to Athletic Contests
and Theaters
Wines

Write today. ,Tell your friends to write.

Check up on those who seek public office this Fall.

Make them understandyou disapprove. Too many taxes,
at too high a personal cost to you, have gone on too long.
Be a wise woman.

of a Series of Advertisements on America

Besides—you pay indirect
taxes on all of these as well
as on everything else you
eat, wear, rent, or buy

If sou pre interested in this subject, learn more about it.
A free copy of a comprehensive booklet, "A Word To a
Wise Woman,” now being prepared, will be sent you.
Write to Room 2037, 11 West 42nd St., New York City.
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